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stirring portraits
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Down to a fine art
From designers to painters, singers to sculptors,
meet some of Antigua’s most creative residents

Face to face with soca diva
Claudette ‘CP’ Peters
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AQUARACER CALIBRE 16 CHRONOGRAPH
Official Timekeeper of the WSL Big Wave Events. Big wave surfing is
all about timing – being right there and ready when the swell of
the year is maxing out. Like TAG Heuer, today’s top big wave riders live
for the challenge and #DontCrackUnderPressure.
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Perfect recipe for body and soul

Restaurants – The Tamarind Tree, The Sea Grape, Wine Cellar
Imaginative, varied and simply delicious, our cuisine has been praised by culinary magazines across the globe. Headed by an award-winning team,
it’s what sets us apart from the competition – and keeps our guests coming back for more.

Curtain Bluff Luxury Spa

Our tranquil 5,000sqft spa set inches from the water’s edge has four luxurious treatment rooms
each with magnificent sea views. Enjoy sipping tea brewed from herbs freshly picked from our own
garden as you prepare for your treatment. Afterwards, relax in the Jacuzzi on our open verandah
on the cliff edge with a healthy light bite.
Our acclaimed spa offers a variety of inspired facials – like our signature anti-aging Myoxy Caviar
Mask – plus body wraps, massages and beauty treatments. Enquire about our spa packages such
as the six-hour Ultimate Escape and the Couple’s Day Away.

www.curtainbluff.com
Call toll-free from US: 888-289-9898 | Call toll-free from UK: 0800-051-8956 | Call from Antigua: (+268) 462-8400
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RADO HYPERCHROME
CERAMIC TOUCH DUAL TIMER
HIGH-TECH CERAMIC
TOUCH TECHNOLOGY
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CEO Sam Dyson said the timing of the
agency’s launch in spring 2009 – just as the
credit crunch began to hit Antigua – had
forced Luxury Locations to think outside the
box when it came to marketing property.
“Unlike most agents in Antigua, we
did not have funds from previous sales in
order to promote,” he said. “So instead of
focussing our marketing efforts purely on
real estate, we concentrated on Antigua as
a destination to differentiate it from other
Caribbean islands, giving insights into what
life might be like if a person chose to make
Antigua a home from home.”
He added: “What seemed a major
disadvantage at the time has in fact turned
into a significant advantage and shaped the
business into what is today the largest real
estate firm by sales on the island.”
Seven years – and now a total of three
major international real estate awards
– later, one of our principle marketing
tools is still this magazine. While it is
ever evolving, its central ethos remains
the same: we’re not just selling a house,
commercial building or plot of land, but a

way of life and an investment in the buyer’s
future in this country.
And that’s what helps us continue to fly
the flag for Antigua – a place we know, love
and call home. n
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elling homes in a small, saturated
market like Antigua can sometimes
feel like peddling sand in the desert.
That’s why doing it successfully requires
innovation, creativity – and lots and lots of
hard work. The extra mile, as they say, is
never crowded.
So when our efforts for real estate
marketing received official recognition at
the recent highly prestigious International
Property Awards we were naturally a teensy
bit proud.
Our popular biannual magazine and
strong links with global media are just two
components which helped us achieve sales
topping US$100 million in 2014 alone –
followed by the five-star award in October
naming us the best in the country.
Held each year since 1995, the
International Property Awards is the premier
programme for celebrating the highest
levels of achievement across the sector,
chosen by an expert panel of independent
judges.
President Stuart Shield said the
aim is to “recognise excellence in the
property industry worldwide and to
promote an international standard”. He
told Luxury Locations: “Please accept my
congratulations to your whole team for the
splendid efforts made in order to achieve
this success.”
Here, at our Jolly Harbour office,
we may be a small team but we’re a
mighty one with more than four decades’
combined experience. From securing
regular features in some of the world’s
best-known publications to our presence
on numerous property websites, along
with social media campaigns, extensive
networking and even the odd open house
event, working with us guarantees our
clients unrivalled exposure.
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Thinking outside the box spells
triumph for Luxury Locations
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Letter from the Editor

A

interview with designer Calvin Southwell. Get to know singersongwriter Claudette Peters as never before when she reveals
some of the secrets behind her electrifying live performances and
toe-tapping tunes. Artist Naydene Gonnella is disarmingly candid
in discussing the inspiration behind the affecting pieces in her latest
collection, while jeweller Hans Smit’s fixation with rocks may mean
you never view a pebble in quite the same way again.
As always there’s a plethora of party pages capturing the
highlights of the social calendar, including several dedicated to
Carnival – both from 2015 and years gone by. And for those who
want to see more than beaches and cocktail menus do check out
our selection of off-the-beaten-track activities.
From our top picks of locally handmade goodies to the
transcendent interior of superyacht Grace E and the fabulous homes
we have for sale and rent, artistry reigns throughout these pages.
The people featured are resoundingly diverse but the one thing
that binds them all together is the inherent ability to encapsulate the
world around them in a lyric, a garment, a canvas or a gem.
In this, our most creative edition to date, experience Antigua
through their eyes.
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rt is all around us, whether we choose to notice it or not.
It infiltrates every aspect of our lives from the clothes we
wear to the music we listen to, even the car and phone we
use to conduct the minutiae of our day.
Our beautiful island is a work of art in situ; a world of startling
colours, shadows and reflections, unrestrained nature and jagged
edges, both metaphorically and physically. Antigua is a place that
wears its heart on its sleeve, is occasionally blunt, rarely pretentious
and always, always authentic.
It’s been a privilege to engage with some of its most artistic
inhabitants in putting together this latest edition of our biannual
magazine which bears witness to the country’s exceptional creative
talents.
The best part of my work is undoubtedly the people I encounter
along the way and the opportunity to tell their stories from their
own unique perspective. The premise provides room for far more
expression than an ordinary conversation, with the result that I often
leave with the feeling not of finishing an interview but starting a
friendship. And never has that been more profound than with this
issue.
Anyone who’s ever wondered at the workmanship that goes
into putting together a Carnival costume won’t want to miss the

Gemma

If you would like to advertise in Luxury Locations. The Magazine, or have any editorial content that you feel would benefit our
audience, please contact either advertising@luxurylocations.com or editorial@luxurylocations.com

Life’s Little Luxuries
PAGE 20
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Godfather of style: designer Calvin Southwell
PAGE 60

Using modern hypnosis to cure fears and phobias
PAGE 49

Le Bistro

Hodge’s Bay, St. John’s, Antigua
T: (268) 462 3881
F: (268) 461 5543
E: pgbistro@candw.ag

French Restaurant
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www.antigualebistro.com

Experience a real sense of occasion
Le Bistro, Antigua’s �irst authentic French restaurant, was opened in 1981.
Since then, their popularity, with both visitors and locals, has never waned.
Today, Le Bistro is, and remains one of Antigua’s most frequented
restaurants. Eating here is close to luxurious perfection.

Your evening will be �illed with French chic and Caribbean zest, as Le Bistro
always puts luxury on a plate.

Lo

You’ll experience a real sense of occasion and a heartfelt welcome with every
visit. Upon entering the restaurant, be prepared to enjoy the elegant, tropical
surroundings of the dining room and bar. They are both irresistibly alluring
and beautifully romantic. Relax and enjoy a seamless dinner, complete with a
supremely polished and personalized service from your host Philippa and
the rest of the staff. It will be hard to choose from the medley of outstanding
cuisine, but the Antiguan lobster dishes come highly recommended. The
handcrafted desserts are always to die for and genuine wine lovers will be
impressed with the superb range of French vintages and Champagne.

The Owner and Chef, Patrick Gauducheau, hails from Vendée, the heart of
France’s �inest gastronomic regions. Chef Patrick has worked at many �ine
restaurants before coming to Le Bistro, including The Restaurant Le Rive
Bleu, Golf Hotel Montreux and Hotel Conte Vevey in Switzerland; the Cable
Beach Wyndham Hotel in the Bahamas, The French Quarter Restaurant and
the Hodges Club in Antigua, and The Reading Room in Saratoga, New York.
He’ll intrigue and captivate your senses!
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Open Tuesday - Sunday from 6:30pm with last orders at 10:30pm.
Closed on Mondays.
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About Antigua & Barbuda
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Happy as a clam: Our guide to the islands’ best feel-good activities
A is for art

B is for Barbuda

C is for cooking
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Cave drawings by Arawak Indians, pink sand beaches, 17th century ruins and the
largest frigate bird colony outside the Galapagos. Just some of the reasons why
our sister isle should be on anyone’s bucket list. The Barbuda Express will take you
from A to B by sea, five days a week come rain or shine. The 90-minute journey by
catamaran makes it perfect for a day trip.
Email info@barbudaexpress.com or call (+268) 764-2291.
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Cooking skills barely progressed since jam
tarts at junior school? Sign up for a class
with Nicole Arthurton in the comfort of her
Cedar Valley home and learn all the tricks of
Caribbean cuisine. The Montserratian-born
former private chef will help you get stuck in
with everything from jerk to curries and rumglazed chicken to guava tart. If the messy
roti-making process doesn’t induce some
giggles then the unlimited rum punch might.
Prices start at US$110 per person including
food and drinks. Visit www.nicolestable.com
or call (+268) 764-8366.
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Immerse yourself in Antigua’s thriving arts
and crafts scene with a morning tour of the
north-east of the island. Start with a trip to
artist Gilly Gobinet’s vibrant Fitches Creek
gallery of original watercolours, acrylics
and mahogany carvings followed by Sarah
Fuller’s pottery in Coolidge where natural
clays are used to create colourful bowls,
dishes, sconces and lamps. Lunch at one of
the area’s superb al fresco eateries such as
Cecilia’s or Garden Grill to round off this
sustenance-for-the-soul excursion.
Email gillygobinet@me.com or
sarahfuller51@gmail.com for details.

E is for eco

Dubbed the ‘puppy dogs of the sea’ for their
attention-seeking snack-loving personalities,
no trip to Antigua is complete without a swim
with our gentle stingrays. Stingray City’s new
eco-activity package also includes kayaking
through the red mangroves of the North Sound
Marine Park known for its intriguing wildlife
like pelicans, upside-down jellyfish and sea
cucumbers, followed by lunch and a jeep tour
of the island’s historical sites. A must for any
energetic explorer.
Visit www.stingraycityantigua.com or call
(+268) 562-7297.

About Antigua & Barbuda

H is for horses
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Whether for the organic adventure of riding a horse into the sea or
observing Shadow the dog cruising bareback on Judy the mare, tourists
continue to cite Springhill Riding Club as a holiday highlight. A 90-minute
jaunt comprises a trail through the valley and a paddle in the water at
Falmouth Bay. Add half an hour if you want to take in scenic Rendezvous
Bay too. Beginners are welcome.
Email susieadderson@btinternet.com or call (+268) 460-7787.

N is for nature

Lo

The beauty of Antigua’s natural environment goes beyond
eye candy. Learn all about the traditional uses for indigenous
plants on a morning hike with local legend Vorn Johnson. What
Vorn didn’t learn about flora and fauna from his grandmother
probably isn’t worth knowing. Laughs are guaranteed. The
nature-loving, bush medicine maestro’s bonhomie saw him
previously named a tourism personality of the year.
Hikes depart from the Sugar Ridge Resort. US$15 per person.
Call (+268) 562-7700.
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S is for Sunday

If poolside tipples, funky tunes and an unbeatable sunset view
sound like the ideal ingredients for winding down the weekend,
then the Sunday Chill at the Sugar Ridge resort each week from
3pm is for you. The soundtrack to these insouciant afternoons at
Carmichael’s restaurant comes courtesy of online radio station
theisland.fm - a blend of ambient, lounge, deep house, reggae, jazz
and soul as smooth as the frozen cocktails. Admission is free.
Visit www.theisland.fm or call the Sugar Ridge resort on (+268)
562-7700.

P is for pampering

Kick back in the enchanting environs of Admirals Inn – the selfdescribed ‘antithesis to all-inclusive resorts’. A spa pass entitles
you to a treatment of your choice in the Gunpowder Spa, use of
the pool and facilities and a credit towards food and drinks. A few
hours here offers ultimate invigoration – and absolutely no danger
of a bun fight.
Call (+268) 460-1027 for prices.
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Class act

Why superyacht Grace E’s beauty goes further than skin deep
one-fingered salute to the environment and
merrily go about their gas-gobbling, coral
reef-walloping way, Grace E is equipped
with a fistful of features specifically
designed to keep her carbon footprint in
check.
Green sensitivities were at the forefront
of the owners’ stipulations when designing
this most 21st century yacht. First and
foremost, she had to be energy efficient
which meant the hull underwent repeated
testing to reduce resistance (or drag). Grace
E cruises economically between 10 and
15 knots with a top speed of 16.5 knots
(19mph). This allows her to cruise for
several months before her 188,000-litre fuel
tanks need a top-up.
She also has a dynamic positioning
system enabling her to stay in place without
dropping anchor. That’s good news for the
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fragile reefs of the Caribbean where she
has spent much of her time since her 2014
debut which included an appearance at the
Antigua Yacht Charter Show.
Other eco-friendly nods include
systems to mitigate exhaust fumes along
with those for garbage management and
storage. “Our intention was to be able
to go to any area in the world and retain
everything on board in the event of a lack
of [disposal] facilities ashore,” captain
Eddie Cooney told Boat magazine.
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ubtlety may not be the first word that
springs to mind when it comes to
superyachts. And while it’s admittedly
not a notion that could be applied to
Grace E’s size (a hulking 73 metres), this
exquisite Italian-built vessel possesses a
gentility quite unlike her contemporary
counterparts.
With smooth serene spaces, simple
art pieces and a neutral palette, she’s
a paragon of decorum; distinctly wellmannered in a watery world of excess,
one-upmanship and ostentation.
Timeless lines and a casual chic interior
give her a refreshingly approachable
ambience, but Grace E’s smart design
extends beyond aesthetics and into a
winning combination of both beauty and
brains.
Where her peers buoyantly deliver a

14
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Interestingly, Grace E’s titanic size
can be attributed to another salubrious
theme. The owners’ request for a focus
on ‘wellness’ – including an entire deck
dedicated to health and wellbeing – saw
a whopping 19 metres added on to the
original design.
There’s a fully-equipped gym with
stern-facing treadmills allowing wonderful
views of the disappearing land through vast
glass doors as you jog; a massage room
with permanent on-board masseuse, steam
sauna and hydrotherapy equipment; and
an exercise pool with varying resistance
currents for gentle or strenuous workouts
on the main deck.
It doesn’t stop there. A meditation room
offers 360-degree views (assuming you have
your eyes open), while a special sunbathing
area includes a Jacuzzi, oversized sun pads,
loungers and a circular bar. There’s even a
beauty salon too. If you’re forking out up
to US$640,000 a week to charter a luxury
yacht, you don’t want wind and salt ruining
your hairdo, right?
Designed by acclaimed naval architect
Philippe Briand’s firm Vitruvius Yachts
and built by Italian shipyard Perini Navi
under its Picchiotti brand, Grace E can
accommodate 12 guests who will find
oodles of space and privacy spread out
across five decks, four of which are
connected by an elevator.
The seven deluxe staterooms include
two VIP suites on the main deck, two
double cabins and two twin cabins on the
lower deck, all with en-suite bathrooms.
The magnificent full beam master suite
features a stunning central bath-tub and his
and hers shower rooms.
Recreation areas are aplenty. On
the upper deck, a generous open area
incorporates an inside saloon and al fresco
lounge separated by a huge sliding glass
door effectively creating one large open-air
expanse. The piece de resistance here is
a signature sushi bar with marble counter
top, along with a U-shaped settee, two
drop-down entertainment display screens,
dining and gaming tables.
The exceptional interior is the work of
renowned French designer Remi Tessier

ns

Vogueact
Class
vessel: From frocks to yachts
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The seven deluxe staterooms
include two VIP suites on the
main deck, two double cabins
and two twin cabins on the
lower deck, all with en-suite
bathrooms.”

eponymous line. The interior pieces feature
leather, linen, ebony and stainless steel with
pastel patchwork carpets completing the
geometrical spirit of the design. Outside,
Tessier’s lounge-beds have integrated
canopies and can rotate a full 360 degrees.
The scaled down-yet-sophisticated
atmosphere is enhanced by the owners’
personal collection of contemporary art –
and an elegance that welcomes guests from
the moment they walk in.
“The spectacular appearance of the
atrium is achieved with a composition
of a circular tower lined in hand-woven
wavy gold threads laminated in a curved
glass which encloses the lift capsule,
around which winds the staircase of soft
woven leather steps,” Tessier said, adding:
“The result seems as though the sun has
illuminated the heart of the boat.”
Grace E is available through Burgess
Yachts for Caribbean charters during the
winter season. Guests lucky enough to be
on board will find an energetic crew of 22
to pander to their every whim along with
a host of entertainment facilities – such
as a movie library and watertoys – and
even a concierge desk to ensure service as
unobtrusively sublime as the surrounds. n
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whose efforts earned him the coveted
Baccarat trophy for interiors at 2014’s
Monaco Yacht Show. The award is one of
a slew Grace E has subsequently claimed
– others include Motor Yacht of the Year at
the World Superyacht Awards 2015 and
several more for exterior design and ecotechnology.
Tessier’s brief from the boat’s sociable
owners “who love to have their family and
friends on board” was to create a modern
feel, “light but warm and comfortable
with the views and natural light being very
important”.

ry

The Paris-based designer achieved this
by incorporating numerous wide openings
– such as using sliding sycamore panels to
separate various rooms – to allow the light
to flood through and provide panoramic
vistas. He then used ebony high gloss
varnished frames to surround the openings
to mimic “those on a painting of a beautiful
seascape - but this one is real life,” Tessier
said.
The entire range of indoor and outdoor
furniture is also custom-made by Tessier’s

Visit www.burgessyachts.com for
more information.
Photos provided courtesy of Burgess Yachts.
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LOOK.
Handmade indulgences
Everyone loves the beauty of something that’s been individually
handcrafted. Artisanal products have a special essence all of their own.
Luxuriate in these unique items from some of the island’s most skilled
inhabitants – each one lovingly made right here in Antigua.

Photo: Rebecca Bird
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Available from the Coco Shop in Redcliffe Quay, St John’s.
Email cocoshopantigua1949@gmail.com

2 Playful paperbacks

Fancy trying your hand at preparing plantain-crusted red snapper or
jerk pork wraps? Gilly Gobinet’s award-winning Cookery Book is
full of inspired Caribbean recipes like pumpkin and ginger soup with
chilled white wine – which Gilly says can be added to the pot or
drunk, depending on the chef’s mood. The pocket-sized paperback
is one of four in her Cool Caribbean book collection, all interspersed
with amusing anecdotes and her own charming illustrations.
Books are US$10 each and available from Gilly Gobinet’s Art Gallery
in Fitches Creek.
Email gillygobinet@me.com or call (+268) 464-6084.

20

Available from various hotels and tourist outlets.
Email tropicalhandmadesoap@gmail.com
or call (+268) 786-9135.
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These pretty ‘Liberty of
London’ print dresses in
cool cotton are the perfect
complement to the island’s
sunny climes. Designed by
Kelly Scales and modelled
here by sales assistant and
seamstress Primrose James,
they’re just one of the treasures
to be found at the Coco Shop,
the country’s first souvenir
store which has been selling
locally made trinkets, clothes
and curios since 1948.

Prefer your soap chemical-free? These wonderfully aromatic
alternatives from Tropical Handmade Soap ’n’ Stuff contain
all natural ingredients like glycerin and goat’s milk, fruits and
herbs – without any of those nasty sulphates and parabens.
Infused with tropical loofer for exfoliation and invigorating
essential oils, they’re guaranteed to add some brio to bathtime.
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2 Cool couture

2 All-natural ablutions
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Life’s Little Luxuries

2 Bracing brew
Only the finest Arabica beans go into Carib Bean Coffee’s
energising blends roasted fresh at its south coast hillside
premises. From the light exotic taste of ‘Joy in the Morning’ to
the full flavoured ‘Dark and Stormy’, each one is comfort in a
cup. Can’t get enough? Devotees are welcome to come and
observe the roasting process between 8am and 5pm Mondays
to Fridays.
Available from Carib Bean Coffee in Horsford Hill, English
Harbour. Email info@caribbeancoffeeroasters.com
or call (+268) 462-5282.

Life’s Little Luxuries

Available from Antigua Dairy Ltd
in Factory Road and the Cotton
House in Piccadilly.

Turning trash into treasure is all in a day’s work for gifted Stephen
Murphy who describes himself as an environmentalist artist.
Visitors to his Redcliffe Quay shop-cum-workshop will find a
veritable goldmine of original one-off creations. Old CDs, phone
cables, shipping pallets, even dog food bags and fallen roof metal
have been painstakingly transformed into exquisite singular
sculptures.
Jewellery,
bowls and baskets,
exclusive graphic
art T-shirts and
watercolours
complete Zemi’s
status as a
browser’s
paradise.

Available at Zemi
Arts & Crafts in
Redcliffe Quay,
Photo: Rebecca Bird
St John’s.
Email wadadliwatercolours@yahoo.ca or call (+268) 764-9627.
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Visit www.facebook.com-Lazy-Bones-Beer or call (+268) 562-2468.

2 Earthy inspirations

2 Salvaged sources
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The rise of microbreweries
quenched the thirst of discerning
palates everywhere. Lazy Bones
Beer is the happy marriage of
two local firms – Lazy Bones
beanbags and Antigua Dairy
Ltd – united by a love of quality
booze. Their reasonably priced
and refreshing pale ale, bitter,
blonde and wheat beer are
made for sunny afternoons as
indolent as the name suggests.
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2 Real (good) ale

The vibrant colours of her native Dominica play a key role in
inspiring Miranda Askie’s striking jewellery pieces. The former
fashion model knows a thing or two about accessorising and
uses her artistic eye to design and create her exclusive earrings,
bracelets and necklaces with techniques such as soldering precious
metals, wire work and off-loom beadweaving.
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Available from Miranda Askie Designs in Redcliffe Quay.
Email Miranda_askie@hotmail.com or call (+268) 776-3090.

2 Mellow music
What better way to mark five successful years in business than the
launch of a new CD featuring the cool Balearic disco and deep
house beats that characterise Sheer Rocks’ chilled happening vibe?
The restaurant’s second album ‘Music on the Rocks’ includes tracks
from Ibiza great Jose Padilla, Norway’s Rune Lindbaek and No
Logo, compiled by Pete Gooding and Phil Dockerty in conjunction
with the eatery’s owners. Its release heralds the start of another
exciting season for Sheer Rocks with legendary British DJ Darren
Emerson, of 90s dance act Underworld, and his up-and-coming
compatriot Harry Judda among those taking to the decks.
Available from Sheer Rocks at the Cocobay Resort.
Email reservations@sheer-rocks.com or call (+268) 464-5283.
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The eyes have it
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what appears to be an unintended double
entendre.
Here, in this low-ceilinged Midway
warehouse, sunrays cast glints and shadows
across Jimi Hendrix, Robin Williams,
Michael Hutchence, Marilyn and Elvis.
The astonishing likenesses means there’s
no mistaking the identities within this
congregation of the anguished, the ill-fated
and the lost.
Locally, fans of Naydene’s work may
be more familiar with her seascapes, often
featuring bold vibrant depictions of turtles,
pelicans and seahorses. Her “beautiful
innocent animals”, as she calls them,
displayed to the left, make for a striking
juxtaposition opposite the tortured souls on
the right.
Somewhere in the middle – both
figuratively and literally – is Naydene.
“I have my tormented and my tranquil
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efore an assembly of famous tragic
faces – including the haunted,
hunted gaze of Kurt Cobain and the
chaotic, furious despair of Amy Winehouse
– a list of questions probing everything from
the source of artistic inspiration to the finer
details of its execution quickly becomes
superfluous. Said list is subsequently
abandoned down the side of an armchair
which cheerfully wears the colourful
bruises of an artist at work.
Paint splatters, discarded coffee cups
and stacks of pieces in various stages of
progress were only to be expected inside
Naydene Gonnella’s sequestered studio.
This startling oil-painted ode to
misadventure and misery was not.
Today, on an otherwise unremarkable
Friday morning, I am being let in on
a secret. “I haven’t shown my faces to
many people,” Naydene tells me with
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A series of stirring portraits forms the latest exhibition by one of Antigua’s most acclaimed
artists. In a candid interview with Luxury Locations Magazine, Naydene Gonnella talks
inspiration, growing up as the ‘invisible’ middle child – and why she never ever paints
within the lines.
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side,” she imparts. “Sometimes there’s a
craziness going on in my head and I spend
a lot of energy trying to cover that up.
“The calm seascapes are the other side
of me; they’ve been coming up a lot more.
Painting these beautiful innocent creatures
helps me; they are just happy doing their
thing. I realised I’d better get happy doing
my thing,” she says smiling.
It may be some years since Naydene’s
earliest exhibitions – paintings carefully
pegged to a washing line at her childhood
home in Ontario, Canada, awaiting an
audience of obliging relatives – but there’s
one particular memory of those days that
stands out like a beacon.
“When I was eight and my sister was
nine, we were both given a paint-bynumbers set. We sat down to do them, my
sister going totally by the numbers. I started
doing that but then decided I wanted to
do my own thing with it. Hers ended up
looking exactly like the box and was put
up in the living room. Mine ended up crazy
and chaotic and was hung in the hallway
where the light wasn’t too good.”

The eyes have it
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Gesturing to Kurt brooding in the
corner, she says: “I often wonder how many
times he thought about suicide before. And
Robin – who would have thought that a
man who made so many people laugh was
that tormented?
“Many of them weren’t comfortable in
their own skin; I struggled with that for a
long time myself. To think of the ones that
can get up and perform in front of so many
people when they’re suffering so much
within is interesting to me.
“Some of the deaths had to be a
mistake, they didn’t mean to overdose.
Some ended things on purpose, others went
too far trying to disappear.”
The idea of striving to obliterate the
mind is one that strikes a chord with her.
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abruptly aborted life is portrayed in deep
red and black.
“Amy was so tragic, I wanted red. Red
can be passionate and it can also indicate
anger. I imagine she must have had a lot
of anger,” she continues. “Robin Williams
is a toned down blue – it’s a sad feeling of
waste. And Jimi seems purple to me.”
Look closely and there’s another
recurrent theme – a tiny image of a lamb
can be found somewhere in each depiction.
“That’s my signature with these tormented
figures,” Naydene explains. “The lamb
signifies that little bit of innocence that was
destroyed.
“What links them all together is their
discontent with reality; that’s something I’m
always exploring.”

Lo

She adds with a wry laugh: “I was
told I didn’t stay within the lines. I always
remember that.”
A need to defy traditional rules was to
fuel a lifelong affair with expressionism.
When an initial course in commercial
illustration proved too stringent – “far too
much staying in the lines” – it was ditched
after two years. At 26, Naydene joined
Ontario College of Art and Design and
this is where her creativity was really able
to flourish. Her final year when she was
chosen to study in Florence, Italy, remains
one of the happiest periods of her life. In
1994, she graduated with honours in the
figurative discipline.
The last two decades have won Naydene
a slew of awards for her work which has
encompassed diverse themes of doorways,
nature, abstract landscapes and her own
children, Kianna, 17, and Danya, 13.
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At 26, Naydene joined Ontario
College of Art and Design and
this is where her creativity
was really able to flourish.
Her final year when she was
chosen to study in Florence,
Italy, remains one of the
happiest periods of her life.”
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But a fixation with faces, both real and
anonymous, emerged time and again. Her
latest collection – some of which have been
in process for several years – formed a solo
exhibition staged in Antigua.
“I was originally going to focus
on women, standing up for women’s
rights,” Naydene says, “but it seemed a
bit gimmicky, it didn’t ring true for me. I
thought, what am I really feeling? I’m really
overcoming my own darkness.
“Tragic faces really appeal to me. It’s
the eyes that tell the story; the other details
are secondary so I focus on the eyes and
leave some of the rest to imagination.”
It is indeed the eyes that exquisitely
encapsulate the essence of each person,
complemented by Naydene’s use of
colour. The cataclysm of Amy Winehouse’s
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With unblinking frankness she admits to
turning to alcohol in the past to subdue
“the uncomfortable part of reality”.
Thankfully it never descended down a
darker path and she has been teetotal for
years.
Not all the faces in the collection are
of the fallen. Miley Cyrus is also there in all
her sassy splendour. In another, Rihanna’s
sultry eyes penetrate the onlooker, a lock
of hair brushing the nose in a pose of
defiance, sex appeal effusive. Interestingly,
Antiguan singer Asher Otto is painted
wearing sunglasses. Hands covering her
mouth, you can see she’s giggling, her
bubbly personality captured to perfection.
As most professional artists of any genre
will testify, cohesion is key. Whether it’s
of Michael Jackson or a hawksbill turtle,
each one of Naydene’s pieces possesses
her signature style – and each is unique. To
produce prints of her work would be to add
a commercial element that is refreshingly
absent.
“I never tried to paint what sold,” she
concurs, “I always stayed true to what I
loved doing – you have to, or it loses its
truth and its integrity.”
It’s her singular technique and bold
colours that have shaped Naydene’s stamp on
the art world. The ‘scratchy’ effect is the result
of using a palette knife as well as a brush,
while her blend of bees’ wax and oil paint
allows multi-layering, texture and depth.
Sometimes flecks of sand and glitter are
embedded in to add an extra dimension, or
a glaze applied for luminosity. With closer
inspection more details begin to reveal
themselves – a tiny dog hidden in a cheek,
an eye in a lip, a line of text that makes
you catch your breath and rethink your
interpretation.
“I’ve always loved colour; it’s very
much my inspiration,” Naydene continues.
Combinations like fuchsia with copper leaf
and sienna, or turquoise with ochre, yellow
and a hint of red feature heavily.
“Ever since my first trip to Mexico when
I was 12 I have loved that turquoise water
colour. I always knew I would live in the
Caribbean one day.” Prior to moving to
Antigua in 2004, she spent six years in Aruba.
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nothing.”
Her drive and pragmatism may seem
somewhat at odds with her confessed
vulnerabilities.
“Most people wouldn’t know about my
dark side,” she agrees. “I usually appear
quite upbeat and happy. But I have my
struggles – I felt pretty much invisible as
the middle child, my older sister was good
at everything she did, my younger brother
was the only boy. My work was hung in the
hallway - that stuff really affects you.”
Naydene continues: “For a long time
I felt like not staying in the lines was a
handicap but now I like that analogy. It’s
OK to break the rules – as long as you learn
them first and know why you’re breaking
them. Then it becomes legitimate.”
These days, she adds, while the inner
battles continue, her work helps her to
overcome them. And, she hopes, some
pieces will invite others to look inside
themselves too.
“I want my faces to make people stop
and stare. The eyes pierce you so much
they can shock you a little. Everyone sees
something different – but if you sit and look
long enough they force you to look within.
“And eventually you come to terms
with it.” n
Photos by Kevin Frederick
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When someone suggested she try
painting seahorses, her initial response was
that they were “too girly, like unicorns”.
“In fact they’re amazing close up, they
have all these little crustaceans growing on
them. They’re tiny little guys – shy, timid
and innocent in this crazy world. They
don’t live long and they’re very fragile – if
they don’t grab onto something they get
washed away.
“It was the same with turtles;
when I started to study them I found it
heartbreaking.”
Naydene’s inherent talent has
undoubtedly helped her carve her place
within the art industry’s competitive and
often unforgiving purlieus. But that, she
insists, will only get one so far.
“There’s a misconception that if you’re
really talented you will do well. But 90
per cent of being successful is hard work,
having the right attitude and not giving up.
“The other misconception is the
moodiness artists are supposed to have,”
she laughs. “People think you can lounge
around being tormented and say you don’t
feel like working today. But if you do that,
you can’t pay the bills and you starve.
“I can’t paint when I’m really upset
because it looks like crap, so instead I
will do something like priming or tidy up
or stretch a canvas. I won’t let myself do
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TESTIMONIALS: ‘ An amazing family experience!’... ‘Stingrays are wild
but extremely gentle’.... ‘One for the bucket list – this was the highlight of our trip’

Enjoy a Unique Experience
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Come and enjoy the unique experience of touching and feeding a southern stingray, together with
snorkelling amongst magnificent coral reefs and colourful tropical fish. Our rays are without
doubt the brightest in the Caribbean – wild but very friendly and gentle.
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Stingray City

Whether you choose to stand or swim you’ll have the unique opportunity to touch, feed and play with
stingrays during your encounter, while learning all about these amazing and captivating creatures.
Enjoy a snorkel afterwards, before finishing up your visit with a complimentary rum or fruit punch.

Visit www.stingraycityantigua.com for more information

LOOK.

The Luxe List
Female 1.7 fl oz US$76.50, Male 3.3 fl oz US$72
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2 WE’LL ALWAYS HAVE PARIS
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From must-haves to just-wants, we searched the island
to find you the coolest, sexiest and most stylish items
worthy of the Luxe List.

They encapsulated the city of love in their iconic Quatre rings; now luxury
French jewellery house Boucheron have done it again with these his and hers
fragrances. Blending tones of bitter orange, jasmine and golden woods, Quatre
for Woman is for the strong, assertive, contemporary female. Its male counterpart
is an elegant cedar scent for her impossibly stylish man.
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Available now at Abbott’s Jewellery & Perfumery in Heritage Quay, St John’s.
Tel: (+268) 462-3107.

2 FLYING HIGH, DIVING DEEP
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US$5,045

2 BEAUTY FOR BODY AND SOUL
Bracelet US$1395, earrings US$795,
ring US$595

Let the calming properties of blue chalcedony
work their magic with these exquisite pieces from
John Hardy’s Palu collection. Incorporating handhammered sterling silver and a classic chain motif,
their ethereal beauty exudes confidence and is sure
to enhance any outfit.
Available now at Abbott’s Jewellery & Perfumery in
Heritage Quay, St John’s.
Tel: (+268) 462-3107.
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Whether 600 feet underwater or 40,000 in the
air, this timeless black-on-silver diving watch
from Breitling – official supplier to world aviation
– won’t miss a beat. The Superocean Heritage
46 Chronographe combines a slightly unusual
appearance with the superior performance that has
seen the family-run Swiss watchmaker going strong
since 1884. Purveyors of panache will appreciate
the choice of steel mesh or rubber wristbands.
Available now at Abbott’s Jewellery & Perfumery in
Heritage Quay, St John’s.
Tel: (+268) 462-3107.

2 VERY COOL RUNNINGS
Pants US$59, T-shirts US$44

ns

The soft-as-silk bamboo fabric of Cariloha’s
workout garb feels almost as good as the
endorphins. With fibres three degrees cooler
than cotton and offering full UVA/UVB sun
protection, you might find you can give
Paula Radcliffe a run for her money. The fact
that bamboo is the world’s most sustainable
renewable resource is one more reason to
smile.
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Available from Cariloha in Heritage Quay, St
John’s.
Tel: (+268) 562-8293.

2 FROM BOTTLES TO BOARDSHORTS
Prices vary

Upcycling is recycling’s chirpy little sister that converts useless items into new things
people actually want - like these Vissla boardshorts made from coconut husks and recycled
plastic bottles. Could these get any cooler? Actually yes – the result is a performance
garment which dries quicker than standard fabrics, stretches, breathes and provides UV
protection while you’re out tackling that surf.
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Available from Turtles Surf Shop at Antigua Yacht Club Marina, Falmouth Harbour.
Tel: (+268) 783-3592

2 SHEER DAY-TO-NIGHT CHIC
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Prices vary

Forever lugging a change of clothes around to transform
yourself from beach-ready to evening-glam en route? A brand
new collection of kaftans, kimonos and sarongs – designed
especially by luxury label Coco Riko for Sheer Rocks – is
not only ideal for lazy lunches at the restaurant, they’re
guaranteed to take you from salty to sensational quicker than
you can shake the sand from your hair. Undoubtedly a musthave for spring.
Available from Sheer Rocks restaurant at the Cocobay Resort.
Tel: (+268) 464-5283.

2 BEAT OF HIS OWN DRUM
Prices vary

Beguiling metal sculptures fashioned from old oil
drums are just some of the engaging items for sale
at Harmony Hall’s art gallery. Jacques Eugene, from
Haiti, creates his whimsical work by first burning
the drums to clean off the debris, before chiselling
his designs by hand. Also displayed are pieces by
Antiguan, Italian, French and Cuban artists.
Available from Harmony Hall in Brown’s Bay.
Tel: (+268) 460-4120.
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All pros, no cons at the exclusive isle which redefines privacy
The aforementioned purchase was a
four-acre plot on which to build a home –
later followed by their current five-bedroom
two-storey property, Flint House.
“We never intended to buy here,
we knew nothing about the island,” the
straight-talking octogenarian continues.
“When we arrived we saw this beautiful
beach, there was no checking-in process
at the resort and no room keys. We were
told there was a very strict dress code for
dinner – absolutely no jackets and ties. It
sounded like my kind of place. We were
given complimentary rum punch and I was
sold on the place before we’d even left the
room.
“That was 27 years ago – and we have
lived here full-time ever since.”
Jumby Bay – which has an awardwinning Rosewood Hotel as its centerpiece
– is accessible only by boat and fringed by
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t’s not trendy, there’s nothing to do
and the facilities don’t outshine any
other luxury resort. Sir Roland Franklin
declares this stoutly from the verandah of
his Jumby Bay home with the air of a man
challenging you to disagree – before adding
that his wife used to say she couldn’t think
of anything worse than retiring on an
island.
That was until they visited this
particular private isle two miles off the
north coast of Antigua – a five-day R&R trip
which would culminate in the “best highend impulse shopping” Sir Roland would
ever make.
What the exclusive 300-acre sundrenched haven lacks in bling (which is
fine with Sir Roland) it makes up for in
unsurpassed privacy and security, a feeling
of being totally isolated from the rest of the
world, and distinct, effortless taste.
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‘Simply paradise’

seductive aquamarine waters and feathersoft white sand. While the amenities have
evolved over the years to encompass
the last minute detail of luxuriant living,
the mellow convivial ambience that
so bewitched the Franklins remains
unchanged.
“The island is unique,” Sir Roland
says. “Not in terms of facilities – lots of
places have wonderful facilities – but the
atmosphere this place engenders is unique.
There’s an unqualified sense of security that
I have never experienced anywhere else and the quality of the silence.
“Jumby Bay has the freshest breeze; the
last time it saw land was 3,000 miles away.
It’s constant and almost soporific – most
people are in bed by 10pm.”
What makes sleep even easier is the
peace of mind that comes with knowing
every possible need is taken care of
here: from the resort’s exquisite culinary
offerings, deluxe spa, fitness centre and
watersports to the flawlessly supplied
utilities and on-site emergency services.
And all set among immaculate parkland
which includes a nursery, waterfowl
sanctuary and one of the world’s densest

‘Simply Paradise’

ns

nesting sites for hawksbill turtles thanks to a
pioneering research study into the critically
endangered creatures.
Flint House occupies one of around 50
home sites – many with private beaches – a
handful of which are yet to be built on.
Set on three acres of land, the Franklins’
magnificent home is a vision in white with
a Spanish-style roof and accessed by a
courtyard overlooked by mature palms.
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All bedrooms, six bathrooms, library,
study and relaxation spaces are exquisitely
styled, cool and flooded with light thanks
to ubiquitous glass doors, balconies and
open areas. The large kitchen is enhanced
by marble countertops, a centre island,
and contemporary chrome appliances. A
sweeping staircase leads to the upper floor
where a shaded verandah offers superb
views across the gardens to the ocean.
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A sweeping staircase leads
to the upper floor where a
shaded verandah offers superb
views across the gardens to the
ocean.”
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Outside, a broad terrace looks out onto
stunning landscaped grounds. There is also
a tennis court, sundeck with swimming
pool and pool house, and a two-car garage.
And while the Franklins have put the
place on the market, they have no intention
of leaving the island they’ve called home
for almost three decades; they’re moving to
a smaller property a short stroll away.
“There’s no downside to life here,”
Sir Roland says. “It’s just paradise, totally
unspoilable. People ask if I get bored – I
can honestly say I have never been bored
once in 27 years.
“And it’s luxurious to a degree; if I
have a burst pipe there’s someone there to
fix it within minutes. There’s an excellent
relationship between residents and staff.
“Most of Flint House’s purchase price
is for the privilege of living here,” he adds
with unblinking frankness. “And it’s worth
every penny.”
Jumby Bay’s sublime services and easy
accessibility – only a short boat ride from
Antigua’s international airport – are just
part of the reason it continues to attract the
well-heeled and high profile. As Sir Roland
reiterates, people don’t come here to be
seen; they come here not to be seen. Just
like the hawksbill turtles in fact. n
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‘Simply Paradise’
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Flint House is for sale exclusively
through Luxury Locations. For
more information or to arrange a
viewing email info@luxurylocations.
com or call (+268) 562-8174.
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Money matters:
Ask the experts
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You work hard for your money – and you want to make
sure it’s working for you. That’s why impartial advice from
experts on the ground is invaluable. We put your investment
questions to Robert Wilkinson, partner in international
accounting and tax advisory firm Grant Thornton Antigua.

Above: Robert Wilkinson

of government tax concessions available to
new and existing investors.

3 How easy is it to negotiate Antigua’s
bureaucratic and economic landscape
without the help of a local professional?
Well, I would never recommend going it
alone. Antigua is no more or less complex
than most other places but it’s vital to
make sure you don’t overlook anything
important at the outset. That’s where the
real value of local professional guidance
comes into play, plus of course their ability
to make the right introductions within the
business community and the corridors of
government.
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3 Why is Antigua a good place to invest?
Antigua is a developing country so there
are still huge opportunities to make
successful investments in many different
areas. Good and innovative projects will
benefit from government support which is
essential for new ventures. It is also a very
‘open’ economy so there are no foreign
exchange controls or other barriers to
the repatriation of profits and the Eastern
Caribbean dollar is pegged to the US dollar
which helps with financial stability.
As well as being physically
attractive, Antigua is also a peaceful and
stable democracy which is not to be
underestimated in today’s world where
we see peace and stability shattered
somewhere on a daily basis.

3 What tax advantages does Antigua have
over other Caribbean destinations?
From a personal tax perspective, residents
are only taxed on income arising in or
derived from Antigua; i.e. their worldwide
income is not taxed. Furthermore, passive
income such as dividends and bank interest
is entirely tax free for residents and there
is no inheritance tax or capital gains tax
(other than a small land value appreciation
tax for non-citizens). Also, Antigua does not
tax individuals based on their citizenship,
but rather their residence.
Antigua also has a relatively low rate of
corporation tax and a very competitive suite

3 Who do your clients tend to be?
We have a full range, from individuals
to large corporations such as banks and
insurance companies. Whilst our clients
cover many different industries we do
have a concentration of hotel and real
estate clients. We presently serve around
75 clients who own a single residential
property and we provide a variety of
services including tax structuring, tax
compliance, corporate secretarial, audit
and accounting.
We also have a growing number of
clients who have discovered Antigua
through the citizenship by investment
programme. Many of them were simply
looking for the advantages of having an

Antiguan passport, but when they arrive
here to swear their Oath of Allegiance they
are blown away by the island’s beauty and
its investment potential.
3 Why do they come to Grant Thornton?
What sets Grant Thornton apart?
For all sorts of reasons, but the main ones
being our depth of local knowledge, our
focus on long-term relationships, our
reputation for quality and our international
network affiliation.
3 What’s the first thing you tell a new
client in need of tax planning advice?
Take advice as early as possible, and it’s
never too early to ask. Trying to plan from
a position of non-compliance or inaccurate
advice will always be more difficult and
costly.
3 How well regulated are Antigua’s
financial services?
The legislation is well developed and
harmonised with all the other OECS states.
In common with most other jurisdictions
around the world, recent strengthening of
the legislation has taken place in response
to the financial crisis.
Our anti-money laundering and
counter-financing of terrorism legislation is
very strong and complies with international
best practices. n
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Antigua’s Faberge
A love of gemology helped craft Hans Smit’s career as a modern day Faberge –
and led to a precious find that became one of the island’s most exquisite exports
observed through a magnifying loop. And
this particular kind of coral exists nowhere
else on Earth.
“The most exciting part is cutting it
open,” Hans says, his enthusiasm utterly
infectious. “All you find is a rock on the
ground; you have no idea what’s inside. The
only thing you do know is that no one else
in the entire world has ever seen it.”
With his intense blue eyes and
purposeful stride inside his Redcliffe Quay
jewellery store where he’s chief designer and
creator, Hans has the endearing look of an
eccentric scientist. It’s not hard to imagine
him lying face down in the gravel as a threeyear-old back home in Holland, sorting
through pieces of jasper and agate, the
miniscule treasures from the ground a source
of far greater fascination than the tiresome
conventions that exist above it.
Once described by Gourmet Magazine
as a “modern day Faberge”, Hans’s passion
for gems and jewels has led him on
excursions past that read like a geologist’s
bucket list. They include the imperial topaz
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randishing two lumps of frankly
rather uninspiring-looking dead
coral is not a surefire way to get a
girl excited about rocks. Smiling politely, I
obligingly hold out my hands to take them
from Hans Smit who’s wearing the sly grin of
one about to reveal a secret.
The first is very light and looks like
something you’d pick up on the beach.
Which is precisely what it is. The second
looks fairly similar so its density comes as a
shock, weighing down my palm with a jolt.
“The difference,” Hans says
triumphantly, “is 30 million years.”
Now he has my interest. Thirty million?
The heavier chunk, it turns out, is
fossilised – or ‘petrified’ – coral and is part of
the geological formation dating all the way
back to when Antigua was created by the
eruption of an underwater volcano.
Concealed within its drab exterior is a
series of complex colours and tiny intricate
patterns formed from the ancient skeletons
of creatures long deceased, breathtaking in
their beauty and three-dimensional when
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mines of Brazil and the tourmaline quarries
of Namibia, the sources of larimar and
amber in the Dominican Republic and
the Tahitian black pearl farms in the blue
lagoons of French Polynesia.
The subterranean riches of far-flung
places triggered an interest in what could
be found – if one was to search – back in
Antigua, a place Hans has called home since
1965. In 2011 he decided to put the theory
to the test and find out.
“I started wandering around the bush,”
he says, “and low and behold, the first thing
I picked up from the ground was one of the
most beautiful pieces I had ever seen. I had
never seen a pattern like it. I recognised it as
petrified coral – I knew if I had found it once
there must be more.”
That serendipitous discovery was
enough to compel him to go to the US to
study rock cutting. Experts there confirmed
that the several pieces of “rough” he took
with him indeed emanated from the Antigua
Formation.

Antigua’s Faberge

within its prehistoric matter.
“Just to think that the process involved
for the stones to look like that has taken so
many millions of years is incredible,” Hans
agrees.
“What I love most about my work is the
organic part of it; there are no square edges,
no 90 degree angles. Everything is different,
there’s so much inspiration to be found in
nature,” he adds. “The sheer variety of the
stones alone makes our jewellery totally
original and unique to Antigua.”
And that is definitely the kind of rocks a
girl can get very, very excited about. n
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“It’s a lot more complicated but it makes
for a unique piece of jewellery,” Hans
continues. “If you want an original design
this is the way to do it. Most jewellery on
sale these days is very similar; you rarely see
an original piece. Every single one of ours is
designed and made here.”
Customers seduced by the stones’
beauty will soon be able to help craft their
own pieces thanks to a forthcoming open
workroom in which they can grind, shape
and polish their chosen gem as part of a safe
and supervised 20-minute process.
For Hans it’s a deeply ingrained love of
both art and geology that continues to ignite
his passion for his work.
“Every day there’s something new to
look at,” he says, handing me a sample of his
latest find, a morsel that’s almost translucent
with minute flower-shaped patterns in a
burnt orange hue. “It’s the only rock we’ve
ever found with that colour.”
He admits some pieces are hard to let
go. One in particular, under careful scrutiny,
bears a tiny shape resembling a baby owl
with a twig in its beak.
“It’s very dangerous to have favourites,”
he laughs, “I can’t have too many or there’d
be nothing to sell.”
In these fast-moving times of instant
gratification, it is heartening to hold in one’s
clasp something that’s survived so many
eons of time, concealing a wealth of secrets
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Within a year Hans had patented the
name ‘Antiguanite’ and added the colourful
quartz substance to the collection of stones
gathered from across the globe that he
painstakingly transforms into his exquisite
handmade jewellery.
Today, Hans and a local bush expert
are the only people who know the exact
location where Antiguanite is found. “Up
in the hills,” he responds vaguely to my
attempts for a hint, “in the east.”
It would take a determined sort to find
it. Hans solemnly relates tales of battling fire
ants’ nests, scorpions, thorny bushes and
centipedes two feet long to unearth new
pieces.
Once he’s got them home the
meticulous process of cutting them up
begins. That can take as little as 10 minutes
for a softer stone, and a sledgehammer and a
two-hour commitment for a tougher one.
His first floor workshop above his
Goldsmitty store is where the real magic
happens. There’s a small cutting machine
with four rotators for touching up and
polishing the stones and a kiln to forge the
gold or silver casing. Hans and his team of
highly trained staff – most of whom have
worked with him for decades – use the
traditional ‘lost-wax’ process, a method
dating back several thousand years by which
a duplicate metal structure is cast from one
made of wax.
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From Crystal to Creation
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Exclusive Handmade Jewellery By
World-Renowned Designer Hans Smit

See our new discovery...30 million year old petrified coral, Antiguanite

www.goldsmitty.com
Redcliffe Quay, St John’s, Antigua. W.I. Tel: 268-462-4601 Fax 268-462-3789
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Sales • Service • Parts

• Antigua’s only authorized FG Wilson
service centre
• Top quality, fully automatic generators
at unbeatable prices
• Superior quality service and support
• Complete sales and service centre
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facebook.com/luxurylocations.themagazine

The Caribbean’s Premier
Generator Specialists

Don’t be left in the dark, call us today

+1 (268) 462-EXEL (3935)
exeleng@candw.ag
www.exelengineering.com

Authorized Agents for FG Wilson
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Friars Hill Road, St. John’s, Antigua, W.I.

ENGAGE.

Experiencing the organic luxury of the Carlisle Bay resort

behemoth reception area with candles and
chaises longues; the music is uplifting but
unobtrusive; yoga mats are standard issue
in every room. A kind of luxurious zen, if
you will.

“

Carlisle Bay first opened in 2003. The kind
of place, he adds in a hushed, slightly more
conspiratorial tone, where royalty stay –
and you won’t even know they’re here.
Subtlety is a recurrent theme. Placing
a conch shell outside one’s room is code
for ‘do not disturb’, Charissa tells us as she
gives us the grand tour of our suites looking
almost as delighted as we do at their sheer
size and beauty.
The bed – a vision in deliciously
oversized plumpedness – could
comfortably accommodate a small family,
while the bathroom preempts every
ablutionary requirement known to man
from the his and hers sinks, essential oil
toiletries, fluffy bathrobes and slippers, to
the shower cubicle with automatic AC and
the bathtub positioned to laud the jawdropping tropical scenes outside.
And all this before we get to the
minibar. Appropriately equipped with
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t’s fairly simple as far as mantras go.
But ‘Less is more. Absorb. Enjoy,’
seems like a pretty good philosophy to
abide by regardless of whether it’s applied
to the understated cool of a luxury resort or
just life in general.
We’re checking in to the uber stylish
Carlisle Bay hotel, a place which carries
itself with the sanguine air of one that has
no need to impress.
Within the few seconds between giving
our names at the gate and parking the car, a
trio of smiling staff appears to bestow cold
towels, peach blossom mocktails and the
hearty genuine welcome Antigua is famous
for.
Where others confound ostentation
with sophistication, the poise and simple
elegance the resort emanates is as if
every detail was designed with personal
wellbeing as its brief. Koi fish blow
us kisses from the pond as we enter a

Where others confound
ostentation with sophistication,
the poise and simple elegance
the resort emanates is as if
every detail was designed
with personal wellbeing as its
brief.”
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The abundant natural décor (seashells,
rattan, distressed wood) and muted tones
on everything from umbrellas to uniforms
(absolutely no parrot shirts), is testament to
its ethos – less is indeed more.
It’s “Caribbean chic”, says F&B manager
Michael Eutrope, who was here when
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Bare feet are welcome

Carlisle Bay

superfluous.
Another advantage of low-key luxury is
that dining is a relaxed affair. This is not the
sort of place to put stress on administrative
leave and then demand you dress for
dinner. You can even have it on a sunlounger if you wish.
The allure of eating three steps from
the sand leads us to Indigo for lunch. The
hammock-shaped bay beyond – couched
among rolling hills – adds to the feeling
of seclusion, as if the rest of the world is
happening on a different plane and time.
Montserrat smokes on the horizon and tiny
robins and bananaquits flutter by our feet.
To one side, a young family takes
holiday snaps. On another table, a couple
stare dreamily at the incandescent waters
framed by picture postcard palms.
Inspired dishes like spicy tempura
seafood, chicken and prawn masala and
a modern take on a nicoise salad with red
tuna, sweet potato and sesame dressing
make it hard to choose. We opt for beef
flank with red onions, merlot and country
mustard and breadfruit fries, and a grilled
vegetable ciabatta. Dessert of the day seems
too divine to resist – we’re on holiday, after
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champagne, this is found in the suite’s
relaxation area which also has a huge
television with DVD player and sofas
where each cushion has been expertly
karate-chopped in the centre to give the
impression of lounging in a symmetrical
sort of way.
It’s those little details, of course, that
have helped earn Carlisle Bay its place as
one of the world’s leading hotels, plus a
fistful of impressive industry awards.
Other thoughtful in-room components
include the complimentary access to
thousands of international newspapers and
magazines direct to your mobile device,
and the several hundred DVDs to choose
from should you prefer a movie in bed
rather than the resort’s 45-seat cinema. Left
your book on the plane? There’s even a
selection of classic literature - Robert Louis
Stevenson, Joseph Conrad, Daniel Defoe’s
‘Robinson Crusoe’.
There’s an iPod docking station and
some CDs as serene as the surrounds
– Norah Jones, Bob Marley, a classical
compilation. The music is a nice touch but
the sound of the waves lapping just metres
away from the balcony daybed renders it
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Once inside the sexy fuschia and darkwood interior of East, we are presented
with amuse-bouches of tuna tartare topped
with black caviar and served in a wicker
box like a gift, which it is – from the chef.
It’s agonising choosing from such
scrumptiousness as Singaporean noodles,
Vietnamese rice paper duck roll, Indian
and Thai curries and Black Angus Beef
teriyaki. We pick sushi rolls, chicken egg
wrap and pad thai before guiltily tucking
into caramelised banana spring roll and
mouth-watering fried ice cream served with
cinnamon pineapple.
We’d had high hopes of making the
most of the movie collection and later we
optimistically go through the motions of
picking up ‘Get Him to the Greek’ and ‘It’s
a Wonderful Life’ (remember that?).
Sadly, somewhere among the paths
now laced with the sweet scent of jasmine
and clove from the lady of the night
flowers, we decide to part ways in favour of
snuggling into that glorious bed.
This may have something to do with the
cocktails but I prefer to blame the chirrup
of the tree frogs’ lullaby which, like the
rippling waves, has become the metronome
to the resort’s organic soundtrack.
Now, where is that conch shell. n
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meanders, tennis lessons and sunset yoga
on the jetty.
If all that sounds too, well energetic,
there’s a superb library with a vast selection
of books hand-picked by a special
consultant. In fact, the library is worth
visiting just for the funky fibre optic lighting
which changes colour throughout the
evening.
My head tells me I should head to
the fitness centre to burn off that cake.
My heart prefers the idea of trying out a
treatment in the Blue Spa which is found by
weaving my way through the bougainvillealined paths – past a crocodile of chirpy
pint-sized guests on their way to the Kids
Club – straight into its tranquil purlieus. I
book a West Indian massage – similar to
Swedish – and Vakesha works her magic
on my knotted shoulders using a warm
compress to soothe them when she’s done.
Come dinnertime, we are momentarily
seduced by the aromas coming from
poolside Italian restaurant Ottimo’s woodburning pizza oven. In the end, East’s fusion
of Asian cuisine wins out. But first, more
cocktails. Don’t judge – it’s only polite to
test the bartender’s own creation of English
Harbour white rum, Absolut Kurant, fresh
lime and passion fruit. Not to mention the
homemade bitters and the hot pepper and
garlic-infused vodka.
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all – and is every bit as delectable as it
sounds: a wickedly rich chocolate tart with
vanilla ice cream.
Vegetarians won’t be short of choice at
any of Carlisle Bay’s four restaurants. Other
dietary requirements will be creatively
catered to as well. Breakfast is also
served at Indigo up to a laidback 10am. A
buffet of fresh fruit, cheeses, homemade
organic muesli and pastries complements
an extensive menu with full English or
Caribbean breakfast, cinnamon French
toast, eggs benedict, smoked salmon,
pancakes and omelettes – with or without
whites.
Afternoon tea is available each day and
comprises English scones, sandwiches and
sweets. But today the chocolate tart has
us beaten and we instead go for cocktails
at the fabulously insouciant Jetty Grill, an
adult’s only beach eatery which specialises
in grilled meats, fresh seafood, salads and
wines by the carafe. As well as cocktails. A
peach bellini seems just the ticket.
The resort’s natural landscape means
outdoor activities are aplenty. Water
enthusiasts can take a complimentary
boat ride to nearby Cades Reef, one of the
island’s most stunning marine spots, or try
their hand at sailing, windsurfing, paddle
boarding or kayaking in the mangroves.
There are also nature hikes, rainforest

ENGAGE.
MEET.
Claudette ‘CP’ Peters

On the steps just before I go on, I
always say a little prayer and ask the Lord
to give me the energy and strength to rock
the people.

Lo

3 Was singing a lifelong ambition for you?
I always wanted to be a fashion designer. I
started singing in church – I used to go to
Pentecostal church with my grandma. By
the time I was 13 I was being encouraged
by my uncle to take part in pageants – of
course my talent was always singing.
Later I was encouraged to perform at hotels
and soon I was doing that three or four
nights a week which helped me get to
know the popular local musicians. I never
even explored fashion design in the end
so I guess music was my calling. But I get
to express it through my costumes and my
daughter’s clothes – I have no regrets at all.
3 Do you write all your own material?
I have some help with writing songs
because I don’t want to be repetitious with
my melodies. Sometimes I come up with
the concept and a writer will take it from
there. These days I have writers who know
me so well that sometimes they just put
something together and I am like wow!
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3 It must be quite a process putting your
live shows together.
Carnival 2015 was a lot of work. By the
time you get to the Party Monarch finals
there’s a very short time to organise your
presentation and many materials are not
accessible here. It’s very expensive too. Last
year the fireworks alone were US$13,000.
Then there are dancers to pay, outfits, the
set to build.
There’s a lot of brainwork around
creating a really nice theme. But I have a
great team – my Soca Army – made up of
my brothers and sisters and close friends
from school. We sit down every night and
strategise around whatever I’m performing.
It’s fun - I think we’ll have a lot to talk about
when we’re old!
I would like to think Antigua Carnival is
looked upon differently to other Carnivals
because the Party Monarch show really
stands out. I hope it remains that way.

3 How is soca evolving?
It’s getting better known internationally
and is basically changing for the good. It’s
no longer the hardcore cowbell, pan and
triangle. Now it’s much more of a fusion
– there’s some hip-hop in there, R&B,
some Spanish influence, all sorts of genres.
It doesn’t matter if you can’t speak the
language – with soca you cannot sit still,
you have to shake a leg or a shoulder.
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nown for her electrifying on-stage
theatrics and indefatigable live
performances – which have earned
her Antigua’s Party Monarch crown nine
times over her 16-year career – Claudette
Peters is still the nation’s darling.
But it’s not all glitz, glamour and
bacchanal for the vivacious 36-year-old.
Here, the singer-songwriter – who goes
by the moniker ‘CP’ – explains how she
balances life as a soca superstar, Vibz
FM DJ and being a mother of two. And
why sometimes she’d rather just be home
cooking fungee and fish.

3 What’s the one song guaranteed to get
the crowd going?
I have quite a few favourites to perform;
each party has a different crowd so I have
to really plan my set beforehand. But the
one everyone always loves is my first hit
‘Something’s Got A Hold On Me’.

ns

Face to face with…

3 Many performers say Antigua can be a
tough crowd to please. Do you agree?
Yes I think so. It’s like a science. That’s why
I started to add theatre to my performances
in 2006. I didn’t want it to be like everyone
else’s.
3 If you could collaborate with any
musician living or dead, who would it be?
(Sad sigh) Whitney Houston. When I was
growing up with my grandma, a Christian,
I wasn’t allowed to listen to soca. I was
just a little girl who used to sing Whitney
Houston and Michael Jackson.
Then I heard Alison Hinds sing both
soca and R&B and I was like, I could try

3 Do you have any pre-stage rituals?
I try to feel the crowd’s energy when
someone else is on stage. It’s not always
the same vibe – some want to see action,
some don’t want to dance but just to feel
the music. So I try and penetrate that before
I perform.
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3 How did your morning show on Vibz FM
come about?
I started at Vibz when I was pregnant with
my son in 2013. I went straight through
Carnival pregnant that year too. The Vibz
DJs are my friends and I used to come in
sometimes for interviews. Mr Silcott (station
owner) told me, you could do this so I
decided to sit in and see.
It’s a lot of hands-on work and a
learning process but I’m liking it. My mood
dictates what I play. You can’t come with
the same feel all the time. One day I might
play some really nice R&B and the next
day 60s music. Yesterday I woke up feeling
Christmassy so I played Christmas songs.
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3 What are the biggest challenges for
females in today’s music industry?
It’s still male dominated but there are so
many other females around – strong ones
like Destra Garcia, Alison Hinds and FayAnn Lyons – that it’s not difficult in that
sense.
The main challenge is that people still
think soca is for Trinidad and Barbados.
Our islands are very small so we have
to make sure we stand out. That means
making sure my material and performance
are up to par with theirs so no one can
point a finger and say that’s the weakest
link. Now I can stand my own as one of the
Caribbean’s leading soca singers.

People assume I’m out partying all the
time but actually I’m usually at home –
sometimes I am even fighting my way out
of going out. My friends complain that I’m
always staying in cooking! I do love to cook
– especially lasagne. Also fungee and fish.
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that. I started by singing Arrow’s ‘Hot Hot
Hot’ followed by some of Alison Hinds’
songs. I am actually going to be working
with Alison for Carnival 2016.
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Face to face with... Claudette ‘CP’ Peters

3 Wait! You managed to do Carnival
pregnant?!
I was five months pregnant for Carnival
2013. That year was the most gigs I have
ever done. I had one every day – and never
called in sick once. (Laughs). He’s a bouncy
baby, he’s all over the place!
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3 What’s the most important lesson you’ve
learned along the way?
To respect yourself as a female and to make
sure you have enough material to wow the
fans and stay relevant every year.
Also, to keep a balance between work
and family. It’s a hard job but if you want to
be in this business, you have to take care of
your family while doing it. I have a 14-yearold daughter and my son is two.
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3 And finally, where do you get your
energy from?
From the crowd. I love being on stage and
seeing people sing along and appreciating
my music. The reality is everyone has
problems but they’re there dancing and
having themselves a good time. I feel
a sense of responsibility to keep the
momentum going because later they have
to go back and face whatever they’re going
through.
It’s all very well and good being on
stage and acting like a superstar but the
best thing is to see people singing along,
waving and screaming; that’s my ultimate
enjoyment.
And then I go home and sleep. n
43
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Artist in residence
boundless rapturous glee.
Barely a square foot of Gilly’s charming
seafront home has been excluded from
this bacchanalia of artistry. Hand-painted
murals adorn exterior walls and even the
periphery of the swimming pool.

“
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While most of the pieces
on display are the result of
her own impulse, much of
Gilly’s work is commissioned,
particularly her portraits of pet
dogs and cats for which she
donates 10 per cent to animal
charity PAAWS.”

ABOVE: Gilly at work

sundry creations will be treated to a full
tour of the property, beginning with the
gaily embellished hallway before heading
into the bathroom which houses 42 pieces
alone. Hundreds more original works and
prints – all of which are for sale - bedeck
the interior rooms, verandah and courtyard.
The latter is where Gilly can usually be
found at work, brush in hand.
“I used to think my problem was I had
lots of different styles,” she says gazing at
the miscellany around her. “Most artists are
recognisable by one, but in fact I realised
I am just extremely versatile. I can do
anything from cartoons, to very delicate
pen and ink, to very detailed or very loose
watercolour and acrylic – practically
anything anyone asks me to.”
While most of the pieces on display
are the result of her own impulse, much of
Gilly’s work is commissioned, particularly
her portraits of pet dogs and cats for which
she donates 10 per cent to animal charity
PAAWS. Nearly all her paintings are
suitcase-friendly, or they can be shipped
already stretched or rolled into a tube for
convenience. Greetings cards and postcards
are also available.
Intriguingly the British-born artist is
actually a biologist by profession; the field’s
limited career opportunities would later
become the art world’s boon.
Gilly, who has lived in Antigua since
1984, continues: “I have been drawing my
whole life – I well remember scrawling
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ne wall is devoted to a series
of abstract watercolour nudes,
another to an effervescent
collection of bougainvillea and lilies
tenderly recreated in acrylic. Interspersed
throughout, haughty flamenco dancers
kick up their heels before an exquisitely
depicted audience of doe-eyed canines.
In the kitchen, cartoon rastas vie for
position among paintings of pineapples,
chattel houses and classic yachts. And in
the bathroom a papier mache clown offers
visitors lavatory paper with one tiny scarlet
hand.
In the background, the effortlessly
enchanting timbre of Mozart adds one final
whimsical flourish.
Welcome to the wonderful world of
Gilly Gobinet.
Entering this open art gallery in a pretty
Fitches Creek street – a short drive from
the international airport – is to experience
a childlike delight that spreads slowly
from the corners of the mouth and ripples
through the body filling the soul with
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Gilly Gobinet’s open gallery is a rare treat of genius and joie
de vivre
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“Inspiration is never lacking when
you’re surrounded by all of this,” she says
brightly, gesturing towards the ocean which
abuts a stretch of unrestrained garden
where bananaquits shrill contentedly as
they forage among the blooms.
Anyone wishing to browse Gilly’s
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Artist in residence

Visit www.gillygobinet.com,
email gillygobinet@me.com or
call (+268) 464-6084.
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figures with wax crayons as a small child
– and I carried on at every opportunity I
had. As a biologist I liked figuring out how
things grow and move which is why I love
painting birds, trees and flowers.”
Save for an A-level in art at a
precocious 16, Gilly is entirely self-taught,
developing her adroit techniques through
“trial and error”. One is her unique method
of using gravity to form dripping effects
with wet paint.
“They say a true artist is never satisfied
with their work. But what I love most of all
is the feeling of achievement when you’ve
created something you love – and you
hope others will too,” Gilly says, adding:
“It doesn’t always work – sometimes I
get artist’s block – but when it flows it’s
wonderful.”
Equally as uplifting is the warm
welcome extended to visitors who can drop
in 9am to 1pm Mondays to Fridays or by
appointment – and the smile that remains
firmly in place long after the tour is over. n
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Sailor’s sanctuary

Dropping anchor at Antigua Yacht Club Marina & Resort

N

ature gave Antigua its spectacular
coastal scenery, kindly climate
and constant easterly winds. But it
was unsurpassed marine services, attention
to detail and genuine hospitality that made
its name as a boater’s paradise.
Today, the Antigua Yacht Club Marina
in Falmouth Harbour enjoys a reputation as
familiar among sailors as the world-famous
annual regattas it hosts. Hundreds of vessels
descend here each year for Sailing Week,
the Classic Yacht Regatta and the RORC
Caribbean 600 to name a few.
Round-the-clock security for utmost
peace of mind, a supermarket to stock up
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on provisions, a medical centre, chandlery,
clothes shops plus a handful of cafes, bars
and acclaimed restaurant Cloggy’s set this
marina firmly apart from other islands.
There is also an Italian consulate and
duty-free fuel facilities with a state-of-theart system that pumps gas at a speedy 250
litres per minute. Fuel can be delivered
direct to the vessel regardless of where it’s
docked – one of few marinas in the world
to offer this service. Ultra low sulphur
diesel is also available, allowing boats
access to US waters.
The adjacent resort, with its 19 rooms
and 30 self-contained apartments, is a

comfortable and convenient spot for
yachties yearning for a little elbow room.
Friendly staff provide scrupulous service
under the auspices of Devin Joseph,
recently named Antigua’s best young hotel
manager.
There’s a well-equipped gym to
generate some extra endorphins and a spa
offering a variety of massages, body wraps,
scrubs and beauty treatments.
Just a stone’s throw from the area’s
renowned seasonal nightlife, the marina
and resort are also a short walk from
Pigeon Point Beach and historic Nelson’s
Dockyard. n

Visit www.aycmarina.com or
call (+268) 460-1544 for more
details and availability.

ENGAGE.

Serenity, comfort and fine cuisine at Harmony Hall

excellent array of paintings and sculptures
at the on-site gallery.
Antigua’s tranquil east coast possesses
a charm all of its own. The breathtaking
Atlantic views over Nonsuch Bay and
Emerald Cove enhance the serene,
romantic ambience that have made
Harmony Hall a favourite haunt among
those looking for the ultimate home-fromhome to escape from it all, recharge and
rejuvenate. n
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Visit www.harmonyhallantigua.com,
email harmony@candw.ag or call
(+268) 460-4120 for more information
and restaurant opening times.
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hey say there’s no sincerer love
than the love of food. It’s a notion
that springs to mind on a graceful
seafront terrace, shaded by mahogany and
cherry trees, before a culinary spread that
looks almost too beautiful to eat.
At Harmony Hall, dishes are prepared
with passion and served with warmth.
There’s a reason why critics say dining here
goes beyond the use of the freshest quality
ingredients to create an experience that’s
indescribably unique.
Amid ethereal 19th century buildings
– with an original 1843 sugar mill as the
centerpiece, doubling up as an inspired
bar – each dish is quite simply a vision to
behold, a symphony of scents and textures
that both inspire and delight.
The young Italian chef at the helm has
many years’ experience at a Michelin star
restaurant back home and boasts a wide
repertoire of European and international
cuisine. From just-baked bread and fresh
pasta, to tantalising sweets and exquisite
seafood like the famed lobster, everything is
homemade and cooked to order.
The restaurant is in fact just a fraction
of what this former plantation site has
to offer. Guests staying in the six-room
boutique hotel can enjoy their own private
beach and swimming pool, and stunning
air-conditioned suites each with four-poster
beds and individual terraces.
Harmony Hall’s small ferry makes
regular trips each day to nearby Green
Island – an idyllic spot to while away a
few hours with a picnic among pristine
scenery. The dock is open to visiting boats
too, while art enthusiasts can browse an
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In perfect harmony
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PAINT BALL • CLAY PIGEON • ARCHERY
• AIR GUN • MOUNTAIN BIKES

Are you ready for the experience?
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Action, exhilaration and adrenalin – all on one 45-acre site

Antigua’s premier outdoor activity centre just got even better. Reservoir
Range now offers the excitement of paintball too. Suitable for groups of
eight to 40, it’s ideal for everything from birthday parties to corporate team
building, yacht versus yacht battles and bachelor/bachelorette bashes.
Try your hand at clay pigeon shooting with enthusiastic, fully qualified
instructors. Guns of different calibres and low recoil cartridges ensure a
comfortable and safe experience.

Air pistol shooting is great for all the family to enjoy. There’s a variety of
guns to choose from to improve your skills at an Olympic-standard 33ft
shooting distance with more than 20 different targets.
Novices, children, left and right handers are – all welcome at the archery
range which has recurve bows, longbows, compound bows and crossbows –
plus a variety of targets and even competitions to enter.
Mountain bikes can also be hired and there are three routes mapped and
marked out featuring different distances and challenges. A wonderful way to
see Antigua’s stunning natural scenery.

CALL +1 (268) 460 2529
antiguashootingrange@gmail.com
www.reservoirrange.net

MEET.
Using modern hypnosis to cure everything from panic
attacks to phobias

Lo

“

heart attack each time she saw one. Using
the power of imagination, Janis’s tactic was
to play along conjuring up a comic image
of a spider carrying a backpack full of ‘heart
attacks’ and distributing them at will.
“I use linguistics to stop it being serious
while opening up the imagination. What
you pay attention to is what you bring to
you. The brain doesn’t know the difference
between reality and imagination.”
The aim is to confuse the client’s
thought pattern that triggers the unpleasant
effects.
“Another client suffering acute
agoraphobia believed he would hit a glass
wall if he went beyond a certain location.
I told him, great, I’m here to collect glass,”
Janis continues.
“I have not told him what to think, I
have not made it serious by sympathising, I
have made it a fun interaction instead.”
British-born Janis, who now lives and
works in Antigua, describes her methods as
“relaxed and non-prescriptive”, in contrast
to “outdated and archaic” traditional
medical models.
“I don’t talk about someone’s pain but
what has to happen to move away from the
pain. By the time a rape victim comes to
me she’s been raped a million times over by
being forced to relive it. I am not interested
in the why but the how.”
These days there is significant
evidence which points to the benefits
of hypnotherapy. Yet, Janis says, much
resistance lingers among conventional
medics.
“If you go to see a doctor about panic
attacks the chances are he will give you a
tablet. What he should do is teach you how
to breathe. Deep yogic breathing from the
bottom of the lungs makes it’s very difficult
to hyperventilate, which is what 90 per cent
of panic attack sufferers experience.”
What is also largely unrecognised is
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t’s a rare soul whose very presence
seems to slow time, calm the mind and
rejuvenate the disposition.
A chat with Janis Hough is like a gulp
of fresh air in a world choking on emotional
carbon monoxide. If it could be bottled and
distributed it would be a far more potent
tonic than all the happy pills and Kleenexbrandishing shrinks in the world.
A self-described “head mechanic”,
at the core of her refreshing approach to
“helping people get through stuff, around
stuff and over stuff” is an innovative
form of modern hypnosis credited with
curing everything from arachnophobia to
agoraphobia.
“The first thing I tell people is I don’t
have a swinging watch; it’s not formal
hypnotherapy where a person is told
to sit down, close their eyes and given
authoritative commands,” Janis explains.

ry

These days there is significant
evidence which points to the
benefits of hypnotherapy.”
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“I start by simply having a conversation
to get their conscious mind off centre and
then start to weave in linguistic patterns
which become embedded commands. Then
I may something like, I’m not sure when
you will make these changes – maybe
today, maybe next week - but I do know
you will.”
Ericksonian hypnotherapy – created
by revolutionary US psychiatrist Milton
Erickson – uses indirect suggestions usually
disguised as stories or metaphors which
are much harder to resist as they are often
not even recognised as suggestions by the
conscious mind.
Janis gives an example of a former
client with a debilitating fear of spiders who
described her terror as akin to suffering a

ns

Breathe. And relax.

the power of language association, she
continues. By telling a child don’t fall,
don’t spill that, you’re implanting the idea
to fall or to spill making it more likely to
happen. “Instead of telling them not to
forget something, for example, tell them to
remember.”
In the 12 years Janis has been using
Ericksonian hypnosis she says she has not
had a single failure. “Many clients are one
hit wonders – for example, with a fear of
spiders, dogs or heights, you’re just dealing
with one thing and it’s easy to get rid of.”
Other times, she says, people’s
issues are multi-layered – irritable bowel
syndrome being a prime example of a
physical condition which often turns out to
be the body’s response to emotional stress.
“The mind and body listen to each
other perfectly; our brain takes direction so
if you send it all the wrong directions it has
negative results and gets stuck in patterns
that are not useful. People don’t understand
the damage they do to themselves by what
they say to themselves.”
She adds: “I talk in metaphor; I might
end a session by saying, as you sleep and
dream tonight, you will find things start to
shift into place. And what you may find is
things that are right to be left behind – right
now.” n

Visit www.janishough.com for more
information or to contact Janis.
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Caring for Antigua’s four-legged legacy of the sweet old days
site – a safe house for mistreated, sick and
injured donkeys for 22 years – operates
almost entirely on donations. So when
months of drought sent costs for feed
soaring, Luxury Locations stepped in to
help out.
Lack of rain means the parched land
cannot produce the nutrient-rich grass
the animals need, increasing reliance on
expensive horse feed. Recent months saw
the Caribbean suffer its worst drought in
five years – and the sanctuary’s costs top
several hundred dollars a day.
Rains have returned intermittently but
spells of dry weather heap pressure on
the struggling organisation. Karen Corbin,
president of the Humane Society which
operates the sanctuary, said: “We can never
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hey were once the lifeblood of
Antigua’s sugar industry, the beasts
of burden stoically working the
cane fields that stippled the undulating
landscape from east to west.
These days the plantations’
disintegration may have rendered our gentle
donkeys redundant but that has done little
to abate their population. Some estimate
as many as 600 roam the island freely,
reproducing at will. And as amiable and
engaging as they are, that can spell havoc
for crops, gardens and road safety alike.
One place these incredibly smart
equines can find love and refuge is at
Antigua’s Donkey Sanctuary which
currently cares for more than 150 jacks,
jennies and foals. The 43-acre Bethesda
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Donkey dynasty

be sure if it was the drought or just old age
but we lost four donkeys in the space of a
few months.”
That was enough to tug at the
heartstrings of Luxury Locations’ owners
Sam and Nadia Dyson who stumped
up EC$1,000 to assist – and launched a
campaign to encourage other businesses to
follow suit.
“We were heartbroken to hear of the
plight facing Antigua’s beloved donkeys,
many of which are still recovering from
previous misfortunes,” Nadia said. “The
Donkey Sanctuary does a wonderful job
looking after the country’s animals and we
wanted to do our bit to help. We encourage
anyone who can to dig deep.”
A trip to the facility, in the south-east of
the island, quickly reveals the creatures to
be as friendly and curious as they are smart.
Visitors will find themselves surrounded by
inquisitive muzzles within seconds.
A favourite is 15-year-old Stevie who is
totally blind on account of a road accident
which precipitated his arrival here. “He still

Donkey dynasty
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has an eye for the ladies though,” Karen
says smiling as Stevie nudges a new male
arrival out of the way of a pretty jenny.
A member of conservation charity
World Animal Protection, the sanctuary
started life as a shelter for stray cats and
dogs before adding donkeys to its fourlegged population in the early 90s.
New equines are constantly arriving
as frustrated farmers and householders
urge the authorities to remove them from
the roads. Although government provides
the animals’ drinking water free of charge
– each one drinks up to six gallons a day
– little other official help is forthcoming.
Funds must also be found to castrate each
new male along with farrier visits every few
months.

“

Many people don’t know
donkeys can live to be around
50 – twice as long as horses”
The growing number of tourists who
put a trip to the sanctuary on their must-do
list eases some of the financial pressure
– particularly via the ‘adopt a donkey’
programme – and helps raise awareness of
the adversities Antigua’s animals face.
“They all have their own personalities,”
Karen says, surveying the motley crew of
mammals around her. “For example, how
they interact with tourists - some want to,
some don’t. Some are firm friends that we
could never separate. And some are just
pushy broads,” she continues, reaching out
to pet one assertive female angling for her
attention.
“We call this one Pushy Chrissy
because she will come and shove her nose
in whenever visitors are here – like a little
kid when their mother’s on the phone.”
Karen’s assistant Carol-Faye Bynoe is

Top: Donkeys are highly sociable and crave
company.
Centre right: Carol-Faye Bynoe with Stevie,
the blind donkey.
Left: Many females arrive pregnant which
means foals are abundant.
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Ways in which you can help...
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n ADOPT A DONKEY – EC$65 A YEAR
You will receive a certificate and a bimonthly newsletter with updates about the
sanctuary and your chosen donkey.
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n SELFIE WITH STEVIE – EC$40
Stevie may be totally blind but that doesn’t stop him
posing for photographs. He sometimes bumps into things
but always manages to find the food at meal times.
n BRUSH A BABY– EC$30 (pictured right)
The sanctuary’s youngest residents – Stormy and April –
love grooming and cuddles.

n PET PIRATE – EC$20
(pictured left)
Pirate got his name because
he steals hearts. His unique
look and super friendly
personality have made him a
firm favourite among visitors.
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a font of information about the lovable
creatures.
“Many people don’t know donkeys
can live to be around 50 – twice as long
as horses,” she says. “They’re easier
to domesticate, much more loyal and
predictable. And they like routine; when we
arrive in the morning at 8am they’re already
waiting for us to let them into the petting
area.”
Because many of the females are
pregnant when they arrive, the sanctuary
has a steady stream of foals. Today, the
youngest resident is just two weeks old.
Many arrive in terrible health too. One
female has a severe limp due to being
tethered by the leg so tightly with nylon her
foot was partially amputated. Ongoing vets’
bills put further strain on the charity as it
battles to nurse its residents back to health.
“May was so weak when she came to
us she had to be carried in,” Carol recalls.
“Angel was brought here after villagers
complained that she was turning over bins
looking for food,” she continues. “She
formed a strong friendship with Stevie and
acts as his eyes – that’s how she got her
name.”
While the donkeys’ petting pasture may
currently be a little sparse on grass – old
bath-tubs filled with assiduously-sourced
cuttings are used as makeshift ‘salad
bowls’ - there’s no shortage of affection and
devotion doled out to them.
Toronto-born Ms Corbin, who moved
to the island in 1989, adds: “Antigua owes
a lot to its donkeys, which were long used
as work animals in the sugarcane fields,
carrying produce to market and also in
construction. It’s only right that we take
care of them in return.”
The Antigua & Barbuda Humane
Society was founded in 1991 and is a
registered charity. In addition to caring for
donkeys, it also has around 15 dogs and
12 cats awaiting adoption. The sanctuary is
free to visit and is open Monday to Saturday
10am to 4pm. n

n GIFT OF TIME
Donate a few hours to help clean and feed the donkeys or even man the visitor centre.
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Bigger gifts...

To help, visit
www.antiguaanimals.com, email
abhumane@candw.ag or
call (+268) 461-4957.
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n BELLY FULL
A donation of EC$3,500
feeds all the sanctuary’s fourlegged residents for an entire
month.
n MACHINE MAGIC
A gift of EC$1,650 would
purchase an additional brush
cutter machine to help bring
in more grass.
n HOOF HELP
Donkeys need their hooves trimmed every few months to keep them healthy. A gift of
EC$1,500 pays for a farrier to visit and tend to each animal.

Antigua Athletic Club
Taking care of your health and your happiness too

W

anniversary this year, is as popular for its
affable ambience as its first-rate facilities.
Anyone wishing to embark on a bespoke
programme will find eight exceptional
personal trainers catering to everyone from
beginners to bodybuilding competitors.
Boot camp classes, along with spinning,
yoga and Pilates, are open to the public as
is the breeze-filled beauty room offering
a variety of massages and spa treatments.
Throw in free Wi-Fi and oodles of parking
spaces and it’s easy to see how the place
secured its reputation as a one-stop shop
for socialising and salubrity. n
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ith a prime location on the
boundary of the international
airport, the Athletic Club is
arguably Antigua’s finest fitness facility.
Its centrepiece is its 25-metre competitive
lap pool, fringed with sunloungers, and
the fully-licensed Vitality Kitchen and Bar
where members and non-members alike
are welcome to enjoy delicious smoothies
and fresh, health-conscious meals, cooked
from scratch with only natural ingredients.
The club’s luxurious 3,800 sqft
surrounds also include an air-conditioned
gym with vast range of Cybex strength and
cardio equipment and a specially designed
rubber floor to reduce injuries. The stylish
locker rooms, finished in oak and granite,
feature spotless shower cubicles and more
than 100 private lockers.
The Athletic Club, which marks its 10th

The Athletic Club is open 5am–9pm
Monday to Friday and 9am–5pm Saturday.
Vitality is open 11am–7pm Monday to
Friday and 9am–5pm Saturday.
Call (+268) 460-2582.

Restaurant • Store
• Deli area • Wine Cellar
• Appetisers • Weekly
arrivals of food from Italy
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ITALIAN FOOD AND WINE

Ticchio Italian Food and Wine is a new
concept place that has both a store and
restaurant inside – designed to recreate
the atmosphere and products of Italy,
rich in flavours and fragrances.

Opening Times

Store & Deli: Monday to Saturday
10am–6pm
Lunch: Monday to Saturday
11.30am–3pm
Dinner: Thursday to Saturday
7.30pm–10pm
Closed on Sunday

You can taste real Italian cuisine (Parmigiana,
Carbonara etc), salads and sandwiches. In
addition to the classic menu, our chef offers a
variety of dishes with clams, mussels and fish of
the Mediterranean Sea. Must try!
The store sells a wide range of Italian deli items
from pasta to ham, and Parmigiano Reggiano to
extra virgin olive oil.
There are honeys and organic jams, pasta
(including gluten-free), homemade biscuits,
canned tomatoes, confectionary and much more.

Woods Centre, Friars Hill Road,
St.John’s (Antigua)
Telephone +1 (268) 5628673

We have also created a special wine cellar
where you can discover a number of labels from
all over Italy.

www.ticchiofood.com
ticchiofood@gmail.com

LIVE.

Dream home under wraps
A vacation in the first one to be fully
completed, Villa Seaglass, was booked
without hesitation for the following year.
That trip would set the wheels in motion for
the couple’s bespoke two-bedroom singlestorey home with detached one-bedroom
guest cottage, pool and Jacuzzi.
Yves and Jenn chose a site from dozens
available at various elevations and sizes,
spanning a third to three-quarters of an
acre. Buyers can opt for one of seven model
homes in a classic Caribbean design, all
exquisitely finished and with infinity pool,
or create their own custom property.
In the end, it was the allure of starting
with a blank slate that prompted the pair
to design their own using Sugar Ridge’s
acclaimed in-house development team.
“We wanted a house that really reflected
our personalities,” Jenn says.
“We gave ourselves a year to build it,
which is longer than one would normally
take to construct a house but we were in no
hurry,” she continues. “We hired a project
manager to send us reports and pictures at
different stages; this was invaluable. It was
a lot of work but everything was completed

within the year – and it really exceeded our
expectations.
“The team did an amazing job. They
really recognised our individual needs
and customised some things in the house
specifically for us.”
Next came the “fun” part –
conceptualising an interior to complement
and enhance their new home. The resort’s
professionally-accredited designer
Charmaine Benjamin-Werth was enlisted
to infuse her flair along with some
practicalities too.
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“

The impeccable style is
unrelenting throughout the
property, expertly blending an
authentic Caribbean feel with
contemporary luxury.”
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taging a surprise party or even
covertly organising a holiday as
a treat for the family is one thing.
Building a surprise house is another
entirely.
The thing about surprises, of course, is
that they come with a mammoth margin
for disaster. So when one Pennsylvanian
couple managed to keep the construction
of their tropical holiday home a secret from
their teenage children for two full years it
was all the more remarkable.
Yyes and Jenn, who work in the retail
industry, were not the first to be bewitched
by Antigua’s resplendent natural beauty and
the geniality of its locals on their first trip
to the island in 2012. It was while staying
at the Sugar Ridge hotel – overlooking the
charming township of Jolly Harbour – that
they spotted the resort’s private luxury villas
under development high up on the hillside.
A tour arranged with Luxury Locations’
Nadia Dyson left them “stunned” by the
sweeping views of the Caribbean Sea
flanked by rich verdant countryside – and
the properties’ imaginative designs and
attention to detail.
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Revealed: The creation of one couple’s secret sanctuary at the Sugar Ridge resort
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“Charmaine and I worked hand-in-hand
over email,” Jenn says. “She put the story
boards together and, for the most part, I
said yes to everything.”
Because the villa was to be placed into
the resort’s holiday rental pool, easy-toclean décor and furniture was essential.
‘Sunbrella’ fabrics were chosen for outdoor
furnishings due to their fade resistance and
durability even in heavy rains, a stainless
steel barbecue to withstand all weather,
and removable sofa and cushion covers.
The impeccable style is unrelenting
throughout the property, expertly
blending an authentic Caribbean feel with
contemporary luxury. Neutral tones are
offset by flashes of colour, and deep wood
fixtures meet rattan furnishings, ideal for
keeping cool.
“Government concessions on the
imported items saved us a lot of money. But
it’s still quite expensive to bring everything
in on a container so it was vital to make
sure the value was going to last,” Jenn says.
“It took time but we had fun doing it.”

Dream home under wraps
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By now almost two years had passed
since the couple first decided to purchase
the land for their dream home. And still
their children, aged 20 and 17, had no idea
of the surprise that was to come. A family
vacation was booked under the guise that
staying in a rental property offered greater
freedom and economy than a hotel.
Yves and Jenn flew to Antigua a week
ahead of their son and daughter to put the
final touches to the villa they named Cotton
House.
“We thought there was a 50 per cent
chance they knew,” Jenn says with a smile,
“so we just played along. When they
arrived they were blown away by the view
from the house. They couldn’t believe
how beautiful it was and by how friendly
everyone was at the resort.
“We kept up the pretence for a while
and then I asked my daughter if she
recognised anything in the house. She
looked around and said, that fish on the
wall looks awfully familiar. It was a gift
carved in wood and metal from a friend
which had been hanging in our living room
at home and we’d shipped over.
“She looked at me and said, wait a
second, you gave it to the people who own
this house? I said no. That was when our
son guessed.
“They were both speechless,” Jenn
recalls laughing, “it was the cutest thing.
They said we’d worked so hard over the
years that we really deserved it; they were
delighted for us.”
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with Antigua as on that first fateful trip.
“Antigua is in my top three favourite
places in the world. We love the Greek
islands, France, the Grenadines and BVI –
but with Antigua I honestly can’t name a
thing I don’t like.
“It’s been truly amazing to see the
growth of the island over the last couple
of years too – we cannot believe how
many new businesses and restaurants have
opened.”
Not only does Cotton House offer that
spectacular hillside vantage point, it also
means round-the-clock security and easy
access to all of Sugar Ridge’s acclaimed
facilities which include a high-tech
gym, luxuriant spa, two restaurants and
swimming pool.
“Sugar Ridge is great,” Jenn adds. “The
owners work hard to remain a top choice
boutique hotel. They really care about what
they do and it shows. There are managers
there that have been with them since the
beginning and that says a lot. Plus lots of
people who come back year after year
which means it really feels like a family.” n
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Happily, the couple’s children were as
enchanted by Antigua as their parents. “We
had a great time showing them around.
They have been both seen a lot of the world
but really felt the island is one of the most
beautiful places on earth – for many, many
reasons.”
Of all the villa’s abundant places to
absorb the sublime surrounds, Jenn has one
particular favourite. “I love to sit and relax
on the verandah; the way the design turned
out is really nice. It’s very spacious, half in
the sun and half under cover.
“But the best feature of all is that you
can open all the sliding glass doors, front
and back. There’s a constant breeze and
to be able to look at that view every day
– from every room in the main house and
cottage - is just incredible.”
She continues: “The sense of relaxation
you get there is phenomenal. We own quite
a few businesses and life is very busy. It
means a huge amount to us to be able to go
there and totally deflate.”
Prior to purchasing, the couple did
extensive research into house and land
prices across the region and are convinced
Antigua offers far better value for money
than many of its Caribbean competitors.
“It’s a big undertaking,” Jenn admits, “so
I’d advise anyone thinking of building here
to take their time – and ask questions every
step of the way.”
After completing the construction
process, the couple remain as enamoured
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Cotton House at the Sugar Ridge
resort is available for holidays
through Luxury Locations. Email
info@luxurylocations.com or call
(+268) 562-8174 for details.
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century fortress as its centrepiece – afford
panoramic views over both English and
Falmouth Harbour. The 15 square mile
park also encompasses picturesque Pigeon
Point beach, loved for its calm shallow
waters fringed by ivory sand and sea grape
trees. The wide open spaces are ideal for
marquees for up to 200 guests.
More than 20 years of bespoke event
planning for the National Parks Authority
have done nothing to diminish marketing
manager Eloise Francis’s passion for her
work. “We have a wonderful team of
friendly staff who genuinely love what they
do,” she says. “All our events are tailored to
suit, with a variety of extras to choose from
to make every occasion unique, special and
unforgettable.
“The entire park is so picturesque and
brimming with colour from days gone by,”
she adds, “it’s like a living history complex.
Like an empty stage, all you need to do is
bring on the act.” n
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ith its graceful 18th century
buildings set in the heart of
rolling Caribbean countryside,
few places are as conducive to romance as
the Copper & Lumber Store Hotel.
The lovingly preserved former British
naval base – complete with period
furnishings, hand-hewn beams and
weathered brickwork – offers a wedding
venue of unsurpassed elegance for intimate
gatherings and large affairs alike. The
hotel’s 14 beautiful suites – some featuring
four-poster beds and Juliet balconies – can
accommodate up to 50 overnight guests.
Whether seduced by the colonial
charm of the cobbled Georgian courtyard
or the stunning waterfront with its pastoral
surrounds, this enchanting property
guarantees an exceptional backdrop for the
ceremony and photographs.
The hotel is just one of a handful of
captivating locations within the absorbing
purlieus of Nelson’s Dockyard National
Park. And its team of talented event
planners can turn their hand to staging
everything from nuptials and anniversaries
to reunions and graduations.
The observation decks at Dow’s Hill
interpretation centre – which has an 18th
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Nelson’s Dockyard National Park offers a variety of venues
for unforgettable occasions

ns

Locations to love,
memories to cherish

Visit www.nationalparksantigua.com,
www.copperandlumberhotel.com or call
(+268) 460-1160 for details
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Toys for land and sea at
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Outdoor World Antigua
Hi-performance
Powerboats
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More than three decades have passed
since Nor-Tech roared onto the market
with the goal of pushing the limits of high
performance powerboats to new levels.
Today the Floridian firm also offers the
most complete line of custom products
in its genre. Using time tested, proven
techniques combined with the latest
technology and materials, Nor-Tech
offers solid, rattle free performance
and innovative designs with features
especially created for comfort and
practicality. These state-of-the-art boats
are guaranteed to turn some heads.
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From amazing waterways to hills and trails, Antigua offers the opportunity to put some vitality in your system and wind in your hair.
Read through this selection of some of the most grin-inducing toys on the market – all impossibly cool and available now at Outdoor
World in Old Parham Road, St John’s, Antigua.

Power2 Gas or Electric

The first gas golf car to feature electronic fuel injection boasts unbeatable
performance, gas mileage and the lowest emissions of its genre. No choke,
no smoke and a smoother acceleration, the 2016 Yamaha Drive Golf Car
also promises the quietest ride and the lowest cost of ownership. Larger
seats, sweater baskets and bag wells make for ample space and storage.
Another new addition this year is an option for a premium kit which adds
LED head and tail lights and turn signals with an automotive style switch.
These Power2 Golf Cars are great not just on the green but your greener
option for transportation in gated communities.
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Towable Excitement
With a variety of shapes and sizes to suit all ages, Airhead
tubes are a family and friends must-have. Outdoor World
provides the highest quality inflatable tow tubes in the
world. The excitement of the ride being pulled by any boat
or Yamaha Waverunner is something that makes any day
on the water full of fun.

Side-by-Side Sport

The RiDE of your life
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Yamaha has heard the cries of their
customers begging, waiting, pleading
for a pure sport Side-by-Side – and they
have delivered. The result is the superbly
well-designed 2016 Yamaha YXZ 1000R.
The undisputed champ in power sports
performance describes this as a pure sport
ride unlike anything in the industry and a
whole new driving experience to boot.
Featuring a 998cc inline triple engine
mated to a five-speed sequential shift
gearbox with on-command 4WD, it’s
purposely built for the most extreme and
fast terrain on the planet. The all-new YXZ is
designed for off-road thrill seekers that want
the utmost in performance and durability.
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In 2015 Yamaha introduced new technology of the world’s
first handlebars with dual throttle control, called RiDE – still
the number one technology over all others. RiDE is an ultraintuitive dual throttle control system available on the Yamaha
FX and VX series available at Outdoor World Antigua. Pull the
right hand throttle lever to go forward, pull the left hand throttle
lever to slow down and go in reverse. Let go of both levers and
the watercraft is in neutral. The right and left throttle levers can
work together at speed to let you, the driver, dial in maximum
control over your ride.
Our 2015 and 2016 models are here for all-inclusive family
fun with more speed, advance technology, lighter weight and a
top-of-the-line runabout.

Take a Joy Ride
Ideal for beginners and suited to every water condition from calm bays to the
open seas, the Emotion Temptation is a lightweight sit-on-top kayak loaded
with fabulous features. Molded-in seats and freedom foot wells mean it’s super
comfortable and secure while the ledge lock paddle keeper offers extra peace
of mind. There’s a hatch with enough storage space for overnight trips and
its performance hull provides outstanding stability, speed and tracking in a
convenient 10-foot kayak. The perfect vehicle for family fun on the water.
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Godfather of style

H

bodysuits, wings and gloves are adorned
with feathers, beads and sequins, every
shade known to man – and then some.
Mannequins strike haughty poses,
ablaze with colour from soft pink and
sunshine yellow to fulgent tangerine and
blood red. A door at the back leads to
what Calvin calls his “Santa’s workshop”
where, come sundown, an army of
helpers will descend to sew, stick and
stitch, transforming his designs into a
kaleidoscopic reality.

Photo: Kevin Frederick

greatest pleasures is passing his impeccably
honed skills onto local youngsters.
“I have lots of children helping make the
costumes. We have to nourish their creative
ability; not everyone is intellectual, some are
artists from birth and we welcome that. Who
knows what they will become in the future
by being opened up to something new?”
Few people are aware, Calvin
continues, of the tremendous number
of hours that go into creating the outfits.
The theme is conceptualised as early as
December and construction starts soon
after. By March, the tailors are in full swing
ahead of the parades which turn the streets
of St John’s into a colourful cacophony by
July end each year.
Complex costumes can each take
several days to complete using materials
brought in from specialist shops in Trinidad.
That makes the collage of outfits on display
here for Calvin’s 400-strong ‘Beautiful
People’ troupe all the more remarkable.
Experience had taught the team the
importance of buying merchandise well
in advance to avoid eleventh hour stress.
So when a fire ripped through their former
Holberton premises on November 24 2014
it was all the more devastating, destroying
80 per cent of their precious stock.
“It left us with a very difficult decision
whether or not to continue,” Calvin says.
“It was only because of our love for the art
that we did. It meant starting from scratch
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alf the front cover is missing
and the fatigued pages bear the
impact of 52 years of riffling
fingers. But the effusive summary of
Antigua’s annual Carnival celebrations is as
apt today as when first penned for this 1964
pamphlet discovered among a cache of old
photographs at the national museum.
“At Carnival time, the entire creative
genius of the island community is released
in an ocean of colour, in a spirit of gaiety
which defies description,” states the writer
who – in the spirit of theatre – has adopted
the traditional pseudonym George Spelvin.
In those days, the visual spectacle on
the road included vibrant plantation-style
dresses and bonnets, witches and skeletons,
soldiers and majorettes. Compared to their
contemporary counterparts, the costumes
were rather more conventional – and
distinctly less risqué. Gloria White, the first
Carnival Queen back in 1957, was modest
in a loose-fitting gown, sensible heels and a
coy smile.
Next year Antigua will mark the 60th
anniversary of the “Caribbean’s greatest
summer festival”. While the jubilant
atmosphere which characterises the
occasion remains unchanged, the allimportant attire has evolved into a highly
technical and fiercely competitive art.
And there are few who embody that as
pertinently as Calvin Southwell.
The unembellished exterior of
the acclaimed designer’s workshop –
sandwiched between a pizza joint and a
gadget store in a St John’s side street – may
look like an unlikely contender for such an
accolade. Venturing in however reveals an
eruption of revelry to behold; shimmering
bustiers, headdresses, skirts, shorts,
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He’s the creative force behind some of Antigua Carnival’s
most striking costumes which have undergone momentous
evolution from their 1950s roots. Here, designer Calvin
Southwell talks exclusively to Luxury Locations Magazine.

“
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Mannequins strike haughty
poses, ablaze with colour from
soft pink and sunshine yellow
to fulgent tangerine and blood
red.”
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As a fashion designer by profession
– and a graduate of New York’s Fashion
Institute & Technology - attention to detail
is paramount. One of Calvin’s biggest
gripes is the monopoly Rio de Janeiro
holds over modern-day Carnival garb, with
skimpiness often playing second fiddle to
craftsmanship.
“Many artisans have lost a lot of the
creativity we had back in the day when we
had to improvise, using whatever materials
we could find,” he says. “The themes were
much more pronounced than now – old
colonial uniforms, captains, Romans. These
days it’s all Brazilian style with bikinis and
feathers.”
Calvin’s love for the quintessential
Caribbean festivities dates back to
childhood. He has been “playing mas”
– short for ‘masquerade’ – since the age
of nine. Now a father himself, one of his
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Godfather of style

“The world is an interesting, dynamic place;
our regulars age from 17 to 60 – and they’re
not all a size two so we make costumes for
everyone, from small to plus. Everyone can
look stylish and beautiful.”
Outfits are individually tailored to
flatter and conceal according to preference,
with touches like peplum skirts and high
waists for added modesty.
For Calvin, witnessing his creations in
the final parade on the first Tuesday of each
August makes the hard work and late nights
worth the effort. “It’s like giving birth; the
costumes become your children,” he says.
“You see them from conception to design,
from purchasing the materials to putting
them together. Watching them come alive
on the streets of St John’s is my greatest joy.”
It may be almost 200 years since
Antiguans first hit the road in a display of
pageantry to mark liberation from slavery.
But time has done nothing to diminish
the electrifying ambience and pervasive
bonhomie surrounding Carnival which
these days comprises 10 days of shows, an
abundance of music, multiple parades and
a good deal of spectator participation.
And, going back to that 1964 pamphlet
which proclaimed it “transcends every
barrier, be it social, political or economic…
and when it is over, the memory will be
cherished,” it seems George Spelvin got
that right too. n
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all over again. But I’m glad we did and
am very happy with what we’ve achieved;
it’s not the fall but you way you rise that
matters.”
It was that philosophy that went on to
form the troupe’s Carnival 2015 theme.
‘Out of the ashes, the phoenix rising’ is a
stunning tribute to what can be realised
through a shared passion and dogged
resolution to succeed despite the obstacles.
The results are even more poignant
as 2015 marked Beautiful People’s fifth
anniversary with the various outfits
chronicling the life of the band since its
2011 inception. They range from a pink
showgirl-style ensemble to commemorate
a former Vegas theme to an exhilarating
series of inferno-inspired guises, complete
with dexterously-crafted ‘flames’ and
resplendent phoenix wings.
In a time where some fear Carnival’s
cultural edge has been sidelined by
hedonistic partying and lewd behaviour,
Beautiful People has carved something of a
niche for itself as a “responsible band”.
“We guarantee a party atmosphere and
we want people to have a great experience
to share with friends. But the image
portrayed is very important to us; we want
youngsters to look at us and see fun in a
clean, wholesome way.”
And, despite the name, Calvin
continues, the group has an inclusive ethos.
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Skeletons, witches and majorettes were all to be found among the colourful Carnival
costumes of old. As Antigua gears up to mark 60 years of the ‘Caribbean’s greatest summer
festival’ in 2017, we take a retrospective look at the event through the ages. With special
thanks to the National Museum.
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From the ghosts of Carnival past….
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PARTY.
… To the spirit of Carnival present
What it’s about
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Antigua Carnival: Five things to know before you go:
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Antigua Carnival has its roots in 1834 when islanders took to the streets in celebration of
freedom from slavery. The August 1 date was marked informally over the succeeding years but it
was not until 1957 when the first official event was held. Today it comprises an intoxicating mix
of live music, talent and cultural shows, food fairs, beauty pageants and parades with costumes
to rival Rio. Much of the action takes place in the streets of St John’s with nightly shows staged
at the Antigua Recreation Ground (ARG).

Dates of the pre-Carnival fetes

These rousing, rambunctious affairs usually featuring live performers put the country firmly
on the party map. Throughout June and July, organisers pull out all the stops for a plethora
of high-energy pre-Carnival shindigs, themed around everything from ‘breakfast’ and
‘beach coolers’ to ‘wet’ and ‘white’.

The lowdown on the shows

Lo

Carnival is when Antiguans really prove their mettle as indefatigable party animals.
Attend as many of the nightly shows at the ARG as your energy levels will allow. The
most popular is when the country’s musical stars vie for the ‘Party Monarch’ crown. Other
highlights include the intoxicating sound that results when 200 musicians play the steel
drums en masse at the annual ‘Panorama’ contest.

The ins and outs of winin’

This has nothing to do with grumbling about the heat of the sun and everything to do with
dancing. Some pretty racy hip gyrations to be precise.
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Why it’s worth rising at 3am for J’ouvert
The penultimate day of Carnival includes a vibrant street party called J’ouvert (meaning
‘day break’) on the first Monday in August. The energetic – and occasionally hair-raising
– antics offer a unique insight into local culture and tourists are warmly welcomed to join
in. Don’t forget your comfy shoes – dancing is a must.

See a photo you like? Email gemma@luxurylocations.com to order a copy.
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PARTY.
You should be dancing (yeah)
Fourteen years after White Fete started its own brand of high-energy uptempo partying –
characterised by sensational live performances and a magnetic atmosphere - it is still utterly
impossible to keep those feet off the dancefloor. This year’s bash at the Sticky Wicket cricket
ground in Coolidge was no exception.

What it’s about
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Cousins Gerald Shoul and Paul Aflak started the event back in 2002 with the aim of
bringing the international club experience to Antigua. What began as a pre-summer
shindig has evolved into the ultimate pre-Carnival fete attracting a smorgasbord of
revellers as varied as the music, food and drink.

What we loved

The scrupulous attention to detail – from the seamless parking and shuttle service to the
shoe check booth (even the most innocent-looking heels can feel like razor blades after a
few hours). Once inside, there was a 90-foot main bar, an Absolut cocktail garden, Patron
shot bar and an English Harbour Rum party deck. Those who stumped up extra for VIP
access enjoyed a buffet, Remy cocktails and hookah stations too.
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See a photo you like? Email gemma@luxurylocations.com to order a copy.
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PARTY.
Food glorious food
A hankering for fun, festivities and food took us on a duo of culinary adventures. First, the 10th
annual Mango Festival, held at the Botanical Gardens, followed by the Independence Day Food
Fair at the Sir Vivian Richards Cricket Stadium.

What we ate
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Mango season transforms our island into a profusion of juicy finger-licking, chin-dribbling,
jam-making mania – and the annual mango festival celebrates the myriad delicious ways
the fruit can be enjoyed from sauces and chutneys, to ice cream, fritters and cakes. Held
each November, the Food Fair features the widest variety of hearty local nosh in one
space. National dish pepperpot and fungee (thick meat and veg stew with a cornmeal
paste), ducana (sweet potato dumplings), saltfish and lobster plus homemade cakes,
sweets and wines were all there for the taking.

What we loved

The buoyant bustling ambience of these wonderful grassroots events. And the blaze
of colour as islanders donned the national red-and-yellow check to mark 34 years of
Independence.
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See a photo you like? Email gemma@luxurylocations.com to order a copy.
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Admiral’s Inn

Alive with history, ablaze with charm

T

wo centuries may have passed
since Nelson’s Dockyard’s
illustrious namesake last laid down
his bicorn hat in Antigua. But the island’s
evocative history lives on amid the balletic
surrounds of Admiral’s Inn and the adjacent
Gunpowder House.
The elegant boutique hotel – constructed
from bricks used as ballast in 18th century
ships – today has the unique feel of an
English country house in a tropical setting.
Its exceptional range of accommodation is
just the right blend of contemporary luxury
and whimsical charm, complemented by

70

friendly, personable service.
Guests can also stay in one of the four
stunning suites at the beautifully restored
former gunpowder store which has its
own infinity swimming pool, daybeds and
restaurant, Boom, popular for its fresh,
locally sourced gourmet cuisine. The
Thursday Night Supper Club comprises
a chef’s tasting menu with the convivial
atmosphere of a private dinner party, while
the tranquil waterfront setting is perfect for
sundowners and tapas, available Thursdays
to Sundays during high season.
At both Boom and its Admirals’ based

counterpart, Pillars, the focus is on clean,
simple food. Two water’s edge gazebos
allow gatherings of up to eight to enjoy
an extra special dining experience with
unsurpassed views.
The venues’ singular setting – and
acclaimed on-site spa – have made them
a popular choice for wedding ceremonies
and receptions, birthday parties and other
events.
Co-director Astrid Deeth said the
proximity to the area’s famed nightlife and
beaches is a major appeal, adding: “We
offer a serene relaxing getaway, yet just five
minutes from the hub of English Harbour.” n

Visit www.admiralsantigua.com
or call (+268) 460-1027 for more
details and reservations.
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PARTY.
Oriental allure
Ana’s restaurant in Dickenson Bay has never done things by halves. Its new season reopening
brought the sights and sounds of the Orient to Antigua with a spectacular Japanese-themed
geisha evening. Partygoers enjoyed cuisine, cocktails and costumes straight from the land of the
rising sun.

What we ate
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Indulgent food stations served a mouth-watering assortment of Japanese dishes. Yakisoba
vegetables and noodles, teriyaki grilled beef, chicken skewers, yaki meshi seafood rice,
tempura, nigiri and spicy salmon rolls were just some.

What we drank

Jasmine green tea cocktails plus crisp refreshing Haiku sake and its fruity full-bodied sister,
Gekkeikan Black & Gold. There was also award-winning El Dorado 15-year-old rum,
plenty of the restaurant’s signature cocktails and – because this is Ana’s and we wouldn’t
expect anything less – oodles of Moet & Chandon champagne.

What we loved
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The mesmerising live geisha performances created and produced by Antiguan fashion
designer and choreographer Calvin S.
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Celebs are bowled over for
charity
Where we went
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We rubbed shoulders with some of sport and entertainment’s biggest names - from both sides of
the Atlantic – when Lord’s Taverners, Britain’s eminent youth cricket and disability sports charity,
touched down in Antigua to help raise cash for local causes.

What it involved

Highlights of the five-day trip included a celebrity 20/20 cricket match between Lord’s
Taverners All-Stars and the Sir Viv All-Stars who were led by de-facto manager Sir Vivian
‘Master Blaster’ Richards himself. Iconic names taking to the green included former
England cricketers Mike Gatting and Andy Caddick and current players Jade Dernbach
and Luke Wright. Sir Viv’s team featured fast-bowling legend Courtney Walsh along with
Leon ‘Kuma’ Rodney and Winston Benjamin. There was also beach cricket at Valley
Church and a black tie dinner with charity auction at the Sugar Ridge resort.

Who we saw
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The 20-plus celeb-studded group of visitors also included pop star Harry Judd, of
McBusted, and British TV personalities Jonnie Irwin, Nick Hancock and Mark Chapman.

What we loved
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Two Antiguan charities benefitted to the tune of US$11,320, split between Sir Vivian’s
chosen cause – restoration works to St John’s Anglican Cathedral – and Sugar Ridge’s
beneficiary of choice, Friends of the Care Project which looks after disabled children.
Auction prizes included some once-in-a-lifetime experiences - golf with Sir Viv and dinner
with legendary bowler Sir Andy Roberts.
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See a photo you like? Email gemma@luxurylocations.com to order a copy.
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The Property Handbook

and cared for when you’re away and the
pool and garden properly maintained.”
Points to consider before signing on the
dotted line include community charges and
other levies. While Antigua has very low
property tax, buying in a gated or resort
area such as Jolly Harbour, Galleon Beach
or Nonsuch Bay means paying monthly fees
in exchange for round-the-clock security,
access to sports and other facilities, and
general upkeep. It’s wise to thoroughly
investigate these beforehand.
Bear in mind too that making serious
income from your vacation home may mean
you only have access to it yourself during
the less popular times of the year. It pays to
organise your own holidays well in advance
in order to garner maximum revenue.
Placing your property under
the auspices of our sister firm Villa
Management will likely see it occupied and
earning you money for most of Antigua’s
peak season from October to June. Over the
years we’ve built strong links with reputable
holiday agencies across the globe to ensure
frequent bookings.
“We take very seriously the trust our
homeowners place in us to look after their
investment,” Nadia says. “Our scrupulous
service includes thorough monthly
inspections so we are aware of any issues
as soon as they arise, allowing us to address
them immediately.
Above: The bustling gated community of
“That means the guests who stay
Jolly
Harbour has a wealth of holiday rental
there have a wonderful holiday – we are
properties
for sale from US$200,000.
consistently rated ‘excellent’ on home
review website Flipkey where we have
Start the search for your perfect property by
a 4.5 star rating – and owners can relax,
visiting www.luxurylocations.com. Browse
knowing their property is in the best
our extensive and diverse portfolio – and
possible hands and working for them.”
find out more about our acclaimed property
For more information about our
management services and how we can help
management services and fees – or to
ensure you receive maximum return on your
investment.
arrange a viewing and free quote – visit
our Jolly Harbour office in the Portofino
buildings or call us on (+268) 562-7814 /
Scan me to view
8174.
our properties...
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uestion: When does buying a
holiday home cease to be an
extravagant luxury and become a
smart investment?
Answer: When you place it in the
short-term rental market and generate some
income on the side.
If you’re among the millions of people
who browse real estate agency windows
whenever you’re overseas, no doubt you’ve
done a little arithmetic already. And while
a modest purchase may not be a failsafe
route to the Forbes Billionaires List, it
can certainly leave you with a positive
cash flow after outgoing expenses such as
maintenance, taxes and utilities have been
accounted for.
With low house prices and huge
demand for vacation rentals, Antigua is
hard to beat. There are very few places in
the world where you can snap up a twobedroom villa with private boat dock in a
gated community with first-rate amenities
for as little as US$200,000.
Current holiday rates for such properties
range from US$650 to more than US$1,000
a week – and several thousand more for
larger homes - which equates to a solid
return on your investment from the outset.
Luxury Locations’ founder Nadia Dyson
says homeowners can reasonably expect
to yield between two and 10 per cent
annual profit, depending on the villa’s size,
location and facilities.
“A second home in Antigua offers a
lovely lifestyle while you’re using it – and a
financial perk when you’re not. If you want
somewhere you can visit for a few weeks
a year, it makes sense to have it occupied
for as many of the remaining months as
possible.
“The more a property is used, the
longer things like air-conditioning units and
kitchen appliances last,” Nadia continues.
“Putting it under the care of a local
management firm also means it’s secure
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Mi casa tu casa: Holiday homes with benefits
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We’re here to help you manage
your new life in paradise.

Global Commerce Centre
Old Parham Road
P.O. Box W1803
St. John’s, Antigua, West Indies

Tel: (268) 480-2240
Fax: (268) 462-1831
email: customer.service@gbc.ag
www.globalbankofcommerce.com

For over 30 years, Global Bank of Commerce, Antigua’s
oldest institution providing international financial services,
has offered its clients the perfect balance of world class
banking, security and convenience.
Antigua is an independent and sovereign jurisdiction since
1981, and is well positioned as a safe haven for the more
discriminating investor, who may also qualify to obtain
citizenship via a regulated process.
Contact us and learn how we can support your financial
goals, today and tomorrow.
Personal Banking Services
Wealth Management
Citizenship by Investment Programme
Online Banking
International Banking Solutions

MEET THE LUXURY LOCATIONS TEAM.

Sam Dyson
CEO
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From working as a start-up business consultant
to martial training, Sam’s professional
background is as diverse as the countries he’s
called home. He moved to Antigua from the
UK in 2009 and – as a keen freediver – thinks
the island’s most beautiful spot is found 150ft
below sea level, just south of Cades Reef.
3 If you could witness any event past, present or future, what
would it be? I would like to see what Nadia was like as a child.
3 If you could learn to do anything what would it be? Everything!
I love learning – three degrees (Chemistry, Law and Chinese
Medicine) and an MBA so far. I’m now trying to learn the guitar and
to get Oscar (my one-year-old son) to enjoy music; currently it is
more likely to put him off but time will tell.
3 How would your friends describe you? It would depend how
many beers I buy them.
3 What’s your favourite quote? More of an expression: ‘If you
always do what you have always done, you always get what you
have always got.’
3 How do you exercise your creative gene? Starting new
businesses and new projects.
3 What’s top on your bucket list? Travel the world.
3 When are you happiest? When hanging out with family.

get somewhere and we forget that it’s the journey that is the best bit
and we have to make sure we stop and enjoy it.
3 How do you exercise your creative gene? All the time – the
magazine, photo shoots for the magazine or the new homes we list.
Sometimes just drawing and having sticker fun with my son.
3 What’s top on your bucket list? I really want to go to Bora Bora but
have to wait until the kids are older so it’s more fun. Also Australia.
All travel really; I want to see as much of the world as possible.
3 When are you happiest? When I’m with my husband and son
having fun or just cuddling in the morning. I’m very blessed to have
two very amazing men in my life.
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About Us

Gemma Handy
Magazine editor
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A professionally trained journalist, Gemma
worked for one of the UK’s largest daily
newspapers before moving to the Caribbean
in 2006. Gemma continues to freelance for
international news agencies, is rarely seen
without her favourite four-legged friend and
lives for the day when scientists finally invent the time machine.
3 If you could witness any event past, present or future, what would
it be? The construction of Stonehenge, Martin Luther King’s speech on
the steps of the Lincoln Memorial – or finding life beyond Earth.
3 If you could learn to do anything what would it be? To see auras.
3 How would your friends describe you? I had no idea so I asked
them. Apparently I am always happy and smiling (clearly they’ve
never seen me first thing in the morning), kind and thoughtful. Oh
and the Energizer Bunny - this may be a reference to Carnival last
summer.
3 What’s your favourite quote? ‘Be the change you wish to see in
the world’ – Mahatma Ghandi.
3 How do you exercise your creative gene? Conceptualising and
writing the magazine, obviously. But really I just love to write,
particularly from new and interesting places, and paint pictures with
words.
3 What’s top on your bucket list? Vienna State Opera (in a horse
drawn carriage and 19th century costume), diving in the Galapagos
and visiting the ape sanctuary in Borneo.
3 When are you happiest? When I’m travelling to somewhere I’ve
never been before. I love to be on the move – the feeling of flux and
infinite possibility.

Founder
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Nadia Dyson
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UK-born Nadia has lived in Antigua, working
in the local property market, since 2004 and
founded Luxury Locations in 2009. Today
the company exclusively represents some of
the nation’s most exclusive properties and
developments. Nadia hates to cook, is a big
believer in karma and once played Annie in a school play.
3 If you could be any fictional character who would you choose?
I can’t think of anyone I’d rather be than me! I’m very happy.
Otherwise, maybe Superman (woman) because flying and having all
those powers would be cool.
3 If you could learn to do anything what would it be? I’m learning
all the time but would love to design clothes and shoes and I may
just do that later in life - maybe for my kids.
3 How would your friends describe you? A genius! Just kidding.
They would say kind and happy probably, and maybe funny as I’m
quite funny.
3 What’s your favourite quote? ‘Enjoy and savour the journey, not
just the destination.’ Life is a long journey and we are all trying to
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Pascale Nunes
Chief operating officer
Born and raised in Africa, Pascale moved to
Antigua in October 1998. A stint in bar work
was followed by an administrative position at
the Big Banana group where she rose through
the ranks to become executive assistant. Pascale

Maintenance contractor
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Guest services agent
Fresh from finishing a degree in education
and early childhood studies in London, Faye
joined our team in autumn 2015. She plans to
eventually open her own daycare centre here
in Antigua but in the meantime she’s turned
her caring nature to looking after our holiday
guests and helping vacation dreams come true (along with rescuing
furry stray animals who occasionally appear around our offices).
3 If you could be any fictional character who would you choose?
Merida from the movie ‘Brave’. She lives in a forest and she’s a lot
like me in regular life with long curly hair and freckles, plus she’s a
bit of a tomboy.
3 If you could witness any event past, present or future, what
would it be? The day racism is non-existent.
3 How would your friends describe you? Wild, outspoken and
always happy.
3 What’s your favourite quote? ‘Let life happen.’ I have it tattooed
on my back.
3 How do you exercise your creative gene? I draw imaginary
animals. One was an elephant mixed with a butterfly because I
liked the ideas they both symbolised. Another was a seahorse mixed
with a dragon for a friend’s dad who has cancer. Right now I am
working on a porcupine/lion.
3 What’s top on your bucket list? To have my own family one day.
Ideally I’d like four or five children.
3 When are you happiest? I feel like I am always happy.
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Bancroft James

Faye Abbott
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joined the helm of our team in October 2014. Her favourite
Antiguan escape is Green Island.
3 If you could witness any event past, present or future, what
would it be? I would love to relive the birth of my two kids as
meeting them for the first time and looking into their eyes was
simply magic.
3 If you could learn to do anything what would it be? My family
would probably say cook – hey you can’t be good at everything! So
I would say cook!
3 How would your friends describe you? I would hope true, honest
and caring – oh, and fun!
3 What’s your favourite quote? ‘Carpe diem.’ Life is not a
rehearsal; enjoy every day as if it was your last one.
3 How do you exercise your creative gene? I cannot draw to save
my life, I frighten myself singing in the shower, however when I
have time I am pretty good at crocheting – believe it or not!
3 What’s top on your bucket list? To be 90 years old surrounded
by my kids and step-kids and their kids, listening to their
accomplishments in life – whilst sipping a glass of French wine.
3 When are you happiest? When my loved ones are happy.
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With 25 years’ experience in the maintenance
field, we were delighted to add Bancroft
James to our team in January 2015. His warm
personality has already made him a popular
figure with our guests. Originally from
Jamaica, Bancroft has lived in Antigua more
than two decades and loves the challenge and resourcefulness his
job entails. When he’s not at work, he’s often found in the kitchen
cooking up Jamaican national dish ackee and saltfish.
3 If you could be any fictional character who would you choose?
Fred Flintstone because he has a lot of energy and he’s very
humorous.
3 If you could witness any event past, present or future, what
would it be? The day the entire world lives in peace and harmony.
3 If you could learn to do anything what would it be? Become an
astronaut.
3 How would your friends describe you? Cool. Pleasant. Just me.
3 What’s your favourite quote? Every day when I get up I say, be
the best you can be. And make it happen.
3 How do you exercise your creative gene? Improvising and
fabricating parts to make things work.
3 What’s top on your bucket list? To see my two sons grow up, get
a good education and become men.
3 When are you happiest? When I’m at home in my garden. I love
planting flowers, smelling their aroma and talking to them.

Alex Andre Rhodes
Photographer
For talented Antigua-born photographer Alex,
capturing the island’s stunning scenery on
camera has long been a passion and a mode
of relaxation. Alex joined the Luxury Locations
team in spring 2013 and is the man behind
the lens in much of the magazine’s spectacular
imagery. Alex once began training as a pilot and spends his spare
time fixing mischievous computers and reading Harry Potter.
3 If you could be any fictional character who would you choose?
Spiderman – because he has no limitations, he’s a scientist and
extremely intelligent.
3 If you could witness any event past, present or future, what
would it be? The Superbowl!
3 If you could learn to do anything what would it be? Designing.
Fashion perhaps or making mechanical things.
3 How do you exercise your creative gene? Shooting photos every
day. I like hiking and shooting nature best. My favourite work is of
the waterfalls, greenery and mountains of Dominica.
3 What’s top on your bucket list? Sky-diving.
3 When are you happiest? When I am travelling – particularly in
the US.
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unfurls its majesty forcing you to remove
your sunglasses to see if the water really is
quite that startling shade of blue.
Hugging the ocean’s edge under the
solemn supervision of the Sleeping Indian
Hills is the picturesque community of
Jolly Harbour, named after a 17th century
planter who once owned a vast swathe of
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aradise, like gelato, comes in
different colours and flavours. One
man’s utopia is another’s squid-gut
sorbet. (Seriously, that’s a thing.)
A place that seems to appease most
definitions, however, can be found about
halfway down Antigua’s west coast, round
about that spot where the Caribbean Sea
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Abodes to suit all tastes in the marina village that’s jolly by name
and nature
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Villas for reasons,
seasons and lifetimes

land here, and not – as some would blithely
have you believe – just because it’s a jolly
nice place to live.
Created in the 1980s by Dr Alfred and
Mrs Patricia Erhart, it has evolved into a
bustling gated village loved for its easy
access to bountiful amenities, all within a
gentle stroll or short drive.
With round-the-clock security, a large
international supermarket and a plethora
of eateries and watering holes set within
the largest manmade marina in the East
Caribbean, Jolly Harbour continues to
attract holidaymakers and homeowners,
retirees and snowbirds year after year.
Its two expansive white sand beaches,
which give way to an intriguing subaquatic
world teeming with wildlife, offer

Villas for reasons, seasons and lifetimes
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unrivalled sunsets against an uninterrupted
horizon.
Spanning 300 acres, the area also
encompasses comprehensive marina
services, an 18-hole golf course, sports
centre with Olympic-size swimming pool,
tennis and squash courts, gym, bank,
pharmacy, boutique clothing and gift shops.
Private homes range from two-bedroom
villas to multi-million dollar beachfront
estates. And almost all have private docks,
cementing Jolly Harbour’s reputation as a
boater’s paradise.
For the savvy, investing in property here
means not just a tropical retreat in a pristine
location but a nest egg for you and your
family thanks to a thriving holiday rental
market, low purchase prices and a growing
economy.
At just US$380,000 and a stone’s throw
away from world-famous South Beach,
Beach Sand offers a wonderfully authentic
Caribbean ambience coupled with a solid
rental history. The spacious open-plan
interior includes a lounge with comfortable
sofas, dining table for four and a fullyfitted kitchen. Both bedrooms have built-in
wardrobes and there is air-conditioning
throughout. Glass sliding doors lead on to a
shaded verandah and sundeck with glorious
harbour views and the property’s own 30ft
finger pier.
Around the corner, Villa 235C has just
been reduced to a generous US$249,000. It
has a refurbished kitchen, waterfront patio,
private balcony and boat slip.
Villa 224C is also located in Jolly
Harbour’s South Finger and is priced
at US$295,000. This property has been
retiled throughout and boasts refitted ensuites to both bedrooms and a new stylish
kitchen. The icing on the cake is this villa’s
additional decking area directly over the
water.
The North Finger appeals to buyers
looking for a little extra quiet and
tranquillity. Villa 412D comes with
exceptional views across the marina from
its verandah and balcony – and is a steal
at just US$200,000. The cosy open-plan
interior includes a well-appointed kitchen
with breakfast bar, dining table for four and
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Beach Sand
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Villa 412D

Villa 224C
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Villa 235C
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a roomy lounge with glass sliding doors
leading outside.
On the market for US$235,000, Villa
403F has an attractive waterside terrace,
en-suite shower rooms to both bedrooms
and an upstairs balcony off the master suite.

Lu
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For the savvy, investing in
property here means not just
a tropical retreat in a pristine
location but a nest egg for you
and your family thanks to a
thriving holiday rental market,
low purchase prices and a
growing economy.”

Constant trade winds and stunning coral
reefs have made Jolly Harbour a favourite
haunt among sailors, divers and watersports
enthusiasts alike. The area enjoys a firm
following among gastronomes too with
several restaurants serving exquisite local
fare along with Greek, Italian and North
American.
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Villa 403F

Just a 25-minute drive from the
international airport, 10 minutes from the
capital St John’s and half an hour from
English Harbour, Jolly Harbour is also
within easy reach of all the island’s best
loved beaches and sightseeing spots.
With bounteous sunshine and a
magnificent coastal location, this particular
part of paradise offers a superb standard of
living in a setting that’s every bit as amiable
as its name. n

All properties featured are for
sale exclusively through Luxury
Locations. Email
info@luxurylocations.com or call
(+268) 562-8174 for details.

VILLA MANAGEMENT
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1. YOUR WAY

There are a number of different ways we can manage your
property. Choose from our many services to ensure your
property is managed the way you want it.

ca
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2. MAXIMISING RENTAL INCOME
We realise that the needs of each homeowner are different. We
can tailor your management package to suit your needs, be it
short term or long term rentals, or accommodating for your
holiday.

3. KEEPING OUR PROMISE

Lo

We will always care for your property as if it were our own. No
matter the issue we want you to feel you can let us take care of
it to give you the peace of mind you want when leaving your
property in our care.

With you every step of the way
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Letting your property can be a scary business. We want to make sure that you
get exactly what you want, whether it’s a manager to maintain your property
in your absence for peace of mind or full rental management to maximise
your return on investment.
We insist on only using the best and
most qualified maintenance staff for
all our properties

% Call us today on +1 268 562 7814
www.villa-management-antigua.com
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Let us take your property
to new heights.
Contact us for aerial photography of your property.

Head Office, Luxury Locations, Portofino Offices, Jolly Harbour, St Mary’s, Antigua
Telephone: +1268 562 8174 | info@luxurylocations.com | www.luxurylocations.com
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Call us today
for a free
property
review.

WEST COAST
P86 Harbour Lodge, Jolly Harbour – Exclusive
P88 Indian View, Jolly Harbour – Exclusive
P90 Villa Nirvana, Jolly Harbour – Exclusive
P91 Oceans Seven, Tamarind Hills – Exclusive
P92 Jolly House, Jolly Harbour
P93 The Boat House, Jolly Harbour
P94 263 Palm Beach, Jolly Harbour
P96 Breezy Bay, Tamarind Hills
P97 Villa 412D, Jolly Harbour – Exclusive
P99 Villa 235C, Jolly Harbour – Exclusive
P100 Tropical Breeze, Jolly Harbour
P101 Villa Champagne, Galley Bay Heights
P102 Freckles Villa, Harbour View – Exclusive
P103 Coco House, Hamilton Estate – Exclusive
P104 Villa 417B, Jolly Harbour – Exclusive
P105 Villa 419E, Jolly Harbour
P105 Villa 419A, Jolly Harbour – Exclusive
P105 Villa 416E, Jolly Harbour – Exclusive
P105 Villa 403F, Jolly Harbour – Exclusive
P105 Villa 403H, Jolly Harbour – Exclusive
P105 Villa 332F, Jolly Harbour – Exclusive
P106 Beach Sand, Jolly Harbour – Exclusive
P106 Villa 224C, Jolly Harbour – Exclusive
P106 Villa 225D, Jolly Harbour
P106 Villa 423E, Jolly Harbour
P106 Villa 408D, Jolly Harbour – Exclusive
P106 Villa 420F, Jolly Harbour – Exclusive
P107 Villa 414B, Jolly Harbour
P107 Villa 425F, Jolly Harbour
P107 Villa 220B, Jolly Harbour
P107 Lime Cottage, Jolly Harbour
P107 Summer House, Jolly Harbour
P107 Villa Azure, Harbour View – Exclusive
P108 Hamilton Estate 3, Valley Church
P108 Westside apartment, Harbour View – Exclusive
P108 Palm Tree Apartment, Harbour View – Exclusive
P108 Lime House, Valley Church
P108 The Pelican, Jolly Harbour – Exclusive
P109 Seahorse, Tamarind Hills
P109 Island Breeze, Jolly Harbour
P109 Casa de Piedra, Jolly Harbour
P110 Villa Kirby, Harbour View
P110 Bays View, Galley Bay
P111 Villa Nicobar, Galley Bay Heights
P111 Dragon’s Lair, Jolly Harbour
P111 Villa Capri, Galley Bay Heights
P112 The Watch House, Jolly Harbour – Exclusive
P112 Passion Village, Jolly Harbour – Exclusive
P112 Villa Kathleen, Galley Bay Heights
P113 Aqua House, Valley Church

List with the best.
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Head Office,
Luxury Locations,
Portofino Offices,
Jolly Harbour,
St Mary’s, Antigua

Telephone: +1268 562 8174
info@luxurylocations.com
www.luxury-locationsmagazine.com
www.luxurylocations.com

EAST COAST
P108 Half Moon House, Half Moon Bay – Exclusive
P109 Mandala House, The Peninsula – Exclusive
P109 Cashmere, Brown’s Bay
P110 Sehil, Brown’s Bay
P111 Driftwood House, Long Bay
P112 Mercer’s Creek, Willikies – Exclusive
P112 Villa Susanna, Nonsuch Bay area – Exclusive
P113 Bay Villa, Nonsuch Bay Resort – Exclusive
P113 Town House 24, Nonsuch Bay Resort Bay – Exclusive
SOUTH COAST
P89 Villa Babylon, English Harbour area – Exclusive
P109 Foxtails, English Harbour
P110 Pelican View, English Harbour
P110 Nine-acre plot, English Harbour – Exclusive
P110 Cole House, English Harbour area – Exclusive
P111 Carib House, Turtle Bay
P111 Villa Liene, Willoughby Bay
P113 Villa 473, St James Club
NORTH
P95 Palm Villa, Belmont – Exclusive
P112 Crosbies 18,270 sqft plot
P113 Sunset Lane, Dickenson Bay
NORTH COAST
P98 Trade Winds House, Dickenson Bay – Exclusive
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EXCLUSIVE PROPERTY FOR SALE.

Harbour Lodge, Jolly Harbour Il fascino del lungomare
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Oceanfront Appeal
US$1,500,000

Fabulous styling, lots of space and a spectacular location make this fourbedroom home a showpiece. Set on exclusive Harbour Island, it presents
an excellent investment opportunity.
The piece de resistance is the sundeck and pool with spectacular
views across the marina and rolling hills on each side. There is also a
generous verandah with areas for relaxation, dining and entertaining.
The bright, airy interior is enhanced by high white vaulted ceilings
and sliding glass doors which flood the place with light and allow the
gentle breeze to flow through. All four bedrooms – three of which have
en-suites – are air-conditioned. This newly built two-storey home has an
additional bathroom for guests.

Prezzo: US$1,500,000
Lo stile favoloso, gli ampi spazi e la posizione spettacolare fanno di
questa proprietà con quattro camere da letto un fiore all’occhiello.
Situata sull’esclusiva Harbour Island, rappresenta un’ottima opportunità
di investimento. I pezzi forti sono il solarium e la piscina con una vista
spettacolare sul porto turistico e le ondeggianti colline su entrambi i lati.
C’è anche una veranda spaziosa con aree per il relax, cene e ricevimenti.
Gli interni luminosi e freschi sono arricchiti con soffitti alti a volta e porte
scorrevoli in vetro che inondano il luogo di luce e permettono alla dolce
brezza di entrare. Tutte le quattro camere da letto, di cui tre con bagno,
sono dotate di aria condizionata. Questa nuova casa a due piani dispone
di un ulteriore bagno per gli ospiti.
Tutti i dettagli sono disponibili su www.luxurylocations.com.
Per organizzare un incontro in loco, contattare info@luxurylocations.
com. Tel + 1 268 562 8174.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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EXCLUSIVE PROPERTY FOR SALE.

Flint House, Jumby Bay
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Exclusivity Redefined
Price on request

Occupying almost three acres of the private island of Jumby Bay, Flint
House boasts one of the most exclusive settings in the country. This vast
two-storey home – a magnificent vision in white with a Spanish-style roof –
is accessed by a glorious courtyard overlooked by mature palm trees.
Its five bedrooms, six bathrooms, library, study and generous living areas are
exquisitely styled with luxurious fittings and furnishings throughout. Glass
doors flood the interior with light and help keep the property cool, as do the
stone-tiled floors. The large kitchen is enhanced by marble countertops, a
centre island, and contemporary chrome appliances. A sweeping staircase
leads to the upper floor. Outside, a broad terrace with relaxation and dining
areas is set before stunning landscaped gardens. There is also a tennis court,
sundeck with swimming pool and pool house, and a two-car garage.

Un nuovo concetto di esclusività
Prezzo su richiesta

Situata su quasi tre acri di terreno nell’isola privata di Jumby Bay, Flint
House si trova in una delle location più esclusive del Paese. Questa
spaziosa proprietà su due piani, di colore bianco e con un tetto in stile
spagnolo, è accessibile tramite un imponente cortile circondato da palme
mature. Le sue cinque camere da letto, i sei bagni, la biblioteca, lo studio
e le spaziose aree abitabili, sono caratterizzati da uno stile impeccabile
con finiture e arredamenti di lusso. Le porte in vetro permettono alla luce
di penetrare negli spazi interni, rendendoli luminosissimi, e aiutano a
mantenere fresco l’ambiente, così come fanno i pavimenti con piastrelle
in pietra. La spaziosa cucina è impreziosita da banconi in marmo, un’isola
centrale ed elettrodomestici moderni cromati. Un’ampia scalinata conduce
al piano superiore. All’esterno, è presente una spaziosa terrazza con vista
sui meravigliosi giardini curati, che rappresenta il luogo ideale per mangiare
o rilassarsi. C’è anche un campo da tennis, un terrazzo con piscina e pool
house, ed un garage con due posti auto. Tutti i dettagli sono disponibili su
www.luxurylocations.com. Per organizzare un incontro in loco, contattare
info@luxurylocations.com. Tel + 1 268 562 8174.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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EXCLUSIVE PROPERTY FOR SALE.

Paradiso con vista sul mare

Waterfront Paradise

Prezzo: US$1,750,000
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Indian View, Jolly Harbour
US$1,750,000

With a prime waterfront location in the heart of desirable Jolly Harbour,
this stylish three-bedroom villa offers both privacy and close proximity to
amenities. Named after its superb views of natural landmark, the Sleeping
Indian hills, the property benefits further from uber-contemporary styling
inside and out.
Inside is a large open-plan living, dining and kitchen area, the
latter with high-end chrome appliances. High ceilings and tiled floors
throughout help keep the property cool.
Fans of the great outdoors will love the villa’s vast shaded verandah
at the back, complete with pool, sundeck and dining area for al fresco
entertaining.

Questa villa elegante sul lungomare con tre camere da letto, situata in
posizione centrale nel cuore dell’attraente Jolly Harbour, offre privacy
e, allo stesso tempo, una vicinanza ai servizi. Questa proprietà, che
prende il nome grazie alla vista sulle colline naturali ‘Sleeping Indian’, è
caratterizzata da uno stile ultra-moderno sia all’interno che all’esterno.
All’interno vi è uno spazio aperto che comprende soggiorno, zona
pranzo e cucina, quest’ultima dotata di apparecchiature di alta qualità
con finiture cromate. L’alto soffitto ed il pavimento con mattonelle
contribuiscono a mantenere l’ambiente fresco. Gli amanti della vita
all’aria aperta apprezzeranno sicuramente la spaziosa veranda coperta
nel retro, che include piscina, terrazzo e zona pranzo per mangiare
all’aperto.
Tutti i dettagli sono disponibili su www.luxurylocations.com.
Per organizzare un incontro in loco, contattare info@luxurylocations.
com. Tel + 1 268 562 8174.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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EXCLUSIVE PROPERTY FOR SALE.
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Villa Babylon, English
Harbour area
Vantage Point
US$2,500,000

From its private hillside perch, this attractive four-bedroom villa
commands spectacular views of Freeman’s Bay against the backdrop of
lively English Harbour. The villa’s comfortably furnished living room has
doors opening on three sides to the wrap-around terrace. The latter has
a covered dining area with formal table and chairs for al fresco dining
while enjoying the stunning vistas and the gentle trade winds.
Steps lead down to the decking where there is a pool with small
Jacuzzi. All the bedrooms have air conditioning, and the property has a
fully equipped kitchen and three bathrooms.

Punto strategico
US$2,500,000
Dalla sua posizione collinare privata, questa meravigliosa villa con
quattro camere da letto gode di una vista spettacolare sulla Freeman’s
Bay sullo sfondo del vivace English Harbour. Il soggiorno della villa con
arredamenti confortevoli ha delle porte che si aprono su tre lati del
terrazzo avvolgente. Quest’ultimo ha una zona pranzo coperta con un
tavolo formale e delle sedie per mangiare all’aperto, mentre si ammirano
i panorami mozzafiato e soffiano i leggeri alisei. Una scala porta al
pavimento in legno per esterni dove si trova una piscina con una piccola
vasca idromassaggio. Tutte le camere sono dotate di aria condizionata e
la proprietà dispone di una cucina completamente attrezzata e tre bagni.
Tutti i dettagli sono disponibili su www.luxurylocations.com.
Per organizzare un incontro in loco, contattare

info@luxurylocations.com. Tel + 1 268 562 8174.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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EXCLUSIVE PROPERTY FOR SALE.
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Villa Nirvana, Jolly Harbour
Prize Location
US$2,900,000

Just steps from pristine sandy shores this outstanding five-bedroom home
is filled with natural light and luxurious living areas. All bedrooms are
en-suite; the master suite has water views, a walk-in closet and exquisite
bathroom with a beautiful claw-foot tub.
There is a gorgeous kitchen fitted with state-of-the-art appliances
and granite work-tops, a versatile family/media room, infinity pool and
spacious private roof terrace.

Una posizione privilegiata
Prezzo: US$2,900,000
A pochi passi dalle spiagge di sabbia incontaminate, questa straordinaria
casa con cinque camere da letto è luminosissima ed è caratterizzata da
interni di lusso. Tutte le camere sono dotate di bagno privato; la master
suite ha una vista sul mare, un armadio e un bagno raffinato con una
bella vasca con piedi a zampa di leone.
C’è una splendida cucina dotata di elettrodomestici all’avanguardia
e piani di lavoro in granito, una stanza familiare/studio versatile, una
piscina a sfioro e una spaziosa terrazza privata sul tetto.
Tutti i dettagli sono disponibili su www.luxurylocations.com. Per
organizzare un incontro in loco, contattare info@luxurylocations.com.
Tel + 1 268 562 8174.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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EXCLUSIVE PROPERTY FOR SALE.

Ocean Seven, Tamarind Hills
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Exquisite Luxury
US$2,100,000

Offering the ultimate in tranquillity and privacy, Tamarind Hills takes
luxury living to new heights. Set within a five-star resort, Ocean Seven
comprises simple, elegant designs with unparalleled comfort, coupled
with jaw-dropping panoramic vistas across the Caribbean Sea.
The spectacular fully-furnished, four bedroom, four bathroom
property has a private infinity pool with sleek, basalt black tiles,
exquisitely finished European kitchens and bathrooms, and spacious
outdoor living areas. Transparent balconies ensure not a single millimetre
of the sweeping views is compromised.

Lusso squisito
Prezzo: US$2,100,000
Offrendo il massimo della tranquillità e della privacy, le Tamarind Hills
offrono un’esperienza di vita nel lusso di livello superiore. Situato
all’interno di un resort a cinque stelle, Ocean Seven è caratterizzato da
un design semplice ed elegante con un comfort senza pari, combinato
con sbalorditive viste panoramiche sul Mar dei Caraibi.
Questa spettacolare proprietà, completamente arredata con quattro
camere da letto e quattro bagni, dispone di una piscina a sfioro privata
con eleganti piastrelle nere in basalto, bagni e cucine in stile europeo con
finiture meravigliose e ampie zone abitabili all’aperto. I balconi trasparenti
permettono di non perdersi neanche un millimetro di ciò che lo stupendo
paesaggio ha da offrire. Tutti i dettagli sono disponibili su
www.luxurylocations.com. Per organizzare un incontro in loco,
contattare info@luxurylocations.com. Tel + 1 268 562 8174.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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EXCLUSIVE PROPERTY FOR SALE.
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Jolly House, Jolly Harbour
Harbourside Haven
US$4,750,000

A prime location at the entrance to Jolly Harbour’s full service marina
is just a fraction of what this sprawling home has to offer. Entirely
remodelled and set within a desirable gated community, Jolly House
boasts 10 bedrooms – all with en-suites – and living space of more than
800sq metres, excluding the property’s expanse of open decking. Inside,
vibrant colours, murals and intriguing objets d’art fill the place with
charm and character. The two-storey waterside gazebo, pool and bar
area is ideal for relaxing, entertaining and soaking up the stunning views.
There are two private docks for yachts up to 75ft and 80ft, a 15-ton boat
lift and a heated swimming pool with ‘endless pool’ exerciser.

Un’oasi vicino al porto
Prezzo: US$4,750,000
Questa casa irregolare, situata in posizione centrale all’entrata della
marina attrezzata di Jolly Harbour, è stata completamente ristrutturata
ed è situata all’interno di una comunità privata; Jolly House è dotata di
10 camere da letto, tutte con bagno privato, e di uno spazio abitabile di
più di 800 metri quadrati, senza contare il terrazzo aperto. Gli interni,
con colori accesi, murali e curiosi oggetti d’arte, sono ricchi di fascino e
personalità. Il gazebo a due piani sul lungomare, la piscina e la zona bar
sono ideali per rilassarsi, divertirsi e ammirare gli splendidi panorami. Ci
sono due ormeggi privati per gli yacht fino a 22-24 m, un ascensore per
imbarcazioni da 15 tonnellate e una piscina riscaldata con il sistema di
allenamento ‘endless pool’.
Tutti i dettagli sono disponibili su www.luxurylocations.com. Per
organizzare un incontro in loco, contattare info@luxurylocations.com.
Tel + 1 268 562 8174.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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EXCLUSIVE PROPERTY FOR SALE.

The Boat House, Jolly Harbour Santuario del marinaio
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Mariner’s Sanctuary
US$880,000

This three-bedroom luxurious waterfront villa is located on the north
finger of Jolly Harbour and spans more than 2,400 square feet. The Boat
House is finished with marble flooring throughout and is beautifully
decorated.
The main floor boasts a tastefully furnished open plan living and
dining area and a fully equipped kitchen with appliances matching
the granite countertops. There is also a guest bathroom and a spacious
laundry room.

Prezzo: US$880,000

Questa lussuosa villa sul litorale, con 3 camere da letto, si trova ad un
passo da Jolly Harbour e si estende su più di 2.400 mq. La Boat House è
rifinita con pavimenti in marmo ed è magnificamente decorata.
Il piano principale dispone di un soggiorno aperto e zona pranzo
arredato con gusto ed una cucina completamente attrezzata con
elettrodomestici abbinati al ripiano in granito. C’è anche un bagno per gli
ospiti e una spaziosa lavanderia.
Tutti i dettagli sono disponibili su www.luxurylocations.com. Per
organizzare un incontro in loco, contattare info@luxurylocations.com.
Tel + 1 268 562 8174.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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EXCLUSIVE PROPERTY FOR SALE.

263 Palm Beach, Jolly Harbour Design Ispirato
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Inspired Design
US$3,150,000

As the masterpiece of eminent architect Kerry Werth and his acclaimed
interior designer wife Charmaine, it’s little surprise that this fabulous home
is a showstopper.
The four-bedroom property is situated directly on the breathtaking
coral sands of Jolly Harbour’s Palm Beach, with panoramic views across
the Caribbean Sea. The stunning beachfront exterior boasts a broad
expanse of sundeck with an attractive pool as the centerpiece. To one side
is a pretty gazebo with comfortable seating plus dining table and chairs
for al fresco meals. This magnificent property also features a stunning roof
terrace with vibrant tropical plants.

Prezzo: US$3,150,000

Considerato come il capolavoro dell’eminente architetto Kerry Werth e di
sua moglie, l’acclamata interior designer Charmaine, non è una sorpresa
che questa casa favolosa venga acclamata. La proprietà con quattro
camere da letto è situata direttamente sulle spettacolari sabbie coralline
di Jolly Harbour’s Palm Beach, con vista panoramica sul Mare Caraibico.
Il magnifico esterno, che si affaccia sul litorale, vanta un’ampia terrazza
solarium con un’attraente piscina. Ad un lato si trova un bel gazebo con
comodi posti a sedere oltre ad un tavolo da pranzo con sedie per i pasti
all’aperto. Questa proprietà magnifica presenta anche una splendida
terrazza sul tetto con piante tropicali.
Tutti i dettagli sono disponibili su www.luxurylocations.com. Per
organizzare un incontro in loco, contattare info@luxurylocations.com.
Tel + 1 268 562 8174.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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EXCLUSIVE PROPERTY FOR SALE.
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Palm Villa, Belmont
Height of Life

US$650,000 REDUCED from US$850,000 for quick sale!
Panoramic views give this brand new contemporary villa its edge. Located
high above Belmont, there are wonderful scenes of St John’s, the airport,
Parham Harbour and the north coastline. Enjoying a wonderful gentle
breeze every day, this two-storey property has four 35ft galleries, a large
pool surrounded by a huge greenheart deck and outdoor dining area.
The living area has a dining table for eight, soft leather sofas and
atmospheric spot lighting. Each of the four generously-sized bedrooms has
an en-suite. There are air-conditioning units throughout.

Culmine della vita

Prezzo: US$650,000 RIDOTTO da US $ 850,000 per la
rapida vendita!
La vista panoramica delimita questa nuova villa contemporanea. Situata
sopra Belmont, ci sono scenari meravigliosi di St John, dell’aeroporto,
di Parham Harbour e della costa settentrionale. Ogni giorno si gode di
una meravigliosa brezza leggera, questa proprietà posta su due piani
ha quattro balconate di 35 piedi, una piscina grande circondata da un
enorme ponte greenheart ed una zona pranzo all’aperto. Il soggiorno ha
un tavolo da pranzo per otto, morbidi divani in pelle ed un’atmosferica
illuminazione a spot. Ognuna delle ampie quattro camere da letto ha un
bagno privato. Inoltre la proprietà ha impianti di aria condizionata.
Tutti i dettagli sono disponibili su www.luxurylocations.com. Per
organizzare un incontro in loco, contattare info@luxurylocations.com.
Tel + 1 268 562 8174.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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Breezy Bay, Tamarind Hills
Laidback Luxury
Price on request

This beautifully presented, fully furnished, three-bedroom townhouse is
set on the water’s edge within the first class Tamarind Hills development.
Split over three levels, it provides luxurious and functional living spaces
all finished to an extremely high standard.
Vast floor-to-ceiling glass doors flood the place with natural light and
frame the magnificent sea views. The living room leads out onto a glorious
sun patio complete with infinity plunge pool; the perfect spot to soak up
the magnificent panoramic views. This property benefits further from its
end-terrace position.

Lusso tranquillo
Prezzo su richiesta
Questa bellissima residenza cittadina, completamente ammobiliata,
con tre camere da letto si affaccia sul mare nell’eccellente complesso di
Tamarind Hills. Distribuita su tre piani, ha ambienti lussuosi e funzionali
rifiniti in altissima qualità.
Le ampie porte in vetro, dal pavimento al soffitto, riempiono il posto
di luce naturale, facendo da cornice alla magnifica vista sul mare. Il
soggiorno conduce su un terrazzo soleggiato completo di piscina con
trampolino; è il posto perfetto per godersi la magnifica vista panoramica.
Inoltre questa proprietà trae beneficio dalla sua posizione finale.
Tutti i dettagli sono disponibili su www.luxurylocations.com. Per
organizzare un incontro in loco, contattare info@luxurylocations.com.
Tel + 1 268 562 8174.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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Villa 412D, Jolly Harbour
Ideal Investment
US$200,000

This charming two-bedroom villa is generously priced and comes with a
great rental history, making it ideal both as a tropical holiday home and an
auspicious nest egg. With two verandahs there are plenty of places to relax,
dine al fresco or simply sit and absorb the stunning views.
The open-plan interior includes a fully-fitted kitchen with breakfast bar and
stylish mint green units, dining table for four, and a spacious lounge with glass
sliding doors leading to a shaded verandah overlooking the scenic harbour.
Upstairs are two generously proportioned bedrooms - the master suite has
sliding doors onto the balcony – and a bathroom with bath-tub. Villa 412D is
air-conditioning units throughout and is available fully furnished.

Investimento ideale
Prezzo: US$200,000
Quest’affascinante villa con due camere da letto è ad un buon prezzo
vantando una lunga storia di affitti, rendendola ideale sia come casa
estiva sia come una futura casa di famiglia. Grazie alle due verande
c’è molto spazio per rilassarsi, mangiare all’aperto o semplicemente
sedersi e godersi il panorama.L’interno include una cucina pienamente
attrezzata di breakfast bar ed eleganti unità verde menta, un tavolo da
pranzo per quattro ed un ampio soggiorno con porte scorrevoli in vetro
che conducono ad una veranda ombreggiata che si affaccia sul porto
pittoresco. Al piano superiore ci sono due camere da letto di modeste
dimensioni – la camera padronale ha le porte scorrevoli che si aprono sul
balcone – ed un bagno con la vasca. La villa 412D ha un impianto di aria
condizionata ed è disponibile completamente arredata. Tutti i dettagli sono
disponibili su www.luxurylocations.com. Per organizzare un incontro in
loco, contattare info@luxurylocations.com. Tel + 1 268 562 8174.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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Trade Winds House,
Dickenson Bay
Stunning Scenery
US$1,795,000

Named after the wonderful breezes that keep this fabulous six bedroom
home cool all year round, Trade Winds House enjoys a prime elevated
position overlooking beautiful Dickenson Bay, set within its own enclosed
grounds accessed by electric iron gates. There’s a large sundeck with
swimming pool and verandah. All of the six double bedrooms are
generously proportioned as are the five bathrooms, most of which have
bath-tubs as well as showers. There is also a study which could be turned
into a seventh bedroom. The piece de resistance is the vast wraparound
balcony offering a quiet secluded spot for uninterrupted work or just
sitting and soaking up the scenery.

Paesaggio mozzafiato
Prezzo: US$1,795,000
Questa casa prende il nome dalle meravigliose brezze che mantengono
le sei camere da letto fresche durante tutto l’anno. La Trade Winds House
gode di un’ottima posizione affacciandosi sulla bellissima Dickenson Bay,
posizionata all’interno di un’area recintata accessibile dai cancelli elettrici
in ferro. C’è una grande terrazza con piscina e veranda. Tutte le camere
matrimoniali sono di modeste dimensioni così come i cinque bagni, la
maggior parte dei quali hanno sia la vasca che la doccia. C’è anche uno
studio che potrebbe essere trasformato in una settima camera da letto.
Il pezzo forte è l’enorme balcone avvolgente che offre un contesto
riservato e tranquillo per lavorare ininterrottamente o semplicemente per
sedersi e godersi lo scenario.
Tutti i dettagli sono disponibili su www.luxurylocations.com. Per
organizzare un incontro in loco, contattare info@luxurylocations.com.
Tel + 1 268 562 8174.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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Villa 235C, Jolly Harbour
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Holiday Retreat
US$249,000

Generously priced and ideally located, this cosy two-bedroom waterfront
villa has an excellent holiday rental history and is just a short stroll from
Antigua’s world famous South Beach in Jolly Harbour.
The open-plan interior includes a refurbished fully-fitted kitchen
with breakfast bar, a dining table for six and a spacious lounge with
comfortable sofas. Glass sliding doors lead onto a shaded verandah
and sundeck, ideal for barbecues and al fresco dining or just relaxing
absorbing the scenery.
Villa 235C has air-conditioning units throughout and is available fully
furnished. It also has its own boat slip.

Rifugio per le vacanze
Prezzo: US$249,000
Ad un prezzo generoso e in una posizione ideale, quest’accogliente villa
sul lungomare con due camere da letto ha un’eccellente storia di affitti
ed è a pochi passi dalla famosa Antigua South Beach a Jolly Harbour.
L’interno include una cucina pienamente attrezzata e messa a nuovo con
breakfast-bar, un tavolo da pranzo per sei ed un ampio soggiorno con
comodi divani. Le porte scorrevoli in vetro conducono ad una veranda
ombreggiata ed una terrazza, ideale per barbecue pasti all’aperto o
semplicemente per rilassarsi godendosi il panorama. La villa 235C ha un
impianto di aria condizionata ed è disponibile completamente arredata.
Ha anche un proprio pontile per la barca.
Tutti i dettagli sono disponibili su www.luxurylocations.com. Per
organizzare un incontro in loco, contattare info@luxurylocations.com.
Tel + 1 268 562 8174.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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Tropical Breeze, Jolly Harbour Fascino sul lungomare
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Beachfront Allure
US$2,900,000

This stunning beachfront villa takes your breath away with its wonderfully
luxurious, Caribbean colonial style. The décor in each and every room
is exquisite, filled with beautiful furnishings and complemented by fresh
inviting colours and impeccable taste.
There is a spectacular open-plan living and dining room which leads
out to a spacious veranda with dining table to seat 12. There are four
generous double bedrooms with bathrooms, two of which are master
suites and have Jacuzzis. The swimming pool is just steps away from
the villa’s wall-to-wall glass doors. This exceptional home has a security
system and hurricane shutters.

Prezzo: US$2,900,000

Questa villa sul lungo mare ti toglierà il respiro con il suo stile coloniale
caraibico incredibilmente lussuoso. L’arredamento in ognuna delle stanze
è raffinato, con mobili bellissimi e completo di colori invitanti e freschi e
dallo stile impeccabile.C’è uno spettacolare soggiorno e sala da pranzo
che conducono ad una veranda spaziosa con un tavolo per dodici
persone. Ci sono quattro modeste camere da letto matrimoniali con bagni,
due delle quali sono camere patronali ed hanno vasche idromassaggio.
La piscina è a pochi passi dalle porte in vetro che si estendono da
un’estremità all’altra della villa. Questa incredibile casa ha un sistema di
sicurezza e persiane a prova di uragano.
Tutti i dettagli sono disponibili su www.luxurylocations.com. Per
organizzare un incontro in loco, contattare info@luxurylocations.com.
Tel + 1 268 562 8174.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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Villa Champagne, Galley Bay
Heights
Exceptional Design
Price on request

This five-bedroom villa represents nature, relaxation and sophistication
– and boasts magnificent panoramic ocean views from all rooms. Villa
Champagne offers all the comforts of home, modern amenities such as
private gym, pool and air-conditioning, plus a personal chef, private butler
service and nannies where required. Surrounded by lush vegetation and
located within a gated community, Villa Champagne is a spectacular
tropical getaway.

Design eccellente
Prezzo su richiesta
Questa villa con cinque camere da letto rappresenta la natura, il relax e la
sofisticatezza, e vanta delle splendide viste panoramiche sull’oceano da
tutte le camere. Villa Champagne offre tutti i comfort di una casa, servizi
moderni come palestra privata, piscina e aria condizionata, più uno chef
personale, un maggiordomo e delle tate, se necessario. Circondata da
una vegetazione lussureggiante e situata in una comunità privata, Villa
Champagne è un vero paradiso tropicale.
Tutti i dettagli sono disponibili su www.luxurylocations.com. Per
organizzare un incontro in loco, contattare info@luxurylocations.com.
Tel + 1 268 562 8174.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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Un’oasi di pace baciata dal sole

Sunkissed Haven

Questa incantevole villa con quattro camere da letto sulla suggestiva costa
occidentale di Antigua è affascinante tanto quanto il suo nome. A pochi
passi di distanza dal Jolly Harbour, Freckles Villa beneficia di una posizione
tranquilla e della vicinanza a negozi e altri servizi. L’ampio solarium con
piscina offre una vista splendida sulla vegetazione incontaminata e sulla
riserva naturale.
Il luminoso e confortevole spazio interno a pianta aperta comprende
una grande cucina completamente attrezzata, una sala da pranzo e un
salotto. La camera da letto principale ha un bagno privato con vasca e
cabina doccia separata. Ci sono anche altri due bagni completi. Freckles
Villa è dotata di aria condizionata centralizzata e connessione a internet
ed è stata affittata con successo nel passato.
Tutti i dettagli sono disponibili su www.luxurylocations.com. Per
organizzare un incontro in loco, contattare info@luxurylocations.com.
Tel + 1 268 562 8174.

Lu
xu

Freckles Villa, Harbour View
Reduced to US$395,000

This delightful four-bedroom villa on Antigua’s winsome west coast
is every bit as charming as its name. A stone’s throw away from Jolly
Harbour, Freckles Villa benefits from both a tranquil location and
proximity to shops and other amenities. The spacious sundeck with
swimming pool boasts glorious views over pristine vegetation and a nature
reserve. The bright pleasant open-plan interior includes a large fully-fitted
kitchen, dining and lounge area. The master bedroom has an en-suite
with bathtub and separate shower cubicle. There are two additional full
bathrooms. Freckles Villa is generously priced, has central air conditioning
and a strong holiday rental history.

Prezzo: Ridotto a US$395,000

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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Coco House, Hamilton Estate Vita all’aperto

Lu
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Outdoor Living
US$595,000

Couched among verdant vegetation in a stunning hillside location, this
lovely three-bedroom villa offers peace and tranquillity but is just a short
drive from the hub of Jolly Harbour. Coco House has been designed with al
fresco living in mind and has a wonderful south-facing terrace benefitting
from all-day sun and uninterrupted views of the countryside. The indoor
dining area, lounge and fully-fitted kitchen have very high ceilings and wide
doors to maximise the natural cooling breeze.
There is a large private pool with outdoor shower; the wide deck boasts
ample space for sun worshippers. The mature garden is ablaze with coconut
palms, ferns and flowers and is screened by trees and hedges keeping it safe
for young children. There is enough parking space for three cars.

Prezzo US$595,000

Nascosta nella vegetazione lussureggiante, in un’incantevole posizione
sul pendio di una collina, questa villa con tre camere da letto offre pace
e tranquillità, e si trova a pochi minuti di auto dal porto di Jolly Harbour.
Coco House è stata progettata per la vita all’aperto, ed è dotata di
una terrazza rivolta verso sud che gode di un soleggiamento per tutta
la giornata e di magnifiche viste sulla campagna. La sala da pranzo, il
salone e la cucina completamente attrezzata che si trovano all’interno
sono caratterizzati da soffitti molto alti e porte larghe, per massimizzare
l’afflusso della brezza naturale e rinfrescante. È presente un’ampia piscina
privata con doccia all’aperto; la terrazza offre tanto spazio per gli amanti
della tintarella. Il giardino fiorito include palme di cocco, felci e fiori, ed
è circondato da alberi e siepi che garantiscono la sicurezza dei bambini
piccoli. Il parcheggio può ospitare fino a tre auto.
Tutti i dettagli sono disponibili su www.luxurylocations.com. Per
organizzare un incontro in loco, contattare info@luxurylocations.com.
Tel + 1 268 562 8174.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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Villa 417B, Jolly Harbour
Superb Styling
Price on request

This refurbished two-bedroom villa is situated in a quiet road with
beautiful views over the water. A secluded white sand beach is a
short walk away as are all the first-rate amenities this desirable gated
community has to offer.
The living area has beautiful fixtures and fittings, complete with
leather sofas, and leads out onto the patio. Outside there is a retractable
awning, gas BBQ grill and the villa’s own finger pier.
Both bedrooms have built in wardrobes and en-suite bathrooms, the
master suite having both a bath and shower, along with a private balcony.

Stile superbo
Prezzo su richiesta
Questa villa ristrutturata, con due camere da letto è situata in una strada
silenziosa con una bella vista sul mare. Una spiaggia isolata di sabbia
bianca si trova a pochi passi, così come tutti i servizi di prima qualità che
questa comunità ha da offrire.
Il soggiorno ha delle belle apparecchiature, completo di divano in
cuoio, e conduce al cortile interno. Fuori ci sono un tendone retrattile, un
grill a gas per il barbecue ed un pontile privato.
Entrambe le camere da letto hanno armadi a muro e bagni in camera;
la camera patronale ha sia la vasca che la doccia oltre ad un balcone
privato.
Tutti i dettagli sono disponibili su www.luxurylocations.com. Per
organizzare un incontro in loco, contattare info@luxurylocations.com.
Tel + 1 268 562 8174.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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Villa 419A, Jolly Harbour

Price Guide: US$275,000

Price Guide: US$228,000

Charming two-bedroom home with strong rental history
• Desirable gated community location • Private dock for 30ft boat • Recently
renovated • Extended patio with finger pier

Well-maintained two-bedroom home in desirable area
• Fully equipped kitchen • Private balcony from master bedroom
• Air-conditioning • Majestic waterfront views

Prezzo orientativo: US$275,000

Guida al prezzo: US$228,000

Price Guide: US$255,000

Villa 403F, Jolly Harbour

Lo

Villa 416E, Jolly Harbour

Casa ben mantenuta con due camere da letto in zona attraente
• Cucina completamente attrezzata • Balcone privato dalla camera da letto
matrimoniale • Aria condizionata • Meravigliosa vista sul lungomare

ca
tio

Affascinante casa composta di due vani con forte tradizione di noleggio
• Collocazione in ambita area recintata • Attracco privato per barca di 10 metri
• Recentemente ristrutturata • Patio esteso con banchina

ns

Villa 419E, Jolly Harbour

Price Guide: US$235,000

Generously-priced two-bedroom villa in gated community
• Excellent investment opportunity • Private 5m boat mooring • Master
bedroom has balcony overlooking marina • Stunning sunset views

Two-bedroom waterfront North Finger villa
• Spectacular balcony views • Large shaded terrace • Close proximity to
amenities • Private master suite balcony

Prezzo orientativo: US$255,000

Prezzo orientativo: US$235,000

Villa fronte mare composta di due camera da letto a North Finger
• Vedute spettacolari dal terrazzino • Terrazzo ampiamente ombreggiato • In
prossimità dei servizi • Balcone privato in camera da letto padronale
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Villa composta da due vani in area recintata a prezzo di favore
• Eccellente opportunità d’investimento • Attracco privato per barca di 5 metri
• Camera da letto padronale con balcone panoramico sulla marina
• Sbalorditive vedute del tramonto

Villa 403H, Jolly Harbour

Villa 332F, Jolly Harbour

Price Guide: US$375,000

Price Guide: US$185,000 REDUCED from US$200,000

Attractive two-bedroom waterfront villa in gated community
• Airy open-plan living, dining and kitchen area • Patio doors to covered terrace
• Master bedroom has glass doors to balcony • En-suite shower rooms

Beautiful two-bedroom villa overlooking the golf course
• Private master suite balcony • Private plunge pool • Short walk to the beach
• Secluded outdoor terrace with mountain views

Prezzo orientativo: US$375,000

Guida al prezzo: US$185,000 RIDOTTO da US$200,000

Affascinante villa fronte mare composta di due vani in area recintata
• Ariosa zona salotto, cucina e sala da pranzo a pianta aperta • Porte del cortile
che danno su terrazzo coperto • Camera da letto padronale con balconata a
giorno • Bagni privati con doccia

Bella villa con due camere da letto con vista sul campo da golf
• Master suite privata con balcone • Piscina privata • A pochi passi dalla
spiaggia • Terrazza esterna appartata con vista sulle montagne

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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Villa 224C, Jolly Harbour

Price Guide: US$380,000

Price Guide: US$275,000

Charming two-bedroom home steps away from beach
• Excellent rental history • Gated community • Private 30ft finger pier
• Air-conditioning throughout

Waterfront two-bedroom villa on Jolly Harbour’s South Finger
• Retiled throughout, new bathrooms and kitchen • Above-water decking
• Garage transformed into laundry room • Stylish fully-equipped kitchen

Guida al prezzo: US$380,000

Guida al prezzo: US$275,000

Price Guide: US$250.000

Villa 423E, Jolly Harbour

Lo

Villa 225D, Jolly Harbour

Villa sul lungomare con due camere da letto nel South Finger di Jolly Harbour
• Completamente ripiastrellata, nuovi bagni e cucina • Ponte sopra il
livello dell’acqua • Garage trasformato in lavanderia • Cucina elegante
completamente attrezzata

ca
tio

Casa affascinante con due camere da letto a pochi passi dalla spiaggia
• Eccellente storia di affitti • Comunità con sorveglianza • 30 piedi di pontile
privato • Impianto di aria condizionata

ns

Beach Sand, Jolly Harbour

Price Guide: US$245.000

Attractive two-bedroom waterfront home near beach
• 40ft boat mooring • Balcony off master bedroom • Extended decking
overlooking marina • Available fully furnished

Charming two-bedroom home in gated community
• Generous patio and waterfront sundeck • Open-plan interior with modern
appliances • Ideally located for holiday rentals • Short walk from the beach

Guida al prezzo: US$250.000

Guida al prezzo: US$245.000

Affascinante casa di due stanze in una proprietà privata con cancello
• Ampio patio e terrazza sul lungomare • Interni open space con elettrodomestici
moderni • In posizione ideale per essere affittata per le vacanze • A pochi passi
dalla spiaggia
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Deliziosa casa con due camere da letto sul lungomare vicino alla spiaggia:
• Attracco per barca 40 piedi • Balcone camera da letto patronale • Grande
terrazzo che si affaccia sul porticciolo • Disponibile completamente arredato

Villa 408A, Jolly Harbour
Price Guide: US$295,000

Villa 420F, Jolly Harbour
Price Guide: US$375,000

End unit two-bedroom waterfront home • Three balconies offering scenic views
• Air-conditioning units throughout • Electric hurricane shutters • Ideally
located for holiday rentals

Exceptional two-bedroom waterfront villa in gated community
• Extended above-water decking • Ideal investment opportunity •
Immaculately maintained • End unit setting

Guida al prezzo: US$295,000

Guida al prezzo: US$375,000

Proprietà terminale sul lungomare, due camere da letto
• Tre balconi con viste panoramiche • Aria condizionata dappertutto •
Tapparelle elettriche anti uragano • Situata in posizione ideale per essere
affittata

Eccezionale villa sul lungomare con due camere da letto in comunità chiusa.
• Pontile in legno • Opportunità ideale d’investimento • Mantenuto
perfettamente • Impostazione dell’unità di fine

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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Villa 414B, Jolly Harbour

ns

Villa 425F, Jolly Harbour

Price Guide: US$395,000

Price Guide: US$395,000

Well-presented south-facing two-bedroom villa
• Extra large decking • 25ft finger pier • Extended master bedroom
• Short walk to beach

Fabulous two-bedroom villa with purpose-built decking directly over water
• Private mooring for 20ft boat • Desirable gated community location • Stylish
contemporary interior • Includes high-end furnishings

Guida al prezzo: US$395,000

Prezzo orientativo: US$395,000

Price Guide: US$490,000

Lime Cottage, Jolly Harbour

Lo

Villa 220B, Jolly Harbour

Favolosa villa composta da due vani con ponte sull’acqua appositamente costruito
• Attracco privato per barca di 6 metri • Collocazione in ambita area recintata •
Arredamenti interni in stile contemporaneo • Include arredamenti di alta classe

ca
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Villa ben tenuta orientata a sud con due camere da letto
• Ampio piano di calpestio • Banchina da 7,6 m • Camera da letto matrimoniale
molto spaziosa • A pochi passi dalla spiaggia

Price Guide: US$475,000

Stylishly renovated two-bedroom waterfront villa in sought-after gated community
• Extended sundeck with excellent marina views • All rooms have been
widened • Fully-fitted contemporary kitchen • Luxuriously-appointed en-suites

Beautiful three-bedroom waterfront villa in gated community
• Stunning views • Short stroll to spectacular beach • Close to amenities
• Ideal location for holiday rental income

Prezzo orientativo: US$490,000

Guida al prezzo: US$475,000

Bellissima villa sul lungomare in una comunità privata, tre camere da letto
• Viste mozzafiato • A pochi passi dalla meravigliosa spiaggia • Vicina ai servizi
• Posizione ideale per essere affittata come casa vacanze
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Villa fronte mare finemente ristrutturata composta da due camera da letto in area
recintata esclusiva
• Terrazzo ingrandito con fantastiche vedute dell’area marina • Tutte le camere
sono state ampliate • Cucina contemporanea completamente attrezzata
• Bagni in camera arredati con lusso

Summer House, Jolly Harbour
Price Guide: US$475,000

Villa Azure, Jolly Harbour
Price Guide: US$175,000 (half share)

Charming three-bedroom waterfront villa in gated community
• Fabulous harbour views • Excellent investment opportunity • Spacious
sundeck • First-rate amenities within walking distance

Superb opportunity for a half-share holiday home in excellent location
• Short walk from beach and shops • Spacious open-plan interior • Pool and
sundeck • Three large bedrooms

Guida al prezzo: US$475,000

Guida al prezzo: US$175,000 (da condividere)

Attraente villa con tre camere da letto in comunità privata
• Splendida vista sul porto • Ottima opportunità d’investimento • Terrazzo
spazioso • Servizi eccellenti a pochi passi

Eccezionale opportunità per condividere una casa vacanza in una posizione eccellente
• A pochi passi dalla spiaggia e dai negozi • Interni spaziosi ed aperti • Piscina
e terrazza solarium • Tre ampie camere da letto

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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Westside apartment, Harbour View

Well-appointed two-bedroom apartment in tranquil location
• Couched in lush natural vegetation • Breezy verandah with outside dining
area • Ideally located for rentals • Excellent investment opportunity

Two-bedroom apartment near Jolly Harbour
• Bright, airy and spacious • Two bathrooms; one is an en-suite • Airconditioning throughout • Balcony overlooking lush tropical gardens

Guida al prezzo: US$275,000

Guida al prezzo: US$235,000

Price Guide: US$275,000

Price Guide: US$235,000

Appartamento con due camere da letto vicino Jolly Harbour
• Luminoso, arioso e spazioso • Due bagni; uno è un bagno in camera
• Aria condizionata • Balcone con vista sui giardini tropicali
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Appartamento ben arredato con due stanze in posizione tranquilla
• Nascosto in una rigogliosa vegetazione naturale • Veranda areata con zona
pranzo esterna • Situato in posizione ideale per gli affitti • Ottima opportunità
d’investimento
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Hamilton Estate 3, Valley Church

Price Guide: US$215,000

Tastefully furnished two-bedroom apartment near Jolly Harbour
• Short walk to beach and shops • Spacious private balcony • Air-conditioning
• En-suite to master bedroom

Prezzo orientativo: US$215,000

Lime House, Valley Church

Lo

Palm Tree Apartment, Harbour View
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Appartamento con due camere da letto, arredato con gusto, vicino a Jolly Harbour
• A pochi passi dalla spiaggia e dai negozi • Ampio balcone privato • Aria
condizionata • Camera da letto principale con bagno privato

Price Guide: US$995.000

Attractive four-bedroom hillside home
• All bedrooms have en-suites • Direct access from master suite to sundeck and
Jacuzzi • Superb views of landmark ‘Sleeping Indian’ hills • Swimming pool
and patio

Guida al prezzo: US$995.000

Attraente casa in collina con quattro camere da letto
• Tutte le camere dispongono di bagno privato • Accesso diretto dalla master
suite al solarium e alla vasca idromassaggio • Fantastica vista sulle storiche
colline ‘Sleeping indian’ • Piscina e patio

Half Moon House, Half Moon Bay

The Pelican, Jolly Harbour

Price on request

Price Guide: US$1,200,000

Two-bed home overlooking regular world’s best beach nominee
• Located on edge of historic hotel set for redevelopment • Broad sundeck
with views over Half Moon Bay • Spacious open-plan interior with vaulted
ceilings • Sold with extra plot of land ideal for development

Superbly located two-storey six-bedroom home with pool
• Gated community • Elegant colonial-style structure • Spacious wrap-around
balcony • Fully-fitted kitchen on each floor

Prezzo su richiesta

Casa con sei camere da letto in posizione invidiabile, con piscina
• Comunità privata • Struttura elegante in stile coloniale • Ampio balcone tutto
intorno • Cucina completamente arredata in ogni piano

Casa con due camere da letto con vista sulla migliore spiaggia al mondo
• Situato sul bordo del hotel storico nel set di riqualificazione • Ampia terrazza
solarium con vista su Half Moon Bay • Interno spazioso open space con soffitti
a volta • Venduto con appezzamento di terreno extra ideale per lo sviluppo

Prezzo orientativo: US$1,200,000

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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Seahorse, Tamarind Hills

Mandala House, The Peninsula, Long Bay

Price Guide: US$1,300,000

Guida al prezzo: US$235,000

Price Guide: US$1,450,000

Guida al prezzo: US$1.450.000

Splendida villa di lusso contemporanea con due camere da letto
• Situata all’interno del complesso esclusivo Peninsulare Willikies • Interni open
space con soffitti a volta • Piscina a sfioro con vista mozzafiato sulla baia
• Progettata dal famoso architetto Andrew Goodenough

Island Breeze, Jolly Harbour

Lo

Foxtails, English Harbour

Stunning contemporary two-bedroom luxury villa
• Located within the exclusive Peninsula Willikies development
• Open-plan interior with vaulted ceilings • Infinity pool with sweeping bay
views • Designed by leading architect Andrew Goodenough
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Townhouse con 3 camere da letto ben presentata in nuovo complesso
• Magnifica vista panoramica sul mare • Porte in vetro pavimento-soffitto
• Cortile interno e piscina con trampolino • Tre piani

ns

Price Guide: US$1,450,000

Beautifully-presented three-bedroom townhouse in new development
• Magnificent panoramic sea views • Floor-to-ceiling glass doors • Patio and
plunge pool • Three-storeys

Price Guide: US$1,750,000

Attractive colonial-style three-bedroom home
• Beautifully landscaped gardens • Delightfully decorated interior • Breezy
elevated position • Large verandah and pool

Luxurious detached villa in exclusive Harbour Island development
• Three large en-suite bedrooms • High quality fixtures and fittings • Large
pool and sundeck • Generous indoor/outdoor living spaces

Guida al prezzo: US$1,450,000

Guida al prezzo: US$1,750,000

Lussuosa villa indipendente nell’esclusivo complesso di Harbour Island
• Tre grandi camere da letto • Arredi e rifiniture di alta qualità
• Piscina e terrazza solarium • Ampi spazi interni ed esterni
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Attraente casa con 3 camere da letto in stile coloniale
• Giardini stupendi • Interni deliziosamente decorati • Posizione rialzata e
ventilata • Grande veranda e piscina

Cashmere, Brown’s Bay

Casa de Piedra, Jolly Harbour

Price Guide: US$1,950,000

Price Guide: US$1,850,000

Tranquil four-bedroom home in elevated setting overlooking bay
• Air-conditioned bedrooms • Sundeck and infinity pool • Exquisite interior
styling • Close to Nonsuch Bay Resort

Superbly located three-bedroom waterfront property
• Exceptional harbour views • All bedrooms have luxurious en-suites • Large
sundeck with pool, gazebo and daybed • Includes adjoining plot of land ideal
for development

Prezzo orientativo: US$1,950,000

Casa tranquilla di quattro vani in posizione rialzata affacciata sulla baia
• Camere da letto dotate di aria condizionata • Terrazzo e piscine a sfioro
• Squisito arredamento interno • In prossimità del Nonsuch Bay Resort

Prezzo orientativo: US$1,850,000

Proprietà fronte mare composta da tre camere da letto superbamente posizionata
• Eccezionali vedute del porto • Tutte le camera da letto sono dotate di
lussuoso bagno in camera • Ampio terrazzo con piscina, gazebo e lettino
• Include pezzo di terreno confinante ideale per uno sviluppo

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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Villa Kirby, Harbour View

Price Guide: US$1,999,995

Price Guide: Offers over US$499,000

Luxury waterfront three-bedroom property overlooking Dieppe Bay
• Three bedrooms with en-suite shower rooms • Panoramic views • Pool and
sundeck • Year-round ocean breeze

Spacious four-bedroom holiday home
• Three bathrooms • Large decking with gazebo • Private swimming pool
• Fully furnished

Prezzo orientativo: US$1,999,995

Prezzo indicativo: si accettano offerte superiori a US$499,000

Price Guide: US$2,300,000

Nine-acre plot, English Harbour

Lo

Sehil, Brown’s Bay

Casa vacanze spaziosa con quattro camere da letto
• Tre bagni • Ampio pavimento esterno con gazebo • Piscina privata
• Completamente arredata
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Lussuosa proprietà con 3 camere da letto sul lungomare che si affaccia sulla Dieppe Bay
• Tre camere da letto con bagno/doccia privato • Vista panoramica
• Piscina e terrazza solarium • Brezza dell’oceano durante tutto l’anno

ns

Pelican View, English Harbour

Price on request

Luxuriously-appointed three-bedroom home in stunning east coast location
• Large verandah with dining area and gazebos • Pool and landscaped gardens
• Spacious open-plan interior • Close to Nonsuch Bay Resort

Land available in the heart of Nelson’s Dockyard National Park
• Stunning harbour views • One small house already on site • Ideal for
subdivision or development • Close proximity to area’s numerous amenities

Prezzo orientativo: US$2,300,000

Prezzo su richiesta

Terreno disponibile nel cuore del Parco nazionale di Nelson Dockyard
• Vista mozzafiato sul porto • Una piccola casa già presente sul posto
• Ideale per la suddivisione o lo sviluppo • Vicino a numerosi servizi presenti
nella zona
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Casa composta da 3 vani lussuosamente arredata in una splendida località della costa
orientale
• Ampia veranda con zona pranzo e gazebi • Piscina e giardini panoramici
• Interno spazioso a pianta aperta • In prossimità del Nonsuch Bay Resort

Bays View, Galley Bay

Cole House, Savannah, English Harbour area

Enchanting four-bedroom villa with panoramic sea views
• 5,000 sqft home on half-acre plot • Large pool deep enough to dive into •
Built for longevity and minimum maintenance • Exquisitely styled throughout

Beautifully appointed four-bedroom villa with guest cottage
• Swimming pool and sundeck • En-suite with every bedroom • Tranquil hillside
location in private residential development • Short drive from St James Club
resort and hub of English Harbour

Price Guide: US$2,950,000

Prezzo orientativo: US$2,950,000

Incantevole villa con quattro camere da letto, con vista panoramica sul mare
• 5.000 mq casa su un terreno di mezzo acro • Piscina grande, abbastanza
profonda per potersi tuffare • Longevità della costruzione e manutenzione
minima • Squisitamente arredato

Price on request

Prezzo su richiesta

Villa splendidamente arredata con quattro camere e cottage per gli ospiti
• Piscina e terrazza solarium • Bagno privato in ogni camera da letto • Posizione
tranquilla in zona collinare, complesso residenziale privato • Breve distanza in
auto da St James Club resort e dal centro di English Harbour

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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Carib House, Turtle Bay

Villa Nicobar, Galley Bay

Price Guide: US$3,900,000
• Two acres of beautifully landscaped gardens • Walking distance to beach
• Five beautifully finished bedrooms, four bathrooms • Strong rental history

Villa Capri, Galley Bay Heights

Lo

Contemporary four-bedroom beachfront home in gated community

• Luxurious gourmet kitchen • Rooftop sundeck with Jacuzzi • Mezzanine loft
• Infinity pool

Prezzo su richiesta

Villa lussuosa con cinque camere da letto, con piscina in comunità sorvegliata
• Tutte le camere hanno il bagno privato • Squisitamente arredato • Arredi e
rifiniture eccellenti • Viste spettacolari sull’oceano al tramonto
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La quintessenza del buen retiro ai tropici che offre serenità e solitudine
• Due acri (9.100 mq circa) di bellissimi giardini e paesaggi • A pochi passi
dalla spiaggia • Cinque camere e quattro bagni splendidamente rifiniti
• Precedenti molto promettenti in fatto di affitto

Price on request

Luxury five-bedroom villa located in the exclusive Galley Bay Heights community
• All bedrooms are en-suite • Exquisitely styled throughout • High-end fixtures
and fittings • Spectacular ocean sunset views

Guida al prezzo: US$3,900,000

Guida al prezzo: US$3,900,000

Dragon’s Lair, Jolly Harbour
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Price Guide: US$3,900,000

Quintessential tropical hideaway offering serenity and seclusion
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Casa contemporanea con quattro camere da letto di fronte alla spiaggia casa in comunità
sorvegliata
• Cucina di lusso gourmet • Terrazza solarium sul tetto con Jacuzzi
• Soppalco • Piscina a sfioro

Villa Liene, Willoughby Bay
Price Guide: US$4,500,000

Magnificent six-bedroom beachfront property
• 8,500 sq ft stylish contemporary living space • Floor to ceiling custom-made
hurricane-proof sliding glass panes • Close proximity to Nelson’s Dockyard
• Private beach and custom-built infinity pool

Guida al prezzo: US$4.500.000

Straordinaria proprietà fronte mare con sei camere da letto • Unità elegante e
spaziosa di 800 metri quadrati dallo stile contemporaneo • Pannelli in vetro
scorrevole anti-uragano realizzati su misura che si estendono dal pavimento al
soffitto • Nelle immediate vicinanze di Nelson’s Dockyard • Spiaggia privata e
piscina a sfioro realizzata su misura

Price Guide: US$4,200,000

Spectacular four-bedroom hillside home with pool and guest cottage
• Exclusive gated community setting • Panoramic sea views • Entertainment
room and gym • All bedrooms have en-suites and verandahs

Guida al prezzo: US$4,200,000

Casa con spettacolare paesaggio collinare, con quattro camere da letto, con piscina e
cottage per gli ospiti
• Impostazione esclusiva di comunità sorvegliata • Vista panoramica sul mare
• Palestra e sala intrattenimento • Tutte le camere hanno bagno privato e
veranda

Driftwood House, Long Bay
Price Guide: US$4,650,000

Stunning seven-bedroom property in tranquil cove
• Close to Half Moon Bay • Interior space of 11,000 sqft • Designed by
eminent architect • Comprises main house and two guest cottages

Guida al prezzo: US$4,650,000

Splendida proprietà con sette camere da letto in una baia tranquilla
• Nei pressi di Half Moon Bay • Spazio interno di 11.000 mq • Progettato
dall’eminente architetto • Composto da casa principale e due cottage per gli
ospiti

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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nvesting here doesn’t just offer an exceptional apartment
in the heart of the island’s world-famous sailing scene – it
also gives you the opportunity to apply for an Antiguan &
Barbudan passport for yourself, spouse and two dependents.
Almost 30 superbly appointed suites – available as single or
double units – are for sale within the resort, set just steps from
the water’s edge of Falmouth Harbour. There’s an on-site health
spa, fully-equipped fitness centre and an emergency room while
all rooms have private balconies, air-conditioning, satellite
television, direct dial phones and wireless broadband internet.
The Garden View Studios comprise a spacious bedroom,
bathroom and small kitchenette. Spanning 637sqft, they offer
views of tropical gardens and the harbour.
The Sea View Studios boast sweeping panoramic views of the
harbour and marinas. Their 679sqft space includes a bedroom
with four-poster bed, modern bathroom, small kitchenette and
large balcony.
The spectacular split-level executive suites have a large living
room with kitchen area upstairs and a stunning bedroom and
bathroom downstairs. There’s a balcony on each floor with fabulous
vistas of the landscaped gardens and Falmouth Harbour beyond.
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Antigua Yacht Club Marina & Resort,
English Harbour – Sailing Heartland
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All properties featured are for sale through
Luxury Locations. Email info@luxurylocations.com
or call (+268) 562-8174 for details.
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The global professionals
with local presence.

Head Office, Luxury Locations, Portofino Offices, Jolly Harbour, St Mary’s, Antigua
Telephone: +1268 562 8174 | info@luxurylocations.com | www.luxurylocations.com

PROPERTY FOR SALE.

The Watch House, Jolly Harbour

Villa Susanna, Nonsuch Bay area
Price on request

Splendid Caribbean-style five-bedroom home in gated community
• Stunning hilltop location with panoramic views • Includes almost five acres
of subdivided land • Excellent investment opportunity • Fully furnished stylish
interior

• Set on 12 acres of land, ideal for development • Exquisite open-plan interior
• Designer fittings and fixtures • Large sundeck with magnificent ocean views

Prezzo su richiesta

Superbly stylish and contemporary four-bed villa with pool

Prezzo su richiesta

Villa con quattro camere da letto, elegante e moderna, con piscina
• Situata su 12 acri di terreno, ideale per lo sviluppo • Meraviglioso spazio
interno open space • Arredamenti e finiture di marca • Terrazzo spazioso con
splendida vista sull’oceano
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Splendida villa in stile caraibico con cinque camere da letto in una proprietà privata con
cancello • Splendida posizione collinare con vista panoramica • Include quasi
cinque acri di terreno suddiviso • Ottima opportunità d’investimento
• Completamente arredata con interni eleganti

ns

Price on request

Mercer’s Creek, Willikies
Price on request

Villa Kathleen, Galley Bay Heights
Price on request

Original 17th century plantation house with 26 acres of land
• Includes period furniture and curios • Constructed of Cotswold stone
• Original sugarmill on site • Seven bedrooms, seven bathrooms and pool

Luxurious seven-bedroom waterfront home in exclusive gated community
• Show-stopping style • Panoramic sea views • Pool, gym, tennis court •
Gourmet kitchen

Prezzo su richiesta

Prezzo su richiesta
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Casa coloniale del secolo XVII con 26 ettari di terreno
• Comprende mobili d’epoca e curiosità • Costruito in pietra di Cotswold
• Sugarmill originale sul sito • Sette camere da letto, sette bagni e piscina

Casa lussuosa con sette camere da letto in esclusiva comunità sorvegliata sul lungomare
• Stile impeccabile • Vista panoramica sul mare • Piscina, palestra, campo da
tennis • Cucina gourmet

Passion Village, Valley Church

Crosbies 18,270 sqft plot

Price Guide: from US$540,000

Price Guide: From US$237,510

Dual development of 10 and 16 homes, pool and restaurant
• Tranquil setting less than a mile from the hub of Jolly Harbour • Short walk
from one of Antigua’s finest beaches • Haven for local flora and fauna • Italian
porcelain stoneware floors

Desirably located land with convenient road access
• Prime hillside position with sweeping sea views • Excellent investment
opportunity • Conveniently located for airport and St John’s • Pleasant village
community close to acclaimed restaurants

Prezzo orientativo: da US$540,000

Guida al prezzo: da US$237,510

Doppio sviluppo di 10 e 16 case, piscina e ristorante
• Ambiente tranquillo a meno di un miglio dal centro di Jolly Harbour • A pochi
passi da una delle più belle spiagge di Antigua • Paradiso locale per flora e
fauna • Pavimenti in gres porcellanato, porcellana italiana

Terreno in posizione attraente con accesso conveniente tramite strada
• Posizione collinare privilegiata con vista stupenda sul mare • Ottima opportunità
d’investimento • Situato in posizione strategica per l’aeroporto e St John’s
• Piacevole villaggio vicino ai ristoranti acclamati

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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Aqua House, Valley Church

Price Guide: US$495,000 REDUCED from US$595,000

Price Guide: US$895,000

Exceptional villa within Nonsuch Bay Resort
• Large balcony overlooking the pool area • Access to four-star resort facilities
• Two large bedrooms with en-suites • Beautiful ocean views

Well-styled four-bedroom home overlooking beloved beach
• High quality fixtures and fittings • Short drive to Jolly Harbour • Sundeck
and pool • Lower floor could make self-contained apartment

Guida al prezzo: US$495,000 RIDOTTO da US$595,000

Guida al prezzo: US$895,000
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Bay Villa, Nonsuch Bay

Casa ben arredata con 4 camere da letto che si affaccia sulla spiaggia
• Arredi e rifiniture di alta qualità • Breve distanza in auto da Jolly Harbour
• Piscina e terrazza solarium • Piano inferiore potrebbe essere un appartamento
indipendente

Coconut House, Nonsuch Bay

Sunset Lane, Dickenson Bay

Price Guide: US$975,000
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Villa spettacolare all’interno del Nonsuch Bay Resort
• Ampio balcone con vista sulla zona piscina • Accesso ai servizi di un resort
a 4 stelle • Due grandi camere da letto con bagno privato • Vista mozzafiato
sull’oceano

Well-appointed three-bedroom home within Nonsuch Bay Resort
• Large verandah • Private pool • High-end appliances • Use of resort
facilities

Guida al prezzo: US$975,000

Newly refurbished four-bedroom house overlooking sea
• Electric gates and private drive • Occupies one-acre plot • Back-up
generator and pool • Ideal family home

Prezzo su richiesta

Casa recentemente ristrutturata con 4 camere da letto, con vista mare
• Cancelli elettrici e autista privato • Occupa un terreno di un acro
• Generatore back-up e piscina • Ideale casa di famiglia
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Casa arredata con tre camere da letto a Nonsuch Bay Resort
• Veranda spaziosa • Piscina privata • Elettrodomestici di lusso • Possibilità di
utilizzare le strutture del resort

Price on request

Town House 24, Nonsuch Bay
Price Guide: US$725,000

Villa 473, St James Club
Price Guide: US$595,000

Chic east coast waterfront home
• Three bedrooms • Garden courtyard • Private pool • Located within the
Nonsuch Bay Resort

Stylish two-bedroom property within one of Antigua’s finest resorts
• Excellent investment opportunity • Full access to resort facilities
• Magnificent ocean views and private patio • Spacious air-conditioned rooms

Guida al prezzo: US$725,000

Prezzo orientativo: US$595,000

Casa chic sul lungomare della costa est
• Tre camere da letto • Cortile con giardino • Piscina privata
• Situata all’interno del Nonsuch Bay Resort

Proprietà finemente arredata composta da due vani all’interno di uno dei più eleganti
resort di Antigua
• Eccellente opportunità d’investimento • Pieno accesso alle attrezzature del
resort • Magnifiche vedute dell’oceano e patio privato • Camere spaziose
dotate di aria condizionata

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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Cotton House, Sugar Ridge Resort

ns

Villa Sunset, Sugar Ridge resort

Price from US$4,500 per week

Price from US$4,095 per week

With its classic Caribbean design, Villa Sunset has been designed to take
advantage of the cooling breeze and is finished and furnished to a high
specification. Glass doors and picture windows frame the stunning views.
Three king-size bedroom suites, each with double vanities, are linked to the
main pavilion by covered terraces. The pavilion opens onto an outdoor dining
and living area with sundeck and pebble-tiled infinity pool.
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This exquisite newly built villa overlooking Antigua’s world-famous west
coast blends the amenities of a luxury resort with the privacy and tranquillity
of a tropical retreat. Cotton House offers all the comforts of home in its twobedroom main house and one-bedroom guest cottage. Perched high up on the
hill within the confines of the acclaimed Sugar Ridge resort, visitors will love
the panoramic sea views and the close proximity to some of the island’s finest
beaches.

Villa Seaglass, Sugar Ridge resort
Price from US$4,200 per week

Price from US$12,000
Featherhead
- per week

An exquisite villa, newly built and luxuriously oversized, this property blends
contemporary and romantic designs with superb furnishings. The spacious
layout allows utmost privacy for each of the four air-conditioned bedrooms
which all have en-suites. Outside, there is a pool with bar stools and Jacuzzi.
The spacious sun terrace with views across the Caribbean Sea offers a
spectacular spot for sunbathing or sunset cocktails.
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Set on a hillside, this recently built, newly furnished residence enjoys gentle
trade winds and breathtaking panoramic views across Jolly Harbour. Built and
finished to an exceedingly high standard, this quintessential Caribbean-style
property with private infinity pool comprises four well-sized bedrooms, all
with stunning vaulted ceilings, ceiling fans, air-conditioning, duvets and luxury
en-suites, and a fully equipped contemporary kitchen with high-end modern
appliances with room for eight or more to dine comfortably.

Villa Sull Oceano, Jolly Harbour

Villa Nirvana, Jolly Harbour

Beach House, Galley Bay Heights

Price from US$7,525 per week

Price from US$4,500 per week

This outstanding five-bedroom beachfront home is filled with natural light
and luxurious living areas. All bedrooms are en-suite; the master suite has sea
views, a walk-in closet and exquisite bathroom with a beautiful claw foot tub.
There is a gorgeous kitchen fitted with state-of-the-art appliances and granite
work-tops, a versatile family/media room, infinity pool and spacious private
roof terrace.

With an enviable hillside location overlooking Deep Bay, views don’t get
much better than here. This spectacular three-level, three-bedroom waterfront
home, within the exclusive gated development of Galley Bay Heights, offers
stylish contemporary living at its finest. The top floor has an open plan living
and dining area which backs onto a generously-sized kitchen with state-ofthe-art appliances. The bright, airy interior has floor to ceiling glass doors
which maximise the stunning vistas and give way to a large covered patio and
sundeck with infinity edge pool.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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Villa 221B, Jolly Harbour

Villa 222C, Jolly Harbour

Price from US$800 per week

Villa 222C is a delightful waterfront home with a large extended deck. The villa
has a bright, spacious open-plan ground floor with a fully equipped kitchen
and dining/living area. The latter extends out onto a covered veranda through
sliding glass doors where you can enjoy wonderful al fresco meals while taking
advantage of the stunning views across the harbour. It also has a large sundeck
built directly over the water.

A great two-bedroom waterfront villa for up to five people just a short stroll
from the beach. The excellent accommodation comprises a large master
bedroom with king-size bed and waterfront balcony, and a second bedroom
with queen-size double and a single bed. Both bedrooms have an en-suite
shower room. The open-plan ground floor with fully fitted kitchen, dining and
living area has patio doors leading onto a terrace with sun loungers and BBQ.
There is WiFi and air conditioning.
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Price from US$950 per week

Villa 331C, Jolly Harbour

Villa 417B, Jolly Harbour

Price from US$750 per week

Price from US$850 per week
This refurbished two-bedroom villa is in a quiet road with beautiful views over
the water. A secluded white sand beach is a short walk away as are all the firstrate amenities found within this gated community. The living area has beautiful
fixtures and fittings, complete with leather sofas, and leads out onto the patio.
Outside there is a retractable awning and gas BBQ grill. Both bedrooms have
en-suites and the master has a private balcony.
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A beautiful two-storey waterfront home offering spectacular marina views. The
ground floor has a fully equipped kitchen, and stylishly furnished living and
dining area. Outside there’s a deck area with awning, sun loungers, furniture,
barbecue grill and boat mooring. The master bedroom has a queen size bed
and private balcony while the second also has a queen bed. There are two and
a half bathrooms.

Harbour Lodge, Jolly Harbour
Price from US$2,900 per week

Fabulous styling, an abundance of space and a spectacular location make
this four-bedroom home a showpiece. The piece de resistance is its wonderful
sundeck and pool with spectacular views across the marina. There is also a
generous verandah with areas for relaxation, dining and entertaining. All four
bedrooms – three of which have en-suites - are attractively decorated in vibrant
hues and have air-conditioning.

Milk and Honey, Harbour View

Price from US$2,000
Featherhead
- per week

A luxurious four-bedroom detached villa near Jolly Harbour, the property has
been stylishly decorated throughout with comfortable, quality furniture. There
is a fully equipped kitchen with a large dining table. The house benefits further
from central air conditioning and a generous decking area complete with
outdoor furniture and a large swimming pool.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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Indian View, Jolly Harbour

Villa 224C, Jolly Harbour

Price from US$4,500 per month

A charming two-bedroom waterfront villa with two and a half bathrooms, and a
balcony accessed from the master suite. The property has been revamped with
new bathrooms and a new fully-fitted kitchen. The spacious, open-plan living
and dining area has patio doors leading onto the outdoor terrace and decking.
Set in a gated community, the home benefits from close proximity to numerous
amenities.

This stylish three-bedroom villa offers spectacular views, privacy and close
proximity to amenities. A shaded verandah gives way to a large open-plan
living, dining and kitchen area, decorated in clean neutral accents with chic
rattan furniture. High ceilings and tiled floors throughout help keep the interior
cool. The property sleeps six people with additional space for a child’s cot
adjoining the master suite.
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Price from US$1,000 per month

Villa Azure, Harbour View

Brown’s Bay Estate, Brown’s Bay

Price from US$1,500 per month

Price on request

This bayfront luxury villa comprises three living quarters, interconnected by
natural stone-paved walkways, comfortably sleeping up to eight. There are four
bedrooms and bathrooms, including a charming outdoor bathroom. The fullyfenced property is entered via electric gates and a private drive. It borders a
tranquil bay with its own dock and private beach with sun loungers and kayaks.
There is regular maid service, Wifi, cable TV in all bedrooms, international
phone line, printer, and gym equipment.
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This charming three-bedroom, two-bathroom property is in close proximity
to all of Jolly Harbour’s amenities, including a well-stocked supermarket, golf
course, bars and restaurants. The stylish open-plan interior includes a fully-fitted
kitchen. There is air-conditioning throughout, parking for one vehicle and a
private swimming pool among lush, tropical gardens. The beach is a 10-minute
walk away.

Waterside, Jolly Harbour area
Price from US$2,000 per month

Fully-furnished and air-conditioned throughout, Waterside’s peaceful location
in a quiet street within the Jolly Harbour gated community makes it ideal for
families. This charming three-bedroom, two-bathroom waterfront villa has a
fully-fitted kitchen, washing machine, internet and cable TV. Waterside has
a large sundeck with gazebo and is within walking distance of the beach, a
communal pool, supermarket, restaurants and all the other amenities Jolly
Harbour has to offer.

Freckles Villa, Harbour View
Price from US$2,250 per month
This delightful four-bedroom villa benefits from both a tranquil location and
proximity to shops and other amenities. There’s a spacious sundeck with
swimming pool, a bright pleasant open-plan interior with large fully-fitted
kitchen, dining and lounge area. The master bedroom has an en-suite with
bathtub and separate shower cubicle. There are two additional full bathrooms.
Freckles Villa has central air conditioning.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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Villa 416E, Jolly Harbour

Price from US$2,250 per month

Price US$1,200 per month

This villa has been tastefully decorated and furnished and includes a fully-fitted
modern kitchen. It has four bedrooms - the master has an en-suite - plus a
further two guest/family bathrooms. The open-plan living area is bright and
spacious with patio doors opening onto a covered outdoor dining area with
generous-sized deck and pool. It has hurricane shutters and air-conditioning
throughout.

Villa 416E is a delightful two-bedroom villa with its own boat mooring a short
walk from secluded North Beach. It has a fully-fitted kitchen leading into
the living and dining area. Sliding doors lead out onto a patio. Upstairs are
two good-sized en-suite bedrooms; the master has its own private balcony
looking over the waterway. In between the bedrooms is a closet with a washing
machine and dryer.
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Pimento, Harbour View

Villa 421F, Jolly Harbour
Price from US$1,000 per month

Price from US$900 per month
A beautiful two-storey waterfront home offering spectacular marina views. The
ground floor has a fully equipped kitchen, and stylishly-furnished living and
dining area. Outside there’s a deck area with awning, sun loungers, furniture,
barbecue grill and boat mooring. The master bedroom has a queen size bed
and private balcony while the second also has a queen bed. There are two and
a half bathrooms.
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A well-finished end unit, this villa offers light and spacious accommodation
throughout. The open-plan kitchen leads to a comfortable living area, with patio
doors through to an outdoor patio. There are two bedrooms both with en-suite
bathrooms. This property has cable TV and air conditioning in every room. There
is a garage space accessed from the front of the property.

Villa 331C, Jolly Harbour

Villa 332F, Jolly Harbour

The Boat House, Jolly Harbour

Price from US$850 per month

Price from US$3,500 per month

This delightful two-bedroom villa has a fully equipped kitchen, comfortable
seating for five people and dining table for four. There’s a spacious outdoor
living area with private plunge pool, furniture and views over the golf course.
The master bedroom has a queen bed and en-suite with shower. Patio doors
lead to a private balcony. The second bedroom has twin beds and en-suite.
There is a washroom downstairs and AC throughout.

This luxurious three-bedroom waterfront villa is finished with marble flooring
throughout and is beautifully decorated. The main floor has a tastefully
furnished open-plan living and dining area and a fully equipped kitchen with
appliances matching the granite countertops. Outside is a large deck with
swimming pool, outdoor furniture and an 80ft dock.

For further information visit www.luxurylocations.com
To arrange a viewing contact info@luxurylocations.com
Tel +1 268 562 8174
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2 Describe the moment you fell in love
with the island
After coming here from Nassau, which
was very Americanised, Antigua felt like
something I had always been looking for. I
don’t know what the charm of this island is
but everyone who comes here falls in love
with it; they plan to come for a few months
and end up spending the rest of their lives
here.
2 How do you spend your time when
you’re not working?
I enjoy playing golf and I love to eat out
at Cecilia’s, Jacqui O’s and Boxer Shack.
Or just having dinner with my lovely
partner Grace over a nice glass of Chateau
d’Esclans ‘Whispering Angel’ rose wine.

they’ve been with us so many years. It is
a challenge to run a restaurant in a small
place but it also means less competition
and we can build up a good relationship
with suppliers and local fishermen.
2 What’s the secret to island living?
Be patient! And understanding – because
it can take time to do certain things. You
live a Caribbean life – if it doesn’t happen
today, maybe it will happen tomorrow. It
does not make sense to get stressed.
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2 Tell us how you became a chef
My grandmother was a chef in a castle back
home in France in the old days. Hers was
an old style of home cooking – rabbit and
beef stews, and casseroles. I came from
a family of four kids; my brother is a chef
too. I grew up in La Vendee on the west
coast of France and went to hotel training
school there. My style is classic French with
a Caribbean twist. I love to work with fresh
fish and seafood and create new dishes –
sometimes they just pop up in my mind.
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Classic French cuisine and quaint charm have earned Le Bistro - now in its fourth
decade - a firm status as one of Antigua’s best loved fine dining restaurants and an
island institution. From exquisite escargots to impeccable crème brulee, the Hodges Bay
establishment has helped put the country on the culinary map. At the helm, and with a
string of enviable accolades, is legendary chef and owner Patrick Gauducheau. Here, he
shares the secrets of its success - and why, for him, Antigua is the place par excellence.

2 What’s the key to Le Bistro’s longevity
and success?
Consistency. Le Bistro is an island
institution. We have some dishes that have
been on the menu for its entire 35-year
history. Rack of lamb, Dover sole, duck
a l’orange, pumpkin soup – those dishes
cannot be removed. Most of our customers
know exactly what they will have before
they even arrive. Some of the staff have
been there since the beginning too – like
the bartender Mr Thomas, Miss Blue the
sous chef, and Miss Prisca the pantry cook.
Also Philippa Esposito; she’s the restaurant
host and makes all the pastry – lemon
tart, crumble, crème brulee, banoffee
pie, coconut pie. Our staff know the
personalities of our customers, they know
what they like to drink, their routines,
where they like to sit.
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2 How did you come to be in Antigua?
I was working at the Wyndham Hotel
in Nassau when I accepted a six-month
position at a hotel in Antigua. That was
in November 1988 and I am still here 27
years later! I worked and managed various
restaurants before buying Le Bistro in July
1999.

2 What do you love most about what you
do?
We run Le Bistro like a family business; we
treat all our staff as family and that’s why
120

2 Tell us one thing people don’t know
about you
Well, everyone thinks Philippa is my wife
which isn’t true!
2 What’s the most interesting meal you’ve
ever made?
I do a lot of catering for private airplanes
and one day in 2004 I got a call at 5am
from the FBO [fixed base operator] asking
me to bring them 80 dishes within the next
two hours. I called all my chefs and asked
them to be there in 10 minutes. They did
and within two hours we had the 80 dishes
prepared. We made seafood, filet of beef,
lobster cocktail, pasta and desserts – we
basically emptied the fridge! We had no
idea who was on the plane. We only found
out later it was for the US military plane
that flew Jean-Bertrand Aristide out of
Haiti [to Bangui] via Antigua after he was
removed from power.
2 If you could cook for anyone in the
world, who would it be?
The chef I worked under in the Bahamas.
He was my tutor and mentor; I learned a lot
from him. I would make him stuffed shrimp
with scallops. n
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Rated A (Excellent) at A.M. Best Company

...IN THE CARIBBEAN

Because our roots are deep, our customers enjoy extensive coverage and
competitive premiums on every personal and commercial insurance product.

Auto • Home • Marine • Liability • Business • Contents
+1 (268) 484 2900 • www.caribbeanalliance.com
Head Office: Caribbean Alliance House, Cnr. Newgate & Cross St’s, St. John’s

•

Falmouth Harbour Branch: Antigua Yacht Club Marina Commercial Centre

Anguilla • Antigua & Barbuda • Ascension Island • Barbados • Cayman Islands • Dominica • Falkland Islands • Grenada • Montserrat
St. Kitts & Nevis • St. Lucia • St. Maarten • St. Vincent & The Grenadines • The Bahamas • The British Virgin Islands • Turks & Caicos
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